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Adam's Peak
 
Sun shadow is eerier
Many years ago it gifted
Misty spread over the peak as a heaven land floating among the clouds
Thus, Lord Buddha, s Christ, and Adams were printed foot there
 
Ancestors were preserved for you and also me
To travel to the peak with the thousand of impression
Also, pilgrims who are hiking the mountain
Blessing for the god rather ensure their diversity
 
The attraction was by man-made that supplied shelter as well as food and
beverage
Someone who like the homage to family member's gang and lovers
It supported and giving more chances by it power
Believe the noble eyes are watching you always
 
The Adams peak which garden for the noble one
Someone climb who can see it isbeautiful than other destination
In the time of every year January to May
Who will be the next noblemen who also will come to their peak
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Adore (Alphebetical Poem)
 
Adore was created by noble one
But also, not for one it everybody
Charismatic among the nation
Definition of his adore, that was difficult
 
Especial creation, that offered by Godfather
Father's name is not continuing by son
God is kindly, but he believes sin is around her
Her could not delegation with noble one
 
Ideal phrase and wordy are never ever deleting
Judgment is accurate, it proves by people
Keeping faith the creation of the god
Love to listen, again and again
 
Mentioned above verses
No one thinking
Oh god, where are from beginning the adore
Puzzle in mind the god son also, grows by her adore and breast feeding
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Adrift Woman
 
Existing mountain filled with tea plantation
Pluck tea bud by women workers
She was thin and she's skin turned to black from sun rays
Nevertheless, she dedicated service daily
 
One day she came with her little baby
Whilst on crying her baby, she gave breast to feed for baby
Stopped cry by baby she gave a kiss to baby and kept near to her
up to sun is go down She worked hard
 
Another day when the time she worked on the tea yard
Came her husband for asking money
He drunk local arrack every day and night
But she gave all money to father
 
She was cried but somebody did not see
Although she's teardrops it dried by sun rays at the noon
Also she's was in pain, that was not clear
However, her whole life spent for family
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After Christmas
 
Great day remarkable memories never ever deleted
The comet has been replaced
The popularity of the Christmas date couldn't be seen today
there garden flowers moved as a lazy girl
 
Give thanks to the sea which was not waving rough waved
Give thanks to the wind blow that was mellow on that day
Give thanks to the sunbeam that was not much hot on that day
Even though themoan of the women it wasturning for praying
 
Beautiful Christmas cards used to the decorated wall by children
Loved one has removed hanging gift of the Christmas tree
Salesmen were happy thus good profit seasonal
Although sorrowful people were they seen his mercy
 
Looking attraction of thephotos by the family member that was for reminding
holy day
White snows they were turning to colorless water
White snowy leaves were turning to the green color
But will be turnedmemories sorrowfully without scripture
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After Raining
 
Session of rain, it is the time full fill the lake. River as well as pounds
Over, over rain, therefore, sun chariot has spread
However, plants grow with the new bud
Flood was destroying some dwells reconstructing with the sun
 
Reaching winter all over the world
Lured snows will be delighted as the white cloud
Starting farmer to do the harvesting their paddy field
Raining has fulfilled Lake River as well as pounds
 
Flora has grown with mildly greenish color
The bird was sung a new song with new nature
The umbrellas, raincoat, has hanged corner of the room
Children were gathered in the ground to play a game
 
Teachers became happy to fulfill the classroom
The night became warmth therefore, couples were bedding and enjoying
The peacock was fluttered with the sunrays its feather become dry
Labors, slum people were happy according to rainwater is not coming themselves
slum
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Always Forgiving For Sinners
 
Bastard has caught up thy hand
However, he had not any evidence introducing that who was thee
Thee ran like a flash between several people
The bastard was shouted, a thief
Bloodypassengers have tackled thee as a thief
They hit from thefist until bleeding and tone all clothes
Although they were unfair cause have not any reason to prove as a thief
Foolish people went away with hand thousand of sins
 
The elephant rock decorated with the mass statue with Lord Buddha
That noble one looked behavior of sinners
Thee praying that is forgiving for this sinners
Therefore, the lord has salivated theefrom the beast like sinners
 
The street colored by the blood of thee
Thy blood smell inspire that who was the Christ upon the cross
Therefore, his kindly eyes were looked at thee and he tall god came because of
sad
Advising that, the devil is killing people according to Christ was reborn
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Among Beautiful Enviorment
 
Suffered everything same coming with soul it's a heights of 	truth
Among beautiful environment of doctrine foot stepping the dark path
Listening dropping water and an d growing bud its make life of faith
Looking pouring tears mourn with pain or pleasure couldn't show really truth 
 
The believe of keeping deep of your heart it will be showing power of creating
Every dropping dew and flowing rivers groan when was him foot stepping
Which knowing and feel of smell and heart rhythm whence it will be asking
The summer and winter with autumn will be watching blossoms blooming
 
The power of our selves never born with pour it's all really for life
But the many of really thing destroyed by power of greedy people
They will arrested every good person and will kill without change
Thieving innocent property and banish without think of life
 
Whence the deposited thought could see front of my eye s
The reading or watching with creative divine except never help to lives
Emotion and feel about wealth every man till end of heart rhythms
But them are never see them solves soul without any hesitations
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Ancestor Constructed Strange World
 
THE MOMENT OF COME WITH OWN HERITAGE FROM THE VERY BEGING WORLD
HUMEN BEING
WHISPERRING FEEL THOUGHT TO EAR Walking DAWN THE STREET BUT NO ONE
LOOKING
EVERY THING FOR MAKED FOR YOU R ancestor telling proud of and exits seen is
believing
All of thing will came to till satisfy for life alive with pleasure day tomorrow
coming
 
The more and more road will marked by them for walk further and many of rail
way station
More book write for reading with pleasurably and many of bus stop beside in
road sitting on
More friends for embracing and walking along road till finding everything soon
Don't offered rough mood mans will fallen upon earth never will back born
 
Watching till my end breath whispering something for something console heart
Which of make your heaven rescue desolate every can be faith at this fort
We are like beggars behind your walk so tell me heard one song in my heart
All though which never misfortune in the world been distance few both heart
 
Where can hide or escape from love the killer will be meeting never hesitation
Open your heart and together will defeat him could see very nice world creation
Feel often time softness thought born in god is bless for every thing
Hope is no make in tomorrow all though the scene is beauty giving everything for
loving
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At The Past Time
 
Wind is blowing across the lush paddy field
Village, temple, and lakes they were the main symbols of the prosperity
Kingdoms had been established consequently, among all regions
Thou is reading legends they made thou proud as well as brevity
 
The paradise invasion by Chola, Dravida, Portuguese, and English since the
history
Although brave kings and troops were protected themselves motherland
The son of Ashoka named theraMihindu declared Buddhism via all provinces
The people turned for the cultivation in order to make sovereign
 
The historian man-made was an amazing environment to the Island of Sri Lanka
The country took the reputation of &quot;eastern words corn store&quot;
Developing were all of The family, society, and kingdom
History was amazing, therefore, delighting are all of was world heritages also
recently
 
Thousand years ago Flying was kings across the sky to prove love for queen
Seetha
Clever productions have not second new innovation
Recently, The people are speaking nation owned language it was Singhala
Pleading that is from the heaven thatisland of Sri Lanka protecting is from all
nasty
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Attaractive Bay And Firing Range
 
Greenforest on the hill, which is silent with the morning sun
Gesture that was showed up like pleasure calm that made up gestation
Gathering that deer groupthey were playing squirreling with simian
Gifting this nature to either fauna or human
 
The birds it hidden among the leaves and it was shoutedcontinue
The mina andpigeon were flown upon the seashore
The deer had not moved to their beach but it watches that scene on some time
The lagoon seawater is not moving for their seashore
 
Blowing that wind across the bay and over the trees
Boat, Ship, and jot were floating from the power of wind on several hours
Blank atmosphere has decorated leaf shadows
Background will be attractive for the portrait by painters
 
Lovers of motherland they named soldiers who fire the gun on their range
Lieutenant was bided to them that proper stance and accurate aim that might be
Lagoon had not an idea that sounded bang, bang on that time
Loathing that sounded of bang they have inserted earplugs for themselves ears
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Battle
 
The soldier cried after the battle
He stands in front of their military cemetery
Thinking that was faded youth
Thinking that was left his loved one
 
Struggling that was either beginning or finishing war
But he felt it was same as a begin
The grabbed weapon has handed over to their armory
He became a lonely man rather than past
 
Thinking that who owned this land
The triumph is chaotic that whisper by wind
But also, the consoles why all battle has finished up
He lay down the ground
 
The chaotic life is being finished cannot be rebuilt up
All battle is being finished with wealth was finished
The cloud has created a white bed for lay down
His soul flew through the sky via heaven
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Beach At Sri Lanka
 
Once upon day with sun dawn foot step along on the white sand wave is come
and tough foot
The shipping boat teaming one row till calm dawn sea wave s noon or at the
night
Children playing more and more games with noise smile make themselves 		court
Dew mix wind blowing every time feels so much taste of lips like 				salt
 
Early with waking sea hawk flew far away across sun chariot and defeating
blowing 		wind
Rough wave came and knocked against black stone spreading white foam it's
never end
The train express going upon rail near of sea coast with emission black 			smoked
Enchant passenger looked outside about large sea and blowing 		wind
 
Coconut with trees moving by wind right to left the shadow had creative beautiful
decoration
Aliens lay dawn the sea coast wearing sun glass smile with sun rays and   apply
with crème of sun
Pleasure and so close people enjoy themselves life the large sea wave smile with
people soon
Beach hotels par lour decorated for enjoying people all though church spreading
sweet hymn
 
One see weed trample by foot its move with sea waves and floating every where
Ornamental fish came to out side from water and take them food by floating
weed some time
The booze people dance with club music the ladies clapping and gathering
together all time
Although the god phrases the man who will build one house upon the rock called
him man of the wise
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Beautiful Island Of Sri Lanka
 
The destination was covered by seawater
There has mountain, plain, seashore, wood, rainforest and waterfall
According to, it named as a paradise in the world
It has a long history more than a thousand years
 
Entering that is a natural port, which is a beautiful glimpse
It famous natural island it has a good reputation
The island made by decision of noble one
However many people try to capture this island
 
In the past, it connected with long abridge to the large peninsula
Rawana was taken Queen Sethato this Sri Lanka
Legend is famous all over the world
Therefore, it was a nice place for identified the past adventures
 
Thou can be ride thousand of boat
It waves not rough it prepared for voyaging on sea
The message is coming via the sea waves that touched by the seashore
Thus thou can feel this is a nice place for travel with either loved one or lonely
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Beauty Female Body
 
She was beautiful with a female body, therefore, how thee controlled earned feel
How thee console she's feeling with the threatening of legal
Although, how thee carrying was connectedwith her
 
Thee was embraced there female body for consolearouses a feeling
Voice of kindly was startedthat was heard to thee
It said the warmth was not in anybody without noble ones
Thee has cared for women but also sinful men's was not prudently sighted
 
Sinful people were killed many women without guilty
Thee thought heaven gate will not open for sinful people
Will be fighting thee was bided to the sinful people but without pushing that
women body from the warmth of thee
thee thought why they looked us without the lookout
 
Thee heart was suffered because of may be killed these women
Thee was suffered pain but soothing from she's sweet voice
Thirsty gone away but she had no water
The hours of obscene was ended, she became happy
Thee prayed for god that was protected she from the sinful men
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Beaytiful Butterfly
 
Between mountain misty spreading everywhere sun rays coming among tree
leaves
Variety of flowers blooming beneath large trees with sun rays dew sparkle like
diamonds
Ones of rivers flowing among misty and dark woods flew small bird's team flare
with hue wings
Inviting bloom blossoms for flying hue wings sucking me give to message for
blowing winds
 
Sun up at sky and trees apparition fallen all of dark woods area the hue wing
hide for cover with it
All of beautiful flower pleasure for love with hue wing with them calls to them
every minute
Without any boring its filling own stomach and flare wing it's so nice picture
All though one of mellow petal not left body of living moving with wind before
time
 
At that time sudden left pollen asked from it with sorrow where did you go
It set with it selves team flare hue wing flew along river and between mountain
minute  ago
The river moving slowly with murmur sweet melody move beautifully flamingo
All of them turn with blowing wind although it's not for wrong way for find them
lovers for with flamingo
 
How much loving children and babies for hue wings how much blooming blossom
via world
Do it knowing how much story and poem written about innocent eye and hue
wing from people mind
Why did not telling anything for them sucking pollen and flew with team till meet
world end
Although never be losing it places at the heaven and romantic gardens and wood
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Begining Of The World
 
Beginning world with people starting doing sin the phrase prove by him
           blood
Although no one facing take him for doing hospitalization try to going road of
          blind
The names of noble one protecting status truth ounce upon time try to fight till
end
Although it's may be brutal experience in the formality of 				blind
 
Getting some meaning of reality so hard for people step by step increasing
                 population
They never listen to sound of dropping water never listen of blowing wind never
sing melody of hymn
Among floating people romantic water laughing somebody with pleasure crying
innocent  somebody drowning in water all though the wind is  murmur hymn
Once upon time hide with reality loving ancestors not to be strange thought from
heart               born
 
Without knowing distribute power ignorant someone hitting and killing
                     people
Demolish somebody property gathering with blind one not strange crucifix
               loving one
Suffered own nation someone the joy with foe like all over nation where is
protect                  scripture
Before return to salivation prince must be floating everybody   till rough sea
murmur some         one
 
Sun Turn to black color every sea turn black color bowl of seven deposited
protect from               fire
The sole will purify from sin every planet went too far away separate from solar
system earth     pure
We loneliness with darkness knowing everybody reality with flying wings flare
somebody whisper with love
Although they never see again without warmth tough finding road before coming
end                     time
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Brave Soldiers
 
The forest is covered by green trees large wood bodies exist like large mountain.
At morning sun beaming between tree leaf for to green grass and which of
sparkle like little star by dew. many and variety birds are singing sweet poem
and fly away with pleasure for finding  is get down from his horse and do lying
beneath tree for  had long hair with small eyes like falcon wide shoulder seen
noble look for him past few minute ago shot. While ago had left cavalry many
horse men were fatal
Injured by enemy atrocious and cruel war are lame all of them brevity is showing
his all over face whilst on sleep became dream at his child hood with father and
who done work he always fond status about noble truth at war. Actually father
was one of hero for our mother land defeat enemy and winning from enemies.
leisure world sun is go up beaming heavily Jim was wake up suddenly from
difference sound like foot step who had jumped to saddle and run away but many
horse men's follow up for kill him. Jim who didn't stopped at moment ride horse
ahead very past who couldn't increase more speed further between large
mountain and dangerous wood who had ride horse with hope see luster eyes
how cruel activity in war he is singing old poem &quot; much hurt travelled in the
realize of gold which birds in fealty to appalls hold&quot;
his eyes was luster by his affection feel get down from horse and do action about
meet with her how offered bunch of flower how embrace his loving girl who had
very panic about will feel hoping seen
End of day sun is going down like red ball at west sky birds are fly far away.
 
 
Who was mildly stuck to the door she mum has innocent look darkness coming
from between window and inviting moon for invasion darkness.
she was turn on  do fire hearths for cover suffered cold see yet where my Elisa
with murmur to air she's mother didn't care about him and do tell oh my dear
actually she was so  glad seen about you  bad cold his behavior is turn to very
sad because Elias is didn't see 03 years later again she had telling to him at last
door few minute ago opened door oh she's mother Elisa latter or 04 year seem
her live because she couldn't  get reminding them nests  front of hers house who
get dawn by saddle and took bunch of roses for offer to his girl and foot step to I
m Jim indeed you I couldn't remember now I m elder since last month I was ill
and now  I m very frail   to Jim hers house with hope looking loving eye who had
confuse extreme  up and asking whereas my Elias I come to propose again just
moment she been in bed room Elisa mother call to her she hadn't  any hope with
you oh poor deer chap ill call to her as soon as possible she came to front of him
oh my dear Jim how about you will you take dinner no need I special will you go
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have valley I need discussing with you Elias was agree with him both if together
went out and walking together one of owl lamination hide among dark clouds she
hadn't any change from history step by step Jim hope will  success and look
again she is luster eyes between showing one of unbelievable thing long time
both of them suffered with acute pain dear Jim please don't angry with me
because now I couldn't agree with you  I have been affection with some one  I
was call often time because you didn't answer more time I been in Longley never
see me again dear  Jim are you bless us
Shall be married next month with him blessing me and her parents blessing to
the brave soldiers remove him hand by his warmth and back to horse saddles.
Where hide this moon I drowned     in darkness
Where can go with horse blind which of     eyes
Where ever born affection with this     sadness
Foe is became to like friends only hope to us
 
Blowing wind never tell again         hers name
Don't accompany hers fragrance world is change
 
And many goodly status and kingdom seen
Round many western islands have I been
When did healed my wound at heart             be
Desolate come and embrace me all over life
 
Never dawn in my life without               your
Whose creative wonderful why didn't one    offer?
All of bringing champ again I will weep            tear
Though with horse back to cruel                   war
 
Too shadow is none for                loneliness
Walking horse lazy suffering          sleepiness
Hope mix to breeze go away soon            us
Foe is became my friend which hate of         us
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Bravity At Child Hood
 
The island via blowing dry wind the calm sea wave come to the sea coast and
which is  sun chariot dropping all over small dwell roof. the large bell ring by one
man he s face has showing large scar since past  ringing his bell listen some
small children teeming and queue for  mood not showing good  they are very
busy with sun dawn. The rough man watching them with stick dy not to like see
him his face not recognize smile. Hay Paul I remember every time my parents
and brother s he told with sorrow to smith as like same but we couldn't going
leave from her e we are like prisoners here.  Which place you were catch for this,
after school front of junction. I went to the shop buying for pencil box that's time
one person came to shop and given large box then he called to get in to car for
make lift to my home when after two mile he gave some food   began drowsiness
and feel sleep upon the car seat when I was wake after 10 or 11 hours I had
seen in this room with this friend.  So now we leave parent and brother and
sisters. This people never thinking about me and you they always try to increase
them work profit. Hurry takes your food take your food the large shoulder with
man shouting roughly. They all together taken them breakfast speedy.
Somebody came and asks more food but owner never issue for them.
 
After breakfast they gathered to coast and select one and team for training
further thieving programmed. The thief team leader they select one, one by team
for swimming running and fighting programmed them doing everything hardly
but they never see themselves future. Hay Paul  see that one friend floating he is
shouting help, help  but nobody came to him the end of training period counting
the leader of one children is loss anybody see him name mark  at the swim
practice raise them hand mark was drowning at sea just few minute ago oh the
owners went to the boat and in to the sea for find him after one hour they
bought mark body to the  feared with sorrow  looked him innocent body
the ludwick call to other for  lunch hurry up get ready for you lunch go fast  they
ran to the hall the mark innocent body lonely at the coast.
At the lunch time again meet smith and Paul they discussing last hour
unfortunate mission for  Paul they didn't treatment to mark what's the reason oh
its general reaction this place may be they offered to him war ship at the 't tell
anybody I be id two month the duration while eight or ten friends are missing
smith  ludwick was shouting again hurry up you have more ten minute rest you
ready for next station and start next part of  sun was hide black cloud it's
anybody unknown where do come from to the ck also face turn to pale color he
looked the several time that mark lying ugh the body was not showing that place
Paul what's happen him only 15 minute his body not showing who bought it don't
shout whispered him every death after the scene is  afternoon all of them
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training full of encourage situation. All together declare sympathies of dead that
noon. Some time young man's come to the place and walking everywhere and
discussing with children with smile face.  They every time by hand with pistol and
gun they never think humanity or other selves' lives. Hay boy improve you
ingenious mind could be capture everything for your life may be some time
warning to  the spreading darkness they should be get in to the cell for fading
themselves night after taken themselves short dinner .
 
After one week they start to lesson for the children they introducing all of wealth
man s bank and the all of country president and ministers for improve knowledge
of formality. Many of note put upon them note book over day. They only
following wealth for build them  Paul do you understand now we build for thieving
and kidnapping important places and person after 16th or 17th we could enter
the path for further live in the world. Do you like my friend' oh god how it s done
we are guilt at the future everything goanna be prove by developing world
without any hesitation.' I want escape this place ‘would you agree with me Paul
asked from smith it's so dangerous whispered him listen surround by sea and
blood hound dog with random security service we should learn about everything
clearly.                                                                         
 
Both of them get in to the slumber and seen many of dreams themselves escape
from cruel island. Day by day dead quantity increasing by accidental  smith and
Paul getting understand last opinion and   last decision should be escape from
the island. Collecting many thing and Paul was thieving one map over island the
day was rain couldn't start trainee for children they conducting one class for boys
hay Paul go to the office and take time table ludwick call to Paul ok who went to
the office that time no body at the office room Paul check every door and
cupboard he find need something which of map hide from his lap and ran to near
ludwick given to them time table for him. end of day work Paul and smith at mid
night waked and went to the under bed and read the map from fire stick end of
last fire stick they went to the bed for  by day they improve knowledge of via
improve them physical fitness without any force from ludwick and other
instructors. One day after mid night first hour both of them went to the under
bed fire box and map they read it very past hay Paul look at this place other side
of island one port I think it is   better place leave this place can you remember
last week we went the mountain I see which of place the place lonely one mini
boat park that place its satisfied for cross the sea. Did you think it s easy I never
seen the land yet be on the mountain or rock. You see this map we could reach
to the place after 24 hour.
Both of the m plan at night escape from island just goanna going to bed we
jumped this place from bac  k door  you know that trench its suitable its going
outside of this  with me both of them embrace with pleasure.
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The dawn with sun chariot spreading ever y where smith and Paul wake up with
full of happiness the courage grow both of mind every  daily work doing easy and
than better other children may be some time both think with themselves friend
with sorrow born one sad leave them at the night hay smith what's happening do
you see that end of pipe that trench. Than 100 meter height we should going
you ready my it s so easy we prove our force than wise before wake up them
tomorrow we should move and reach to next middle of the next port. Just
knowing them will following us accurately of cousrse my friend; hurry up hurry
up idiot what going here run, run and swim ludwik shouting and scold to children
with bad word.
Hay do you see that place one fuel can I will go and threw to over  from this
cansina,  ok be carefully please note really place dropping it. he very faster  go
and threw it coast area oh god survival us no body see it. ok shall we run fast
ludwick looking for  us.  The day over both of them sit for last dinner with all of
friend Paul and smith food taken with sorrow. Although both of them very busy
at this  upon the bed and get off the light both enter the cannel and stretch
slowly among darkness all cloth turn to black color but they are didn't leave
themselves courage last hour both them out from cannel and try to find fuel can
hay smith where its please check that under bunch its available that place. It's ok
hurry up we should run this way till see other port the reach to port after one
hour both of them leg and hand abrasion and bleeding and coming pain all over
the body the fortune no one feel them escape from camp. Listen to carefully
again but no difference sound avoid blowing wind.   They get in to the boat and
fill the tank with fuel and the boat push to water and start engine for cross the
sea. The sea is very calm if not avoid moon light  the land of sea coming pure
light everywhere when starting boat smith and Paul embrace with acute hope.
	The boat drive very fast and they reach to land within 20 hours and make
complain and whole story stated to police officer accurately and show the map
for easy to find criminal place.
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Bumblebees Will Be Singing
 
When the time of walking the street I covered it for not wet
Atmosphere air has purified by it
The squirrel has made cage in it
A tree was added attraction to the world
 
Early in the morning, it lights for the earth
It starts moving in the east sky
Every cities, villages, and woods had been lighted
It offered benefit raysto the world every day
 
The rainforest, which has controlled by world
Most of the eco lovers captured pictures. which was a deer came at the brooks
The lions, tigers, hedgehogs, are living their
Revivify bumblebees that are sucking from the pollen that was owned by
blooming blossom
 
Either you or I have to love the nature
Thus, next generation will grow rather than thoroughly at universal
Tree will be protected you, and bumblebees will be singing a song
Therefore, the natural attraction will be increasing as well
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Can Not Be Changeddate Of Dead
 
We met at thechildhood
the memories those are special never ever forgotten
We celebrated often time together many days
Ranging candle is for our memories
Changing lifestyle and dwell by the time
Nonetheless, we matured in varied ways
We met rarely but we talked to lot of things
But we did not think the life has shorter
With the advancement of age, we entered other life
The busy life has limited fun
But also, you had not informed that is calling from the heaven
You were special memories never ever has forgotten
The death and destiny those cannot be changed
How he refused that invited from heaven
We are pleasuring thus heaven is arranging for you
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Capture Every World
 
The life is flowing between many of bother couldn't get meaning
All are get together feel I m in Longley among thousand people of living
crying heart without console puzzle for further life people among
The life is dream never can get mean deposit only dark blot thinking
 
How much spending  time for fill up really mean for growth better life
All though day by day went to the elder smile is dream for me
How to access fortune is far away its good hope among every one
Come and embrace really pure mind it's so much  better than step  out full of
dark  avenue
 
The white  man make many of weapons  for capture every world power
The middle of this how to faith full people alive love with together
They make the life of other poor or foolish than beneath democracy of our
The world is creative for all equally but the someone crying and shivered  roof
under
 
The summer winter and autumn they couldn't feel never desire changing
Whenever  will  heritages burn by cruel man and women and gambling
The fox like black human been watching  till fill  his stomach without smiling
The fighters are death for mother land  the dirty mind with people destroyed
themselves belong
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Cascades
 
Greenish wood decorated by serene chute flowed
Flowing was water with sounded &quot;choora&quot; &quot;choora&quot; in-
between forest and rocks
Solitude environment became busy by flowing water
From whence chute flows to a there wild area
 
The brier was bloomed beside the deluge
Wild animals gathered to there chute for quench thirsty
Sun chariot crept in-between leaf as white silver line
Sunrays sparked clear water space
 
Finally, the expanse of water toughs large rock surface
Thence, dropping expanse of water was an abyss
There expanse of water was created white cloud as smoke
Blossom of wilt flowers petals has floated upon divulge
 
But plenty of softening wild rose moved here and there by the blowing wind
The briers were not like to flows upon the chute as wilt wild rose
Close to there rock was created beautifully rainbow
Pouring was Bambara Kanda waterfall in Sri Lanka with sounding that
was&quot;hooos hooos&quot;
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Chaffinch And Evening
 
Good evening thus mild darkness embraced the nature
Starting shouting was cricket but it faced not seen
The chute sounded by divulging of water
Mild wind was toughed thee body as a massage from cotton
 
Color of clouds starting that was starting with there darkness
The moon burgeoned among clouds that not seen it
A lot of birds flew somewhere themselves cages
But one of chaffinch put on on the tree of branch
 
Chaffinch sounded &quot;preehee, preehee&quot;
It was cleansed feather by its own beak
It was along shouting aging and again &quot;preehee, preehee&quot;
It looked around there cleanse feather again shouted &quot;preehee,
preehee&quot;
 
Couple of one who was chaffinch put on the tree of branch
But only one chaffinch was not away
But that couple flew to see themselves born
One chaffinch stayed there as result of away there calm
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Child And Rainy Day
 
Rainy day, therefore, children were not attended to the school
One child was slept up to nine o clock
Kissing his face by parents they were going for working
A child who was alone home that day
 
The child was taken breakfast on the table as a gentlemen
All pets as sibling sat around himfor breakfast
On that day both cat and dog also feeding by the plate on the dining table
Happy breakfast was taken altogether
 
The child was playing with toys they also playing with the kid
He made a phone call to the mobile ice cream van and pizza for the lunch
Happy both cat and dog it was smiling with him
He played a lot of computer game until finishing the data
 
After that, the evening he invited the friends for comingto him place
Therefore, the children were enjoyed
After that, they played a cricket game at the garden
Mother just arrived and she heard &quot; slang&quot; there for, she asked
&quot;who broke the window&quot;as paranoid
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Child World
 
Given at birth by mothers to the baby
Gifting that from heaven by god
Gazing that are pretty and they will love to the world
Glory of the house that arranges by babies power do you hold
 
Kneeling, that for going to see the loving mother as well as father
Knowing, that all babies to open mouth and calling to mother
Kissing that we every loved one cause babies havepretty behavior
Knocked both palms for applause but it sound was very poor
 
Love is spread by all family membersto the child then starts studying at
preschool
Little children are either playing games or studying well
Life is started by the power of breastfeeding it was a theoryfor all
Long life has started little childwho was a beautiful
 
Toes are friend with child life
Talking with the pet and playing the computer game
Threatening to the friend for fightingsome time and enjoying some time
The treasure like babies grows for the future
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Come And Embrace Soul
 
The scripture come and embrace soul it's not going away
Make wonderful world for every person speeding scripture everyway
Can be overwhelm sin life thought not worry about your future is lovely
The sun and moon certify how much pleasure born thought every day 
 
 The power of theme spreading every woods desert and every sea waves
Aiming every animal ear for listen honey words
The people of suffering will learn about power of pure souls
The word everything steady for every storm and calamity without hesitations
 
Once upon time the cruel peoples were killed noble kindly people
It s every world clause it will be change for only this pure scripture  
One day will burn every helium atom hence sun will turn to black color every
where
Till back from heaven will be situated whole thing bid from noble
 
Although before killing kindly people listen praying with people of suffering
Try to return love to love equally don't try to hurt o them they really innocent
your attacking
Oh somebody left planet losing hope emotion although it's really console people
thinking
Try to put smile every face they will make your better soul without amazing
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Complaint Of Unrecognized Couple
 
I phoned to her definitely, not special matter
Although, the matter was the same as I tried to tell at the previous day
It was an eternal matter as deep feeling in the heart but cannot be spelled
properly
She's voice has been dull as result of, I became the regret
 
I tried to spend the day or two days that was without phoning
Although, automatically my finger has tough her name
Sometimes, living with her until the end of life as well as next soul
But also, I didn't recognize that is her heart
 
Thinking, that was I m not important to her
I felt desolate, therefore, I looked far away across the sea
Alas, she came as a goddess and inquired me why did not look at me
I stated all things they are important to me but she did no get it
 
I stated all work done by me without her
Although, all special conversation after one matter is deposited in my heart as
told I previously
Therefore, I became wordless men
She's behavior is cannot be imagined without night dream
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Computer World
 
The software has been applied to everything
Perpetration food, studying, and banking those were lessons so easy
Talked to loved one with the tab via the internet
However, both were not in closer places
 
The print book has replaced due to published E-books
Participation either classes or School are not at in the School
The lectures university around you in your place
Every second is being submitted document in your net
 
The people communication of face to facethat is not being happened each other
The age of younger frame in the domestic room
Decreased value of nature and human being
Human Revivified has been omitted from newer technical advancement
 
Neither you nor I had not teachers
But they open the door for entry to good places
The life is spending withfriends
They were unseen friends like shaking hand to someone in the darkness
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Corporation Via Every Nation
 
Till growth foot sore worked with hope could see truth      of scripture
Bleeding from wound heart is suffered all of believe thing went never mind
Where
Listen from far away coming mourn with blowing wind having idea begining
where
All of people s is try to make fun with hide by shadow   of dark
 
Mild jaundice with sun is go down for drowning        sea    water
Fish men are fishing for maintain             themselves       lover
All though rough wave coming for tackle canoes under     water
Because of god is never open path for them                  behavior
 
Having more corporation with world via every                nation
Could see soon salvation from suffered                            pain
Pure bible with could find real phrase of true                  loving
Beaming and rays everywhere could every being of           human
 
Luster eye with thing sweet girl went away and blaming
Haven't forgive couldn't believe she had be lover of mother by boning
Never writ by god get out from him under care believing
Trust of gospel all of human being began from power of true loving
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Couldn'T Defeat Destiny
 
Flowers move by blowing wind sun beam coming all over 		valley
The sea coast waiting for sea waves till come and kissing 		lovely
Waves knocked with stone and spreading white foam places of 		every
The hawks fly over sky for tackle fish for quench them 			hungry
 
The devotion for strange environment make to all pleasure without hesitation
Couldn't defeat destiny it will become like the cart following circle all same to
human
Without feel of destiny people s are destroying many thing could it seen
All though someone see that wonderful creative never demolish tree structure he
has brain
 
The spring with blooming blossoms spreading fragrance every		where
Every suffered delet from body and mind never change true of 	doctrine
The winter of very beginning turn to white color every dwelling
place 
The summer time and dropping leaf and flowers petal 	every 		where
 
Reason is lasting begin to love invisible heritage rescue from	passion
The life wheel drive by strange scripture move every choices places soon
Tell to sun beaming every morning for blooming blossoms and phasing to seen
Could say god buy for people and should feel at really heaven
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Country Heritages Forever
 
The rains is came to the village without notice voice is come noise
Breeze blowing through wet leafs all of natural bloomed by bade
Couldn't really judge morning noon or evening the long moment sun is hide
But the woods trees and cultivated never feared for darkness with rain come
 
The black clouds among start beaming on set birds are singing like luster
morning
Hanging dew from leaf sparkle like mini star sun is smiling
The leeches are stretch between grass like became new power for further living
The noise of pouring water from dame increase by rain coming
 
The flowers moving by breeze butterfly sucking pollen among rain
Many people walking with umbrella they never defeat rain
Someone late and thinking with looking far away sky beautiful seen
Between rain misty flare colorful rainbow near of horizontal which of beautiful
seen
 
The fortune every dwelling place comes with rain at august summer
Every people smile and make them hope developing own country heritages
forever
One song and one phrase living together one nation creative with rain summer 
Every foes make hopes capture strange of heritage mix with water and flowing
like glacier
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Courses And Boarding House
 
Studying will be made a good future for the people
But most of the institute has been established close to the city
Most of the students are coming to the city from the village
According to, they might be found a nice boarding house
 
This student become a boarder wherein the close to the city
They live consequently either private or government boarding houses
The high-class student lives in the luxurious boarding house but lonely
That place has ensured all items owned for the boarders
 
Middle-class students, they lived together one roomin normal boarding houses
There were not good enough cleanliness as well as good security
The economic class student lives in government boarding houses
There were not good enough facilities
 
Stealing money some time by a thief but no one taken good action
Oh poor student has not much money for eating food and drinking mineral water
but they were enjoying with the singing song
in fact of, music has power for filling the stomach
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Cove
 
Green roof like tree leaves has covered on their ground space
Glamour that either cluster-creeper or tallest tree
Giant trees which are supporting to God live on their wit peace
Growing that was little weeds for keeping natural beauty on their beachhead for
further more
 
Sun rays cannot drop directly to the earth
Severe rain too that was cannot be dropped to their earth
Sometimes having that sound of birds shouting but it was living at high
So it is a nice eco-friendly environment but not allowed people without strength
 
Hiding that several messes, rooms, billet them painted by green color
Horse and brave soldier's statue was growing moral of entering warrior
Harmony of blowing wind that whispered a lot of epic about the warrior
Hero has never ever died that proved by the soldier
 
Cove that attractive was increasing from existing mountain
Ceylon and USA navies they were shooting on the target in the cove sudden
shown
Coastal sand which sparkles by sun rays which reflected stone upon
Country lovers are growing from their amazing screen
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Crash The Truth
 
Sun disk is dropped to the 					            	chamber
Bringing thousand of true					            	 prayer
Wake up from blind dream that						 hour
Rescue from sin of life 							suffer
 
Love is come to life with really 						sadness
The love is turn to blood 							tears
The people sin takes to noble god before end of world 			lives
The god is live ever follow up people life like them 				shadows
 
At the time of people are threw the 						stone
Covered guiltier head by him power reborn his			 	life
Who has to come to the world again as if you				are?
Take him life for forever extend his hand with				 love
 
The time of devil killed the truth by sin people starting fire 			weapon
The Christ was not pouring tears from eyes take him people 		sin
If crash the truth that day the Christ who is				 	reborn
Live with people escape innocent people feared facing every people	 sin
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Creative Wonderful Flowers Ornamental Birds
 
Knowing our heart failure like my really                                   friend
Loosing memory will return my                                                world
Never didn't met like that heart       of                                         god 
Every men's were offered themselves                                belonged             
 
Creative wonderful flowers   and ornamental                                      birds
Introducing how men's suffered without knowing of truth of               Jesus
Be my only loving heart come and embrace my                             thoughts
Couldn't equal without ignore of                                                         minds
 
Birds could fly and make nest upon                                               trees
Flowers' having noble duty in lying upon all of                              alters
Before die my best why create this                                          heritages
Means too die with pain never hurt to                                     scriptures
 
Construction many church like heaven at                               palace
Free from tie thoughts making lecture                                      future
Further will cover by eye from path of           hell                         like
Oh my wealth is burn to offered to                                           candle
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Creative World
 
The sun Moon Rivers and earth and Boulders create for
people
The strange mountain and large seas exists can looking every
where
Evergreen woods and pouring cascade and beast make to us
love
Never listen rough noise blowing wind mellow toughing and could heard voice
 
The	sun rays till beaming will moon move at solar system over       hesitation
The stars will crying and asking from every clouds did you see   loving       moon
Climbed all mountain with bowl of truth and fix upon climax for every one seen
We will tell to coming please find out true of love beneath this sun and     moon
 
Every night fire candle under strong bowl which is protective those   all
           bother
Flying birds will give true message of highest truth before turn off   candle like
                star
The beast come and shows every roads for foot stepping   till understanding
mean of murmur
Everything will turn over to much like forever living till end of life
               over
 
The hate with cruel mans the earth and every planet&	every
             seas
Will   turn out of order the faith off from heart fate is coming through every
        things
All though don't blame to blowing wind or flowing water among mountain and
great valleys
Highest of truth easy to understand listen and feel   who will be watching every
          life's
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Creator Has Murdered
 
Universal created by god
Its decorated by sun, sea, earth air and water
Lives varied bios they categorized like People and animals
The animals had not wisdom than men
 
First age they hunted animal for hungry
Fires had made by crushing stones
Either tree leaf or animal skin was covered nude of people
However, they built a society family and village
 
Decaying that were animals thus losing food to the society
Turning the society was for agriculture
Fond either circle or elements to work easy
Began war at the time of crippling noble one
 
The technology came to the world
Computer and software identifying every human
The elements have turned to sources of power
However, creator has been murdered by worst people once upon century
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Cruel Formality
 
The dark weather spreading all place people shivered by cool
              humidity
Somebody shivered without food they wealth thieving cruel people like beast
they                  cry
Turn to back for doctrine demolish impartial earn money from
                       pray
Although they thieving money from innocent man who shivered beneath cold
with sever hungry
 
The rich man drunk and with fill full stomach kicking innocent
                    people 
At last programmed of development country poverty people killing or arrest using
them power of command till end of life
The king of people around many of queen drinking wine eating grapes discussing
condition of people
Although suffered people by poverty around anybody no one shivered by rich
man                     curse
 
Greedy judges and lawyers no sense of doctrine never giving for recompenses for
              living
Try to hang suffered people without guilty seem everything tie with
                  lying
Just seem to be visage of poverty innocent people they turn to charge try to
arrest they noising
Without free walking in him motherland living in formality who one talks him
             party for surviving
 
Every hoped broke cry him front of altar do pure my sole till redness both
                           eyes
Although every one cure for rich people they never singing or written sad
                        poems
Heritage of own country living and freely talking freely for fill stomach well
without                       blanks
Make him courage for see better formality the doctrine follow him whispered
blowing                   winds
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Cruel Kingdom
 
I LOOKING LUSTER EYES BLINKING WITH NO MATTER WITH YOU HURT IS
BELONG TO ME
LOOKED OVER ME NO FEEL WITH MY DESIRE GOD BELIEVE FURTHER FOR ME
PROCEDURE  
NO ONE CAN FIND OUT WHERE BEGIN TRUTH OF LOVING AMONG HEART TO
HEART WITH LIFE
HE WAS BID TO THEM CRIPPLING FOR ME ALL THOUGH NEVER PAIN IN MY HEAT
BELIEVE  
 
WE COULDN'T HUNTED FOR FUTURE ITS COMES FOR ME FRONT LOOKING
THERE NO MEAN
SHE WITH THEM MAKES GLORY NIGHT FOR TIE WITH ALL THEM SUFFERING
DESIRES BELIEVE SEEN
THE GOD WAITING FOR THEM WITH BLOOMING BLOSSOM TO SALIVATE FROM
SUFFER WORLD SIN
SOME THING IS REMEMBER TO SAYING FOR US BUT WHO IS NEVER DEFEATS
FOR YOU MY HEART OF LOVING
 
THE FUTURE OF BURN WE COULDN'T SEE ANY FOR FEEL OF THAN OF SAYING 
DON'T REMEMBER WHO WAS BLEED FOR US NO DESIRE OR FEEL OF WITH
LIVING
PURE OF PRAYING WE COULD MAKE FOR ME THERE ARE BEGIN LOVING
PRAYING
MY HEART IS BELIEVE WHICH IS NEVER DIE TILL SEE MY LOVING PRAYING
 
THE FLOWERS HADN'T SEE EVERY WHERE AMONG PEOPLE FOR QUARREL FOR
TIE THEM THOUGHT
THE INNOCENT ONE THINKING WHERE CAN ALIVE LIKE MAN FOR ROUTING
WITH HEART
WHO FLEW ACROSS SEE AND AIR WHERE MY INNOCENT SPACE BLAMING CRUEL
KINGDOM OF ALERT
TILL BLEEDING ALL OVER BODY WITH OUT WEEPING OH BELIEVE DON'T
DEMOLISH MY HOLLY HEART
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Dance By Little Girl
 
Watching till sun set at deep see and moon was away from
                   earth
Listen to blowing wind and looking to the far away   till dropping in my     eye lid
which of truth
Hunting for you every fortune but the where hide the ever
                     faith
Before went away mea soul grab which of never be missing believe my
                 faith
 
The innocence burn by romantic love they never to under care for         			culpa
The breathing is sort finding fresh without misery for serve to ever 			moa
I was cooled burnt mind from savage they were kill love
                     Imia
Her listen to voice of sadness trust mea soul grab which of never lie
               Evvoia
 
Mine in little girl dance at sea coast and listen wind is blowing leiliras like sweet
        song
She like innocence and loving eyes for ever beneath sleep eye lash and neck
           hang
Give me a chance for her dance with among people upon height			            stag
Never burnt world by evil she was fairy for every one believe the
             loving		         	
Feel it lovely and pleseurly she have pure love and pure       			heart
Which is not to dream further to me  	heart will be came 			out
She is dance like fairy from heaven I be watching always for with			beat
The true of love seen in believing by swear of sun of moon at			night
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December Breeze
 
Raising feel of the cold at the morning
Blooming blossoms there is a garden
The birds sang by octave voice than other days
Hence, strange birds are flyinghere and there
 
Carrying a good message by the breeze
Therefore, merciful emotions are being grown
Automatically aspiration air has become white color as a smoking
Red color of the rose petals have been increased
 
Flashing sun to the earth even though it has not very hot
The sky has been preparing a new space for the Comet
Growing pine leaf as a broach them has situates at coastal
Seashore has busy but they will have not been flowing over the beach
 
Mourning women, crying children they have not a rough coat to prevent from
cold
Working men are collecting gift for traveling to the family
Arranging dwell by mothers that is for a get-together
The Bethlehem which was the weather since this like December
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Desire Of Hungry
 
Shining sun at the sky in the noon
Crows were shrieking it was fought for eating waste
Desiring that was uncomfortable at the moment
Thus food has not taken
 
Billboard, painted name tag, the face of people gradually became blurred
Trying to talk but the sound was not come out
Hand grip to the handrail, therefore, prevent fallen down
Therefore thinking that was dying people with hungry
 
Mature men who have the energy to live more days without food
Water will be cured for console hungry
Nature will be supplied air
But children how to find food in the world
 
They crying again and again with a desire of hungry
Cheek, eyes, became lured as a flower of frangipani
Fallen down at the floor like a dead body
Oh children how they live without food
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Desolate Life
 
Fading sun shade spreading and covered all over city turn to red             color
Busy people going to themselves houses for looking him family for embrace
Birds are flying speed for seen it selves nest the proceed of car horn pipe
Desolate people walking every street with yearn of speech with another one
 
The church door is open for begin praying if not ghost will come among darkness
Will having free space for living better the people are again and again call to him
selves
The voice of hymn spreading and enter every windows they will sleep with sweet
dreams
The evil escape feared of power of world famous the bulbs sparkles
 
Who select for following except him thanks given for him foe desolate life
The sole with see him people offered to desolate with loneliness from every one
Smile with destiny it may fill in life everything feel so pleasure
Every second spending for your noble scripture it my will ear and eye
The darkness off by fire candle fill alter everything is from your bid at that time
 
No one born for with knowing about world everything that will show every path
The win world scripture like every natural changers combination really faith
No feel of desire blowing wind murmur every defeat artificial hatch
All though never feel loneliness its world of people like and though of high
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Developing World
 
Constantly everything evolve financial equal science and men's and
women's 
Contingencies of life this constantly evolve though when avoid busy
times
The rendition of centuries by centuries everything evolve which of not to be
strong feels
Somebody pleasure with advantages somebody sorrow wiped weep with
disadvantages
 
Avoid incur theme at history couldn't thought make better formality for world
people  
The golden rules from ancestors somebody amended with pure thought for make
new one
Among developing somebody utmost earn money for grow themselves dreamy
all the time
Although wise man and women searching rules build almost for better strange
future
 
They every time explanations for people what type of thing using for protect
themselves planning
Any one couldn't turn to flocks builds truth since history which of delight every
place murmur wind blowing
Fertilizer land corps bud growth time to time   suffered people smile with the
future making
Physically and mentally almost full fill formation every places via boning
 
The fertilizer lands already harvesting as like to same seem to be another planet
toward day after tomorrow
Satisfied for origin wanted everybody they power will increase without any
hesitation not sorrow
Watching carefully future doing ought protecting themselves fried strong
formation will be situated wow
The fight for reach to conqueror dropp competent mind everybody truth will
follow
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Developping An Island
 
The flowing water providing power supply via all over island last day without rain
many people desire current failure presently many country using nucleic power
for supply current specially we can call to them world power of command country
India china and Japan using this nucleic sources for rescue from darkness
although may be the nucleic power not suitable an wise proper system is water
power for  India and china will agree to giving this power for using our nation.
Electric train has very high speed we can reach every place a one moment and
we could deposit t  like gold not to be facing power failure. This developing
village not correctly power supply yet the first fact of not to satisfied production
by turbine by water power. Northern area having large terrorism last three five
years ago many things destroys by enemy presently they Live without saw power
in this area school children haven't power supply for studying computer very
difficulty in study at the night
Although some one dance beneath color light. Some island for provide solar and
wind power for the ministry of power and energy although this area not any
project or plan earn to power and energy. Otherwise not functioning works shops
and factory in case of loose of professional for the people. Among this situation
why not agree with kudankulam nuclear plant yet the people movements again st
nuclear  Lankan nuclear power plant proposed 2020 year..
Actually developing country main problem of lack of power supply due to loose of
ne destroying environment without any idea of future  increasing population
developed road facilities. at that situation we can't hope full reach range of rain
which of effect for reducing supplying  power energy.  Sri lank a was a cultivated
country since history  comparison with universal movement some ells not to be
match for  present situation be side young people try to fight with new
developing world they need to delegated with world via. Without power energy
they couldn't reach to themselves dreamland they become to weakness among
darkness' at the future.                            
Absolutely this whether suitable for large power plant area there is no evidence
of bad weather since last few year without doubt for storm or rough sea because
front side adorn by marvelous  forest protect by the government although
commence large project in this place they will give the permission for the benefit
for people alive. The one problem we need to one power plant for required
approximately 400000 cubic yard of concrete.66000 tons of steel 44 miles of
piping 300 miles of electric wiring enough to stretch
Construction of a new nuclear power plant creates up to 3500 jobs at peak
construction each year the average nuclear plants generates of approximately
dollar 470 million in sales of goods and service the average nuclear
Plant generates federal tax payments of approximately dollar 67 million annually.
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The country man suffered with   loosing  need to wealth for cure themselves
family. Without duties for people they tie with many of bother and they time
spending for unsuitable something using nuclear power  plant  we can construct
many of factory via   past time came natural calamities  and terrorism effect is
very harm full  decades not done any development project via country  no active
any new idea via country. Many young soldiers killed by enemy at the past time
its may effect for loosing development in this country. Ancient time many of
aliens came and capture this country otherwise every our ancestor fighting with
swords the fact of the nation has not new idea of the terrorism. The condition of
war somebody offered them life also beside it general condition of their people.
 
All of thing over since presently young solders rescue mildly life threaten too
missing something themselves life's now they could share with developing
project. The sources of our step by step loosing people are useful many thing ut
sources we cannot to earn money for future plan. 
Otherwise important cultivate plant need to increasing plant yard and man power
for increasing working strength.
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Difference
 
Being Messaged by furiously she
In fact of, she was either companion or share life with different men
That man has not a lot of money, a lot of knowledge, a lot of connection on this
world
Therefore, as a men thinking clamming bill on that day
 
She had not flesh with the meal but also, he was the greedy flesh food lover
She was sitting on the high-class AC room he thinks how I smoke a local
cigarette at that time
She did not like to phone every day with the study but he does not study well
without her phone call
She had to look for many friends for share but he thought only her eyesight
 
She thoughts past men's who lived together but he did not think past women at
all
She thinks his haircut and beard but he did not think of her flesh as a bible verse
 
He thought foot step to the chaplain to solve the born pain in his heart
Although she is thinking share ideas, other men
 
she was asking bosses name and themselves menus as well
but also, He is not able to discuss that because he is not allowed bosses dining
hall
He thought live in one room whole night because he had insomnia someday
Although, the world order has not given any permission to live in the one roof yet
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Dont Judge Some Body
 
Don't blame to your lover don't refuse him smile he will be cried at Longley
corner
Whence you will hope somebody love they will invite and take love of 	your
Don't used lies for earn money you will accompanied to the hell by evil for
Don't hurt to people they will tell to god how much pain suffered   from your
 
Looking people sad in the heart console they take really mean of humanity
Try to changed cruel idea in the mind the world will beautifully more and more
moment of every
Without condemned anything try making better solution they will bless for you
really
With out clarified people cure for them like noble people could find reality
 
Don' tries to killing innocent people whence they will murder you with out
hesitation
Don't follow guilty person they will turn your mind and sole loosing yearn
Once upon you will do guilty person the formality take innocent people thought
soon
The judgment is easy and who take it who will cry in the dark room no solution
 
Whence destroyed environment it will turn to cruel for all by bid from god
The mountain turns to glacier every forest burn by heavy blowing wind
Try to find pure scripture in the world it can be given really solution believed
Make though for pleasure for formality it will offered every thing for you're with
loved
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Dry Earth
 
Sun beam is dropping heavy all over earth dry all weeds turn to yellow color
Wild animal gambling Surround Lake and quarrel them quench thirsty   for
Dry wind blowing through forest yellowish leaf dropping and spreading every
place over
The idea of tomorrow blurred in mind all of person will drinking tear
 
All flowers petal dropping and spreading everywhere and green wood's turn to
pale
Will be drowned darkness all dwelling places stop all turbine
Every paddy field ruptures farmers sorrow weeper and wiped eye
All though the sun beam is not to decrease it's spreading every place
 
The people without warship for given heritages wrapping difficult situation
Cutoff trees and removing more co2 for the air day by day blue sky turn
All over word via starting foundation building more and more construction
Already spreading misty its turn to black co2 with dawn
 
Vanishing world by burn or drowning water before second arrival the son of god
Although the man's with large brain faith human power triumph from everything
of bad
Every people heart grow courage make for better world
We can smile tie hand like chain will make green wood
.
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During The Leave
 
Gradually Worrying thus leaving is own land
Entering is to the framed land
There are the available weapon, gun as well as ships
During the leave, we were enthusiasm
 
Earning Money, which is the main work for us
Server to the island she would be paying a lot of money
Therefore, sorrow would be leaving with the love of the motherland
Oh during leave we were enjoyed
 
Traveling for the seaside oh that was difficult
Sorrow has embraced all over the body as a dark shadow
In addition, server country she will be deleted your sorrows
During the leave, we were changing bed well
 
Fed up viewed they are a fence with barbed wire, weapons, gun, as well as flags
Boot pairs, thick uniform, as well as caps, will be looking for me
However, the sea breeze will mutter some of the good words
During the leave, we felt sad because of love was gone as a wood fire
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Either You Or I Escape From The Earth
 
Never ever thinking, that lives middle in the star
Nervous her as like goddess at the heaven thus thee thought heaven is close to a
star
Nearstar is smile with thee become pleasure at their atmosphere ever
Nevertheless, thee thought live with the goddess who is beautiful, lovelywith
eyes of luter
 
Every second hugging her beauty face kissing rose color lips
Elude all sad events in the past then build up pleasure hours
Especial sofa with verandah and bunch of flowers
Eager adore that couple they could take a deep feeling of life with themselves
 
Oh goddess listening to me, the rough people never enter into this
startheycannot be touched either you and me sole
Oath that is living for thousands of yearshere cause the air is giving longevity
than earth live
Open truth by loving voice cause anybody cannot listen thus, starbuild for either
you or me
Obeying that areevery flora and fauns never off that isblooming bud here
 
The breeze does not turn to rough wind
The sun is not rayed hot beam as a where in the world
Troubling, blasting, shooting those thingshad not allowed
Therefore either you or I live after toodestroying that world
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Emotion And Feel About Wealth
 
Suffered everything same coming with soul it's a heights of 	truth
Among beautiful environment of doctrine foot stepping the dark path
Listening dropping water and an d growing bud its make life of faith
Looking pouring tears mourn with pain or pleasure couldn't show really truth 
 
The believe of keeping deep of your heart it will be showing power of creating
Every dropping dew and flowing rivers groan when was him foot stepping
Which knowing and feel of smell and heart rhythm whence it will be asking
The summer and winter with autumn will be watching blossoms blooming
 
The power of our selves never born with pour it's all really for life
But the many of really thing destroyed by power of greedy people
They will arrested every good person and will kill without change
Thieving innocent property and banish without think of life
 
Whence the deposited thought could see front of my eye s
The reading or watching with creative divine except never help to lives
Emotion and feel about wealth every man till end of heart rhythms
But them are never see them solves soul without any hesitations
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Emotion Love To Mother Land
 
Emotion of  love to mother land but the its never wish by  cruel people
They think themselves wealth and high fir y fi life among begging people
Killing beggars and arrest to jail without any reason could call negligence for life
Oh how to make future life for alive in here they will killed by them sword
without judge
 
The strange world beauty only heritage natural never sight from dirty mind
But the fresh air and red color blood equal to every people its god award
The mind with fell many of thing many of differences its virtual of world
Tangible emotion could feel with which of never missing from world
 
How much wet by blood by loving heroes for protect them heritages
And wet by pouring widows tears the earth offered to every power to them
selves 
The brevity noise of at drooping last dropp from heart never delet among
mountains
But the blind people quarrel for them owner lands
 
Every time to time the heros name whispering blowing wind and drooping water
More and more planets will creative for themselves commence war
Swear by sun and moon I will come whence rescue from cold war
The our love is dead by foes weapon which of born again like dream ever
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Empty World
 
Sun has gone down Therefore, Desolate and loneliness thoughts were entering
the heart
I was footstep to the seashore
Automatically wind hit against me and wind blow away from me
Hence, sea waves were high tide since that evening
 
Many of ships and boats were voyaging upon the sea
But I didn't see anything as well as I felt empty spaces on there
The Seahawk and pigeons were flying at the sky that was close to the sea
But I felt the sky was empty as a large white cloud
 
The boat on the seashore and I get into the boat and sit there a few seconds
again, I looked up the sea after that, walking was few metros
Viewing that was an island
Alas, I felt the sea has not single there was established an island
 
Hurting that was my heart but which is not chest pain
It does not reduce after seen that birds, sea wave as well as an island
Starting walking back to my place, therefore, I turned my back to the sea
Mus, mus the blown wind has wrapped all over the body but the desolate thought
has not away from me
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End
 
Thinking of the true by heart
Where in hide heart deep
Every time feel of that voice
Console from suffer things
 
The creation of your amazing power
Turn to black pale color
Noise is provoke communicate with you
Heard voice of true there is grab devotion and desire the wealth is doctrine
 
Whenever reset of world
Breeze across every valley via
Amazing earth is eternal
The creation of your never end
 
Rays will spread upon trees
Clouds move to other space to space 
The air is aspiration every leaf flowers porn dropping every where
No any voice like the past breeze is murmur owner name.
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Ending Friendship That Was First Met Due To Attacked
Men Who Like A Falcon
 
Men like a Falcon, he eye has aimed
Catching is all prey that was not hard for it
Its prey has caught by another one
It has become angry, but its angry is not deposited itlike men
 
Themen who traveledby train
Two girls had sat front of that men
One girl, she loved to music but another one love to watch outside from window
However, she loves to talk but the men do not come to front of her
 
Once other men came to her and shaking hand
He became sweet dizzy by her soft meeting
The noise of train that was defeated due to communicating with them
But she has not an idea that was rather than the first meeting
 
The men who like a falcon
Suffered from miss out itself prey
Thus, the girls get off the train
Another men sorrow that was outer by smoking
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Every Burn Heart Will Heald
 
Never missing flare wings for covers misty and blowy breeze		while working
Row fruit will turn yellow color from nature   to fill up hungry		mans of living
Sparkle flowing water makes Meeks and rivers for quench thirsty   	people of
living
The sun beam helps to them finding out really path for peace		         walking
 
Earth is fertilizer than other planet why cruel man is quarrel with blind         eyes	
They didn't believe doctrine or path of really truth going to be heaven like fairies
Shooting with guns bleeding everywhere while die no pray for                   gods
They are grabbing with flare wings till torn like beast while drawing in 	river s
 
Weeds are grow every valley for lay dawn till see sweetest                       dream
Be loving hope for better world without mourn or tearing     	           seem
Every one loving together without hate smiling and noising like nice     film
The flare wings may will come and protect your soul by cruel		beam
 
Every burn heart will healed return to really type of begin                 meditation	
Where could find than warmth with feel about embracing your heart      begin
Soul is cover until end of life couldn't any foot step without your heart of seen
Don't leave my hand until close my eyes without breath till
listen
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Every Burn Heart Will Healed
 
Never missing flare wings for covers misty and blowy breeze		while working
Row fruit will turn yellow color from nature   to fill up hungry		mans of living
Sparkle flowing water makes Meeks and rivers for quench thirsty   	people of
living
The sun beam helps to them finding out really path for peace		         walking
 
Earth is fertilizer than other planet why cruel man is quarrel with blind         eyes	
They didn't believe doctrine or path of really truth going to be heaven like fairies
Shooting with guns bleeding everywhere while die no pray for                   gods
They are grabbing with flare wings till torn like beast while drawing in 	river s
 
Weeds are grow every valley for lay dawn till see sweetest                       dream
Be loving hope for better world without mourn or tearing     	           seem
Every one loving together without hate smiling and noising like nice     film
The flare wings may will come and protect your soul by cruel		beam
 
Every burn heart will healed return to really type of begin                 meditation	
Where could find than warmth with feel about embracing your heart      begin
Soul is cover until end of life couldn't any foot step without your heart of seen
Don't leave my hand until close my eyes without breath till
listen
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Every Creative Nature For Survey To People
 
The life is flowing middle of many of obstacle everyone get determine add
meaning 
Every creative nature for survey to people but people never satisfied with
offering
Walking and quarreling with themselves without showing peoples suffering
Dreaming without sleeping for catching truth
hiding
 
The way of let's thinking it's never ending but never meet far away horizontal
The really love defeat from romantic love money come to ahead           gospel
They can't believe history of noble man for living among people of all
Shooting everywhere without knowing power of truth of                                 all
 
Before off sparkle light take mean for soul feel really
life
The sweet song by birds don't become mourn will burn every                    tree
Dropping mountain the way of truth covered which all though               never die
    
Last hour in the world will luster one kindly
eye
 
The refuse life listen mourn far away spot at beginning                       mountain
Who had feel till close eyes and console mind it s like                              hymn
The people leaving could listen foot step among loving                            mourn?
 
All though be waiting with soul can defeat themselves the middle of began
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Every Hope Too Died
 
The breeze come across sea toughing all over body feel is so calm
Sight till see beloved it's not true close eyes fell sun beam
Every hope too died every day sun is spreading beam
Breeze will     come and extinguish burning body but it's not seem
 
The feared night invasion by starry sky empty dream destroyed by scripture
Boasting and empty chatting rescue from began loving pray every where
Growing more and more meditation relax your mind and clear the advance
The feared darkness will over dawn could wake with heart of pure
 
The birds will make good song they never telling lies
The hope of sun beam spreading through window never forgets mans lives
The breeze will come and embracing every suffered mans
The great king loving for us never forget all having blood red colors
Listening convey message whispered and groaning blowing wind
All though who one clever exchange fate in our lives at world
Offered to him everything but don't keep yearn of thing in world
Who give everything without blessing cruel people at world?
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Eyes Of Knowledge
 
The eyes of knowledge has never ever blind
It can be sighted deepest point
Highest sky as well as through the darkness
It cannot be stolen in lifetime
 
The treasure of knowledge which has added more point to the country
development
It has emersion, elegance, to the family and publicity
It can be used toward beneficial of the society
But Also, most of the people are not studying accordingly
 
Reading, writing, and listening to those made better knowledge
But thought of sad and unfortunate those will be made difficulty of education
The members of family they will be blessing when the time of graduation
But sometimes the educations might not be able to find a good job
 
Increasing cost of school and university recently
Requirement is increasing day by day
thus people think about money how to find some more
it might be forced to blind eyes of knowledge
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Eyes Of Truth
 
Eyes of truth where are hide wanted to see sight with really thing
Before turn over all over life covered in darkness viewing
Every time sole is finding and flew for see beloved and embracing
But the yearn will die all though we are living  
 
Eyes of luster telling thousand and thing couldn't close eyes
Fashion all universal without luster eye s
Eternity feel with together living till come for us
Do convey more thing by blowing wind which of true scriptures
 
Heavy beam turn to cold by power of thought of pure
No more impression facing eyes of truth which grab heart of hide
Clear the advance thoughts for foot stepping with together love
Its will be facing every fashion without hesitance and its forever true
 
Sighting   equal l thing via all over world every day morning and evening
Listing singing hymn all though couldn't stopping which of never ending
Neighing horses like invite running with bow and many arrows with shooting
Could be finding eyes of truth which of not far away understanding
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Feeble Man And Invisible Power
 
The man who suffered from pain
Mourning is mixed to the blew windy
Took his message kindly man in the world
The feeble man aspirated, which settled down
 
Started, feeble man who listened to admire sound
Looked his dry eyes to see someone else with kindly eye
He came to his life and be touched his chilled body
But also, the noble him invisible subsequently, could felt only power
 
Pictured inside the mind, he loved everybody
The natural law could not be defeated
The spirit of love made by him around that man
Thus, dedicated holly murmur to the blew wind that was thanks
 
Nobody visualized, that loved for the whole nation's flora fauna, and earth
Realized, whole humankind agony, suffer, sin, could not be stopped
How to created spirit of love that likes water in between of Shara dessert
Although, one lantern delighted beside the water with pond, that was created
truth, quenched men thirsty.
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Floating Together
 
Sound is nice likewise mini bell
Delight eyes like reflected sunrays to the green ocean
Moving eyeball for finding somebody
Found someone to do the next step before
 
The rough wave came high tide
Parking boat is moving but it limits by knot with lance
Although she's red color soft foot step in tothe boat
The sea wave become calm then wind is murmuring lovely song
 
Sitting top of the boat looked over there for find beautiful thing
Singing lot of song with the beat of blowing wind
Oh opened pink ear to listened to voice of love
But not dropped the words than the body sign
 
 
The island was little, no houses or shops but it lovely
But walked visitors to looked something across the island
Oh she was walked along to climbed the small mountain
But she came to the boat then she slept until to reach theland
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Fly Through Outer Space
 
Creative strange attraction without thinking spending money 	 our ancestors
Exits today   like one day from history how much wonder offer for   us
Sitting beside listen    dropping water from cascade with close you eyes
The pond fills up   by water   flowing water   like human life till sea large seas
 
The monument   telling many of things all though people never think twice
Birds flew upon which of head every time sun beam with rain           come
Some day dress garland or flowering glumes for war ships with really hope 
Although fading it with sun set drowning which monument in dark eve
 
The breeze coming and toughing with noble truth    embrace   all over   body
All of one without find out reality of world hidden and murmur listen carefully
The people of sculpted triumph of this world never delet heart from every
The plethora of   planet looking of them strange creativity 
 
Fly through between outer space for finding heritages offering
Will be hold the Earth Rivers and seas they are   praying with sweet whispering
The animal is dizzy blooming blossoms slowly moving
Will be showing everything for than better triumph will grab smiling
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Flying With Flare Wings
 
The sun beam spreading every morning and the birds are singing lovely
  song
Misty came Betweenth Mountain the dame is dropping among cluster of keepers
       hang
The blooming blossomed petal sparkles by dew				         spreading
The cascade with canoes floating among dawn the breeze
                blowing
 
 
The life is resuming between strange environments
         heritage
Flying with flare wing how much avoid people ever green forest it's so much
       nice
How much cruel killing animal by them weapon who name hunters among
strange creative
The end of bio every will be who is really owner who will be are they defeated
    people
 
 
 
Whence will coming true victory among every nation and every wild animal with
sea fish
Every one sleeping with dreaming they never war ship for strange creative only
  hatch
The sun beam is never off its watching everything with return to new world of
    faith
Many of thing roaming in outer space all though all of thing never stars couldn't
keep faith
 
 
 
 
 
Many hundred years ago the many of poetic are making of poem about wonder
full sky
They never blink eyes with starry heaven war ships which of god dwell every
  day
They were living long age in the world within bid of environment
  beauty
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Believe the noble persons or Christy never will be back to world among
  nasty
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Free From Oath
 
Surrounding, which was not clear reminded ever
Nevertheless, I sighted her somewhere at one door
It was not an idea but something that is becoming together
It had reminded again but I don't think she had it ever
 
Neither she nor I were not in real situation
It had felt over the day and night but I don't think she had it, as my known
It was not a turning point or flees from the thought of her creation
It was dream or a violation but still, I am thinkingin my own
 
Moving in between public in the crowded city
she walked every street but it was not same as shown previously
But I know she has never ever walked down the street lonely
Hating that is for sweated clothes and mess up life accordingly
 
But I pleasured I free from the oath of love
But every second I felt her hot lips and soft toughing of her fingers
But I don't think she had it with her prudent thoughts
But I spell her name as well as writing her name in the spaces
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Give Wings For Prove My Love
 
Loving smile and luster eyes when will could
see
Embracing and hold with together where having strange                             place
Blaming every stars and flying birds although heart open for you with         love
Foot step till see heaven with together handing hand with heart                pure
 
Every blooming blossom whispering and move with 	            blowing wind	
Bees coming like helicopter and sucking pollen till quench thirsty in beauty full
world
Among large wood s and through big mountain fly till see my own eyes of my
beloved
Will brings wings for prove my love front of                                       noble god
 
The darkness night will light from your voice and listen                     stepping
Evil with long lines life went away how warmth beneath your eye lid closing
Every night and day begin fire candle for my loving                              darling
You will give heart prove for love with singing                                        song
 
When will hope come true see like fairy land seem of                        believing
Feel tough and whispering for listen you                                                 earning
 
All though all ways you're on my mind such wonderful                      dreaming
Never vanishing true in this world it will be                                           wining
2012-04-14DDD8: 34 AM
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God Message
 
Believe my heart never escape from you without your permission
Speechless lips no whispering eyes of luster telling more and more thing
The god offered everything to you with beautifully could I feel it and make hymn
 
I am not a killer or thief among human being never become fetus by mouth
telling
 
The rule of society heritage of conversation unknown gentleman who are your
friend
The little knowledge is dangerous how to alive the middle of oh my lord they are
ignorant
Couldn't make answers puzzle all over life who could clever for answered
See my eyes the people frightened to true could remind by your eternity heart
 
Delicate hand toughing think how she could go deep which is more delicate
Will be meet wealthy man who will be presented by expensive gloves pair
Every comfortable creative front of you bless with love never divulge
Couldn't feel cruel love with meditation every day invasion by my murmur
 
Invisible truth hides in that which of critical every one likes to alive peace
But my soul is caught often time die in front mirror which of my fate
Haven't tears in my eyes will pouring blood but its ignorant thing
Never listening any one all though wind is blowing g with good messaging
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Goddess Aphrodite
 
Upon the bed slept with goddess Aphrodite
Warming heart without limitation
Listen really story, telling by hers beautiful sound
Thought when that time world is wonderful
 
Some time looker on hers beauty breast after that hers breadth lap
Poured kindness moist bye hers eye along with softly cheeks
She was stepped to the cherry land for plucked red color cherry nut
Fill up hers pink color casket from mini cherry nuts
 
The son of Zeus he named Hephaestus and god of fire
Fire god who Came to the cherry land and started hugging, kissing
The birds it started to weep, wind is blow away
They not feel it they feel sprit of love
 
Suddenly, cause waken when mid night past seven minute
Surrounded was really darkness cause looked around phenomenon
The firefly lighten some spatial like a mini star
It was a nice dream although it gives pleasure at the moment
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Graduates Have Not Good Position
 
Studying satisfied but feeling tired
Thus working with the troops when was the learning
The large syllabus was covered for four yearsweekend
Though learned hard at the subject they almost success
 
Applying the number of loans which paid to the campus
Feeling desire for food but the pocket was empty, therefore, recognizing there
were societies
Some Sleepless nights were at that duration for four years
Praying holly to the god of Ganesh for collection wisdom on know well
 
Writing assignments they were eighteenth so some were merit
Feeling happy, therefore, offering certificates them were to thesuccess students,
So thanks given gratitude to doctors, lectures, and teachers
Thought enthusiasm thus we traveledto the light from darkness
 
Celebrating convocation, therefore, we wore a cloak, hat
Taken royal grant proudly there were nice audience also
Oh, position shocked had not given installment yet
Thought confused, therefore, without a clear strategy
 
Facing a lot of exams when we were after graduation
But there was no one professional to the work
Feeling annoyed could not believe that was marks of us
Therefore, studying annoyed there for trying to write more love poem
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Great Chronicle And Our Culture
 
At the past, Sri Lanka has identified by the name of Tapobrain
At the pre-historical age, Seetha was the kidnapping by KingRama
This important legend has been published by Ramayanaya it was an epic of
Indian
The first war has started for the kidnapping was Queen Sita
 
The Great book of Mahawamsa has been described prehistory of Ceylonthat was
2000 yearsago
This book has been revealed that wasarrivingking Vijaya and war of Yaksha and
Naga
The stupa of Jethawanaramaya has been constructed by king Dewanampiyatissa
This was largest Dageba it also included eight sacred places
 
The chronicle Chulawamsa which has revealed our fascinating history
Describing that was the British period since the year of 1815
The King Datusena was builtKalawewa it mentioned the chronicle Chulawamsa
According to Chulawamsa, the Chandrababu has been the invasionby King
Parakramabahu
 
Arriving, that was Thera Mihindu as result of, Sri Lanka kingdom has turned to
Buddhist
culture
Stone Age, Hunting Age were tended that for the age of cultivation in the island
popularity
The Lord Buddha arrived thrice to the holly island, therefore,
Sri Lanka has been owned great holy places such as Adams Peak, Relics Tooth
Palace, and
The number of holy cities.
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Great Day And Meeting
 
Great day from the bloody date of life
Listed graduates were gathered logically
It was a beautiful time, great, as well as remarkable day
Blazing all flashes but she lived with the sad because of life is lonely
 
Loving believers, Dear Bodies, looked up, looked up
Bulb rays no dull as well as the door of the hall beautiful
Between the busy day she tall to somebody I lived lonely
Dragging thee by she lovely world and saidyou cants be lived along
 
 
The better event had finished and the darkness spread
Because a day was finished but she did not think, go beyond
Briefing that was she's futurecarrier
Although the there friend of minewas not thought meet again
 
On the next day with the morning sun, thou was foot step to see her
But the journey was unclear because she had slept after some long night
However, she met at the amazing city at Colombo,
But thou did not look up over her shoulder
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Green Valley At Sri Lanka
 
Green valley with calm sea create wonderful picture every people    		site
Sun beam is be rough too blowing wind is soft no thirsty no feel  	temperature
Heavy rain makes water circle exits like mirrors for growing  			tree
The wild horses came to valley for eating grass and drinks water till hungry	free
 
The high Palmyra tree like pray for heaven make misty every day for more
growing
The calm sea invite to fishermen come and catch more fish for
satisfying 	
The horses with mare neighing for them selves kid come and
sleeping
The come and hang mare beast for bearing mare became loving
feeling
 
Dawn at far away horizontal among dark and white clouds to console      every
Relax every hurt heart the bid by whom never knowing dropping 	misty
Whispering song of heritage all of listen could when will return song of lovely
But the from enviorement is never be status lies which could site from   pray
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Grow Better Life
 
The life is flowing between many of bother couldn't get             meaning
All are get together feel I m in Longley among thousand people of living
Crying heart without console puzzle for futhe5 life people             among
The life is dream never can get mean deposit only dark blot      thinking
 
How much spending time for fill up really mean for growth better life
All though day by day went to the elder smile is dream for me
How to access fortune is far away its good hope among every one
Come and embrace really pure mind it's so much better than step out full of dark
avenue
 
The white man makes many of weapons for capture every world power
The middle of this how to faith full people alive love with together
They make the life of other poor or foolish than beneath democracy of our
The world is creative for all equally but the someone crying and shivered roof
under
 
The summer winter and autumn they could feel never desire changing
Whenever will heritages burn by cruel man and women and gabling?
The fox like black human been watching till fill his stomach without smiling
The fighters are death for mother land the dirty mind with people destroyed
themselves belong
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Helpless Mother And Infant In The City
 
Sun moved to the middle of the sky after there was the dark cloud
Hot, hot, whole city became warmth
Sweating was with the people they were walked with busy
City was officious as a public holiday
 
Sellers of lottery they were shouting fortune, fortune
Bus conductors were shouting that was calling for passengers
Students were walked here and there to hard learning
But also, some poor patients were begged from there people
 
On there open, market which is busy with the customers
Salesmen were sold lo of vegetable, flesh, and fruits
Another corner there were goods of plastic
But trousers, frock, umbrella, and sarong available in the clothes shop
 
Somebody have waited in front color light
There was a lot of vehicles they caught to there traffic
Vehicles were the latest model with eyeglass with men and women
In accordance with, both helpless mother and her infant were begged from there
car window
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Hero Poem
 
Given at birththere was ahero when the time of enemies was enteredthe country
Thatfelt that by the blowing wind whilehe wasbreastfeeding
Hegrew with the thought of my country
Fist to the little hand, which was a determined of fighting do against the enemy
 
With the advancement of age
He became a child hero
Winning was every event like a speed horse
His owned cabinet was filled up by present and awarded
 
In the younger age he away from lust of civil life
He joined the troops that like a god's order
Spending life was guns and weapons
He aimed to seen the foes at the battle
 
Once upon day the black smoke has spread over the sky
The enemies have explored explosive where that closer to the camp
The young brave hero was grabbed his weapons and guns then He entered the
area was covered by smoke, like a flash
But he had not back to us
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Hikkaduwa Beach
 
Three color mixture portrait which was painted by nature
Consequently, white color dry sand, brown color wet sand, and ocean blue
On the other hand, green color coconut leaf, white clouds, and blue sky
That scenery was enthralled emotions
 
With the sun chariot which reflects by colorless water
The breeze was blowing as a result of, off from the busy work
surfboard renters are being looked for tourist people
Therefore, the waves have been ready for floating with them
 
Turtles were voyaging near to there sandy beach
It asked that why not take the picture as past time
The boat body has been dried without sufficient trips
Oh sandy beach was along with out-toughingby softening white foots
 
The nature portrait of the beach of Hikkaduwa created a nice painting
Nature has mixed reddish sky, yellow wish hotel verandah, in accordance with
seashore as milk color
Peculiar of the hotel architecture, this was showing as a part of Europe city
According to, Hikkaduwa beach will be provided leisure and joy to the global
humans
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Hope And Weather
 
Washed up my camouflage at evening
I slept with the hope that warm cloth wearing tomorrow
I woke up and went to the bathroom to see my warm cloth
Oh, raining, raining its not warm still wet hope has gone
 
The evening is the red color it was a like nice art
I step out for the bus halt to travel near the city
Oh my dressed was smart colorful look nice
Although the dark cloud with rain had wet my cloth, hope has gone
 
Planting a lot of plant on my land every good space
Work at the working place for 24 days
However, I hoped to see the green color plant and leaf at my land
Oh god all plant has destroyed by heavy water, therefore, hope has gone
 
In the little village, there were numbers of little houses
at the night the family members slept after dinner
The children arranged school bag, parent talk something about tomorrow
Alas since at that time there was sun chariot but also, thefamily with the house
not seen there hope has gone
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Hopes
 
While walking without any hope of life sun is beaming wind is blowing
Bird s is flying via sky some time aero plane fly through sky among
The rural formality turns urban formality although not yet born one or hopes
All though the moon waiting with one hope spreading rays just sun set become
 
The see wave coming from far away with one hope kissing or lying upon sea
coast
The bees fly till meet blossom for sucking pollen with hope quench thirst
Began with day how many hope will open and die at people heart or mind
Couldn't think about for her eye although the destiny give for chance little bid
 
The powers of flying through sky or between see following born hopes
Otherwise dreaming upon the bed till come to at while slumber dreams
All though her will agree for turn to true born hope at the innocent life
May it will kill by pricking knife at newborn the pardon will come
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How Close My Eyes
 
Living with one thought till meet aging it is never be 	    		change
The pleasure couldn't make from demolish heart which is really 		true
Day by day fill trustful meaning for life it's never death among cruel	lie
The soul with will get together keep in mind with really mean with           love
 
The joy with you r life make our pleasure world its mark of really 
Born emotion will growth together if tell all though of human being listen we are
only?
If can knowing every darkness and heaven the make world hope fully
All though some one without feel of true among world try to kill our world lovely
 
 
Oh dear console heart burn in mind when will eyes of kindly
Fill with pure truth for life it's never break born thought its life of really
Although the world is most beautifully some time feel life is heavy
Although whence could find reality feel so much thought kindly
 
 
The beautifully world among will blossom variety flowers for quench thirsty
The dame will flow between mountains for see world beauty
All though without feel of fingers what for more wonderfully beauty
How close my eyes see more another dream night with starry
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How Leave This Earth
 
The darkness swollen all over world the bird's noise stop the world gone to
       elder
Stopping trees movement some time heard dropping water somewhere like
    murmur
Before sun set in the world mild darkness spreading all land
                   over
Suddenly mass light come too world suddenly off all though which of god
            power
 
Impression about earth improvement by showing whether who one could leave
                this
Nobody could leave this without tears between ever green woods or cascade with
white foams
All of living people slumber in attraction dream all though which of never to be all
time tale casts
Defeating destroyers in the world will make triumphs destiny turn for all
      prosperities
 
Starry sky time to time open torn evening darkness somebody feel which of
longer                    than
Conceive thousand of calm thought when till morning
                           dawn
One by one recognize them working stopping struggle with pure scripture singing
                   hymn
Everybody turn to pleasure toughing lips for amnesty he will whence back to
world stand sole again
 
Like a angel living all nation people making for every planet bid by noble delight
person       in the               world
The noon darkness creative thousand of new thing every where cover like green
blanket growth new weed
 
Ounce upon day looking for luster eyes among darkness although today only
scripture deposited
Large fountain like natural cascade dropping from climax spreading world
attraction couldn't believe own world
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However, Mothers Loved To Babies
 
Sun loved to earth
Every morning beamed for warmth the earth
Moon loved to darkness
Stars loved to sky
 
The waves loved to beach
Wind loved to trees
Rivers loved to trees
Clouds loved to mountains
 
Will be losing earth from the sun
Will be moving moon far away from the earth
Will be drying every river after 100 years
Although mothers loved to babies
 
Will be filling seawater over the land
Will be cutting every tree by people at the future
Will be dropped stars to the earth
Although mothers love never, off from the babies
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Hullucination Life
 
Thee had seen her beauty it deposited in your heart
Thee went to the bed it was a dream island at the night
The dream which was a take her hand walking around the nice fort
Trilling is all over the body, therefore, thee had seen several moods around the
fort
 
Thee had heard varied voices when that morning and night
Tenant voice loved one voice, enemy voices, work mate voices are being called
on it
Trying to do something but they haven't seen oh do not love it
There was nobody, were thee pondered it
 
Thee thought several days live with the hidden voices
Thee thoughts either friend or girlfriends lived with that dreams
Thy organs were aroused without the opposite gender that was live events
Thee smile with hidden voices thee thought that were invisible things
 
Troubling that life is spending with extraordinary
Twigging, that is separated loved one while erotic behavior, therefore, loved one
announced sorry
Trillion of colors, mood, voices, hopes those things made the life of nasty
The life is spending with hallucinations along night and day
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I Entered To The Navy
 
Since the year 1998 January, I selected to the Navy
Telecasting news that was about the terrorism
loved one separated with the enemy attack
but many youngers entered the three forces against to the war
 
Country economy, Socio culture, as well as education condition was not good
Terrorism, which was, destroyed many things in the country
However, I entered to the recruit training where the Camp in Trincomalee
the training which was hard I tired as a dog with the exercises
 
Once upon a day, the officers inquired me to find my worse history
Thus they checked my locker every corner and even inside a tube of toothpaste
But they cannot find anything without a drugged prescription
However, I passed out as a navy sailor after that I sent them to the navy hospital
in Colombo
 
it's a nice place I cared a lot of war casualties, therefore, I busy as a bee
With the advancement of service I abroad to follow a Medical stores course in
India
Significantly I studied well and I qualified with Post Graduate Diploma also
Therefore, planning isfor following Master of Business Administration before
leaving the Navy
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Infant Was Not Cried
 
Glimpse from the window there was a misty around the mountain
Peasants were working at the field with the sweating body
A Falcon flew from soar and put on the branch of a tree
A new billboard has advertised Christmas gift to the passengers
 
The lake has been decorated by either lily or lotus
Viewed of the sky was changing as a women love
White color Buddhist chamber was delighted as a large Perl
But lake water was shining as the mini star at the night
 
Villages, town, and junctions through they traveled
Mothers, fathers, women, men, girl, and children traveled
An infant with mother get into the bus to travel to dwell
Oh, there was not sufficient air but the infant was not cried
 
The infant tried to push there passengers to move ahead
But people not feel that he was an infant
Mother and infant inter se, has exchanged love dialog
Oh infant was not cried in the crowded bus
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Innocent Love
 
One warmth noon many of people between		see her luster 		eyes  
The green color grass smile with softness little               foot			steps
Moving lips whispering many of sweet things              it's like one petal of 		roses
However the sun beam is not feeling heavy think sitting with her more and 	hours
 
The foes are destroyed all over life vanishing beautiful creative 		thing
Come to nears console burn heart feel you are close than every human being
Miserable woman and man try to earn money by beggars  	killing
They are selling innocent love front of noble god like wild beast 	without pulse
feeling
 
Every dirty mind with people laughing front of god without knowing delight true
Pouring sputum like greedy fox oh if clever man who console many people life
The many hundred years ago living people through stones for pure true
Arrested noble people feared for delight doctrine but they never die them among
people
 
They were cross for themselves new born     if listen you are like angle
Come out from hell power of mellowed hand offered she like loving fairy mine
Just tell who   are owners all over world couldn't live with dirty mind with people
Need to offered pure smile for you before die
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Inside Your Heart
 
The remind of about you never loosing wherever living without seen for
 visage
Land by land will be come the warmth of your
        inside
Foot step among all of planet without any of fell deposited kindly memory with
   eye
The owner of our soul release from under take for voyaging via every
       where
 
If not doctrine describe about losing every all thing via world will be strange my
own world
Somebody believed you living together smiling every minute with
       beloved
Although the spirit of truth who will seen in own
                mind
Although with them loglines have to belong live in the
            world
 
The god kidnap for winning the world for climax themselves
              hopes
The humanity will lose with increasing
          populations
Struggle for winning lie for among every world
             nations
Not atrocious you will gradually forgetting our mission with your
    pleasures.
 
Once upon time nailing for truth with people salivate without any
            judgment
Why people hate for declaring truth may its bitter tasty					 thought
The yearn of wealth from people they are living war ship for them for life		 comfort
Oh the god having truth of bitter tastes who want to be take				           it
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Is Money That Life
 
Saving that your life from the money
Sacrificing that life from the enemy this money
Seeking that fortune which is made by money
Saying, saying, God is creating this money
	
 
Murdering that for robed money
Making that happiness to the whole family
Manipulating the whole village and town in the country
Maintaining, that political, socio-culture, technology and economy
 
Glory it making from this money
Glamour building has built by invested money
Greeting that ca be made to the people from the money
Global can be made like a village by money
 
The poetic thought that poem is money
Thinking, dreaming, planning, to earning this money
Thoroughly all trouble thus making all life by money
Tonight also thinking dollars, British pound,rupees all are them money
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It Was A Ghost At The Night
 
Tone of the television has been decreased
I was changing to the bed for sleeping up to the morning
Switched off not required bulb at the night someone who was working on there
According to, goddess of sleep arrived at the bed
 
In the middle of the night, suddenly, I woke up by large sound
But the sound was no continuing, therefore, again I fall to sleep at that moment
After that, I heard &quot;Kras, Kras&quot; as a ghost scratching there was a
window
Therefore, I was at risk with there situation
 
Moving my eyeball which was through the darkness
Suddenly, enchanting of two eyes that viewed among the darkness
And also I saw one window has opened by half
Therefore I jumped from the bed and switched on the bulb
 
Hearing, hearing that was groaning somewhere
Check up every corner and also under the bed
Groans raised suddenly that ran other side room
Oh black cat tackled a rat it died in the cat mouth
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It Was A Natural Sea Port
 
Starting was the community in the world
Creator offered a lot of natural dowries
That's own worth cannot be told by word of mouth
These things will be steady until the end of the world
 
Some time it surrounded by seawater
Some time it covered by a lot of rocks
Somebody enjoyed by capturing photos
But also, prudent people they use it for earning money
 
It was a natural seaport
It can be parked a lot of ship boat as well as warship
It viewed like a tank with the seawater
Accordingly, waves were very calm day and night
 
One side has beautiful white sand with beach
There were large bathtub but it is natural
The old fort and divine that made holly thought
It is a tourist destination which called Trincomalee in Lanka
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It Was A Travelling Date
 
Sun is coming up to the middle of sky
Passengers gathered at the station to travel
Somebody has bought tickets somebody has forwarded tickets to checkers
The announcer announcing number of platform for finding easy
 
Choosing everybody was sheets near to window
Sometimes passengers asked what would be reaching the next station
Somebody eating food was on the sheet but looking window is out
Liking breathe fresh air thus passengers have chosen places that close to the
window
 
Whiteman traveling by train
They looked out the train window
For finding, that was proper railway station
Taking lot that was pictured and they checked those were good or not good
Sun has gone at east sky
It has turned to red color
But passengers it has not cared
Thus, light has on by train guards
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It's A Spot For Meditation At The Climax
 
Stepping for reaching the top of mountain
Hearing sounds that are born in from winds
Thinking, but struggling thought though, mild darkness spread front of the road
Invasion, the hesitation of scared like darkness thus holly shadow stepped to the
base.
 
Reminding something that unfair of society
After that thought shame of lifespan that with some sin work
Desires might not be stopped
However, the love is grown up by looking at environments.
 
Thinking, who slay fun life of my own?
Though stepping up to climax it has number of rock caves
Heard sounds, which helped to flee sorrow and lust, but not born in pleasure or
sin
The temporal life is turning to eternal from each footstep.
 
Rock cave build for meditation for fleeing the deceit of life
There was not darkness I thought as previously
There is having really bright full nature
Piercing blow winds that is helping to inspiration and aspiration
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Jail
 
Feel long lines every second although it's not to be sad all they thought equally
Many people escape from yearn   the formality nothing to care for them really
Somebody noting to see cover wall more highest console them salivate from
suffered thing daily
How many people drooping last breath without open them heart of truly
 
Enter new man with sad mood turn to pleasure they knowing with them heart
believer
Forgetting busy world making new formality hide from every world power
Some time somebody wiped tears with sorrow although not anybody bother
Sun beam not dropp direct it angry with them where but not for ever
 
Somebody make dream and smile with while sleep in the tight room
No one believe room will open till situating sun and moon in the sky seem
Although how to change belong heritage it never zoom
Oh how much little world couldn't think life is how much short or long with them
 
One by one stretch by chain to the court they sitting very proudly looking around
With own chain look outside black court with them sound
Large money with man they take them party open path for going to dream land
Although somebody back to with them chain request them remove my hand
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Kicking The Truth
 
Rescue from miserable women she yearn for feel for 	          last drop
Salivated from boasting people they never see sin is very               deep
Helping understand true of this world and every planet need to go top
Do show avenue of true filling flowers beside watching and foot   step
 
Salivated life dropped to the hell wretched all over life without see true
Pouring ambrosia for you by my pure palm she tries to apply blood before die
Don't knowing saying to guilty for noblest one all over sole wrapping from lie
Kicking to truth and get off from sight or where are going with blind eye
 
The bid of invisible whispering ear came out from deep be watching all ways
Escape and remind along when was shift my hand and blaming every stars
Same will rescue sole the might of mine pray every seas turn to black colors
All though sun is turn to finish refusing every one never stops mine prays
 
Flying birds and wild beast together with working among ever green woods
Picking beautiful flowers keeping every churches front altars
Coming upon by elephant open till see highly truth of hide with yours
Present everything for convey message for every peoples,
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Kindly God And Reality
 
2012-04-10 2: 24 PM
 
Every deep color turn to pale color without seen luster		eye
The inspiration of heart mix and blow through 		every              where
Cannot feel toughing along all though be watching till see 		see
Whenever no forget the tail of sole with			alive
 
Loving breeze go and ask for every one and
telling
Heavy beam do watch where sitting on with smiling or
crying
Flew birds everywhere for finding been on crying or 		             singing
The world of creative and everything goanna be for your heart for   loving
 
Oh believe we can't make love without fell of bid noble 		god
Cannot see yourself from mirror only can see from your         friend
Who will be given to everything for you who are strange creative of god?
Looking for truth the lord prove him power never demolish believed
 
Can not follow up for desire the time eat my mind and every              thing
Without clear the maker of ambition it's tell to him with                     praying
      Every pleasure and prosperity comes true and salivate every
thing
Listen well burn heart cool from voice of loving                                      hearing 			
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Leaders And Noble One Discussing
 
Giving people many likes with the face book
Gathering people where was the television for listening news break
Gossip web site also comments by people look
Google Company is earning a lot of money every week
 
Raining was region therefore, flooding paradise
Risk situation has affected for all of one
Relocate facilities might be arranged for down at heel people
Replied has not receivedyet cause leaders are shouting without listing to the
people
 
Burning California by wildfire that was a hot news for global people
But world leaders are being blaming to there people without care
But thinking thy sons might be alive on that state
Better world is vanishing that was declared by news at that time
 
Telling to noble people who were in the divine such as Lord Buddha, Jesus, and
Allah
Telling for protecting from water deluge, wild fire, as well as tsunami on this
earth
Trust them without caught liars in the world can be reach to the triumph
Turning point that for way of the doctrine, therefore stopping destroying this
earth
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Left Her By My Sight
 
The remind of your going away the heart unknown what I need from your
Watching everything with affection all though couldn't think the moment coming
with evil for
Feel loneliness in whole world ready for back to again with my demolish heart
darkness there for
Whispered listen kindly voice turn to back and prove hate of them by him power
 
The born for suffered with couldn't reach hope what wrong with future sight
Ask blowing wind dropping rays where will have console burn heart
The tie with natural seen thousand beautiful things by her luster eye front
Although the available things not sufficient for liable her alert
 
The creator given hours with her warmth ending left in my held
Again grab my sole vampires I were liable with them beloved
I promise to them with shaking hand whence we will enjoyed
The darkness spreading everywhere and dizzy in my mind
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Leisure An Island
 
Sun is grow up east sky every morning sea waves coming to the beach kissing
sand
The waves are invite to visitors come and bathe or fun with surf 			board
Hotel in the beach side turn off the light one by one sun is coming from		ahead
The birds are flew under sky to find some of 					food	
 
Numbers of rivers are flowing water up to see that from hill 				country
Dropping many of cascades spreading white foam make nice picture 			easily
At the same morning much of flowers moving by blowing				 windy
Could be feel different degree of temperature in the one 				country
 
Collect the thousand of hopes footstep to see the most of churches and 			temple
See the worthy culture of country people get fun with them that will be amazing
for your     life
Feel the windy over paddy field the moment avoid from busy mind earn 			smile
Decorate alters the nature is offering thousand of water lilies, lotus, with
fragrance
 
In the rain forest, living thousand of wild animals looking for somebody take
picture
Thousands of birds are showing them feathers luster eyes and most of nesters
every	 where
Fly through Air Lanka, Fly emirates, Qatar, which made comfortable sky 			voyage
The Island of &quot;Sri Lanka&quot; first row in the world that hospitality and
tourism  		create
 
								CTH  LEVEL 7 PGD IDC Pushpadewa
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Leisure World
 
Leisure world how to find tell me my lord
Many people try to find without metrication or gospel no answered
All of people industries and making baby for rescue from busy world
May be they were finding and offered themselves marked
 
Couldn't rescue from following things which of never left like your
shadow
The lord try to him level best for people having every dream equally
history and now
The kings never like better people more like suffered men see  at window
They were crying and weeping wept hide tears looking after gal low
 
All ways men try to defeat other and for own comfortable
Killing and blasting spread ding power with cruel of life
No vision of doctrine they were blind by money mania over life
All though Jesus never angry with them who live with all of trust true
 
The ancient time Rome kingdom was very cruel no listen people
requesting
The soldiers were grab whip and assaulted innocent people 	loving
One of sparkle star with born son of god at farm house believing
Who was marked new path for rescue fro suffering sad thing
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Life Stages
 
Salient life can be categorized by several stages
When thee was a kid all done by loving mother
Playing was with the father
Making love for pets as well as sweets
 
Entering was studiedto the schools
Changing was School and entered the colleges
Studying was deny with the teachers and friends were changed
Finishing school age but without good enough to the mind, it was learning
 
Become younger, therefore, shoulders turn to the width
Whining for girls to begin a love
Oh girls never love as a romantic love story in fact of pocket was empty
The youth was wonderful but heartache has not finished yet
 
With the country terrorism, thee arms grab the weapon and guns
A youth was ended without information to the mind and loved one
Amazing thee was taken really a degree
Oh life was spending as alover of the motherland
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Living Cell In High Acidity
 
The cells grew in environment of high acidity
Pain is increasing day by day with the unwanted cells to the life
The person who owned human body it has troubled by physician
He knows his date of died is coming that near future but the troubles' had not it
 
The doctors are treating from much more medicine
The patient's either body weight or hair are loosened as well burning all over the
body
They eyeball have been drowned and they turned to thin and failure
Causing that were deforestations, carbon emission, without pure water
 
Either nutritions or proteins were limited to the liquids
But he was pleasured at the time of visiting family and relations
The shadow of death it lives beside his bed
Once, therecriedsomeone that heard to thevisitorsbut it was not clear
 
Crying professors that without successful of investigation
Crying loving mum and dad, therefore, some children are suffering
Life is shorter than another bio they owned this world
But they are being happy people are loving for them
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Living Couple Of Pigeons Under The Raftler
 
The bird flew higher sky as well as ground area
Its beak was small and red color
Its ate lot of worms where at trench and ground line
It sounded coo, coo when the time of free
 
The male pigeon it fluttered for flying into the ground
It has collected lot of mini fagot for making a nest
Its feathers were plain and gray
It had made nest for female thus gestation
 
The female pigeon its plume but it had not moved anywhere
It had stared other birds,
But male pigeon often flew up and down to find out more fagot
It also entered the nest with so many difficulties
 
With the eve darkness, either female or male pigeon slept in the nest
They are looking for stranger near to day
Sometimes they were sounded coo, coo
With the dawn, the male pigeon will be flying up and down for finding worm and
fagot
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Living With Natural
 
The misty is create strange beautiful far away mountain  	between
Birds are fly among misty couldn't guess where they flew it's not       seen
Breeze toughing my all over body and blowing and increase an impression
About it's couldn't really mean but  its warmth thought among          frozen
 
Hide cloud among misty floating wide Celestial                                        River
The angels are looking sad mood when will come out 	        door
The stars crying without showing strange world            of                wonder
But people are busy without care of    every                                   murmur
 
All though the horse neighing is ever its bid from noble
creator
Sharp   voice of flute grabbing all over mine try fill mean for soul with my be
lover
Between strange world build for more invisible life of			 another
Living with natural without destroying him selves       			offer
 
Never wrong finding everything many hundred years ago   they were love for us
Could see everything without yearn escape from critical  	desires
Who will  be quench you're thirsty no threaten for live with him	voices
Every graph prove pure love further watching soul fill from            truths 
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Long Lines
 
Without seen your eyes without hearing your voice without feel your
toughing
Fading one day feel to my mind long time although where been tell to wind it's
blowing 
All over heart spreading fire only you could extinguish and console heart
   firing
Among darkness between sun chariot come to life like angel be every second
watching
 
Let it know everything make around you without too telling   about murmur
everybody
Tie with hand together whence creative one road like one day since
 history
Open both heart whispering both thought in to ears never feel
  thirsty
Triumph of foot step road goanna thinking feel of always deposit it till all over life
truly
 
The cold winter turn to warmth by your embrace the heavy wind turns to
  breeze
Heavy sun rays and beam reflect at the noon it's so cool near of you and
         life
Among thousands of people only sight your eyes telling thousand things for
      eye
Fly like beautiful birds among green woods and between many clouds remind so
    nice
 
Need feel again need embrace again like somebody never escape true want to
  prove
Searching every dream where are you every night till sun up to 			     come
Looking for your eyes would you keep your mind somebody
       believe
Pray for next sole again and living together could make successful
life
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Longliness With The God
 
The dawn with every blossom are blooming the birds will fly till meet them
food
If not dropping dews upon grass breeze can keep body like wet nature is been on
loved
Return to love which of protect yourselves every things make prosperity via
world
Sun rays dropping every dwelling place the world decoration for return to god
 
Every night dreams blurred at the morning among strange creative calm down
thought
Smiling colorful flowers inviting pick up for offering prove trust
The true is hide among link of nature believe which make for humanity better
sight
Showing enchantment protect by them power true will come for front
 
Dropping water with white foam every cascade watching upon rock
The true song mixes to the wind blowing everywhere listen for flock
Accept listen holly murmur hearing suffered people mourn which of like knock
Without mind of your mighty over night embrace evil come and seek
 
Spirit of true where has born all though never take every man and women's
The day end with sunset far away horizontal like red ball people shake hand with
evils
Something with memory many people embracing themselves beds
All though the god loving every one never blaming for all swears
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Love
 
Starry with dark night all over world slumber till   sun                   dawn
    The moon covers by black clouds and blamed for sparkle star s   seen
     Misty with wind blew between mountains whispering some       thing
    Listen whence begging the song of like mourn by heart of          along
 
Hating to sun and moon loving with dark clouds and                 darkness 
Weeping till redness of eyes oh no find feel of                     pouring tears
Where can foot step of blindness all   world every roads                   close
When will return pray for from sparkle stars with eyes of         Innocence
 
No one seen or knowing   where he stays with                                   sorrow
No one feel with together equally but the he never tell any              fellow
Starry sky seem to like river of every day                                             flowing
The earth and sky to be with him together for                                   thinking
 
No yearn to see blooming blossom without own                                eyes
But the never be goanna change we have no                                  powers
No feel of breeze the heart will be go on where could find                now
No exchange of thought will raised same to                                         follow
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Love Has Not Assert Yet
 
Glorious morning that has proved by flying birds
Mist mildly has spread to sky from the earth
Sparking star rarely far away sky as a helper of the lonelysky
She's beautiful women body was reminded with the dark morning
 
Bunch of flowers bud was trying for blooming with the sun
Blowing wind was toughing body that was felt cold
With thehumid thick birds were flew rarely
The wind was sigh as a lover who has not seen himself girl
 
Dreaming of you, if that lover on the bed
But sun aroused, therefore, darkness defeated
Whenever will be turning by her as the sun rays
Hislife willmake a define
 
The day was begun even though the thought was not enthusiasm
Life of outrageous was spentas a man of the prison
She'ssweet walk was seeing but it was very far
If he has flown by thewingsalthough, will she turn on to his life
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Love Was Never Ever
 
Brownish eyes delight as a gem of the brown
Moon shape face it was mild as a petal of a rose
Heart shape as lips grabbed a portion of the heart as a sudden flash
Although she's little bell as a soft voice couldn't hear anymore
 
 
Either she or I walked together it was the first day but nobody tells falling love
each other
Several days look over the window without patient to see her luster eyes again
Somebody thought love is not fair with her furthermore
Although she's red color lips has been not covered by anything
 
 
She was a poem, sweet melody, but also a great puzzle some time
She said thou love is fair but not state by mouth to mouth but stated by body
language
Thee thought has become softness as the newborn baby
The newborn baby slept upon her lap when the time ofhot
 
With the advancement of the age, thought will growed as a branch of a tree
Proving doctrine from that was younger became as an elder
Oh, she is a meaning full poem my thought became true
The poem will have not be deleted from the sight until the end of the world
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Lovely Heart Beat
 
Surrounding, it lovely big and small islands
Viewing Palmyra trees they werearound and beside the land
Fertilizing, it was land by tobaccos and vegetable,
Travelling by train, it was not feel too long way
 
At the past time, it lived only bloody military
Travelling to other part, only by sea and air land, road was closed
Waiting blood brothers, when will come to see loved one
Although, by one country and one land it states bylegend
 
Visiting lot of people today, they get amazing
Living differ life owned best nation
Boosting economy level day by day
Lovely, lovely, being developed that little peninsular believed
 
Luster dawn at east sky
Drinking Palmyra bottle toddy by travelers
Listing Dolby system music by travelers
Believing, soldiers dropped blood in this battle
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Loving Anna Dottier
 
Sun rises
Although it cannot be rayed than, her eyebeam
Recognizing is her eye among thousands of eye
Within one in the second we were falling with love
 
We sat on the bench with more thought
The friend of hers captured us at the next moment
Atthat time we thoughts this picture is whenever looked
Feel it as it this second
 
Visiting is several shops in the street
It was a large city
Although traveling is better by car
Therefore her pick up the journey to the shopping mall by a large car
 
With the advancement of love we either you or me looked eyes
With the busy life I report to the fortress can thee know it was not my wrong
So thus, how I read like that a phrase leave me along from your fingertips
Therefore my finger trip wrote every morning thinking is holding me every night
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Sun is risen
Although it cannot be rayed than, hers eye beam
Recognizing is hers eye among thousands of eye
Within one in second we were falling with love
 
We sat upon the bench with more thought
Friend of hers captured us at the next moment
Atthat time we thoughts this picture is when ever looked
Feel it as it this second
 
Visiting is several shops in the street
It was a large city
Although travelling is better by car
Therefore her pickup the journey to the shopping mall by a large car
 
With the advancement of love we either you or me looked eyes
With the busy life I repot to the fortress can thee know it was not my wrong
So thus, how I read like that a phrase leave me along from your fingertips
Therefore mine finger trip wrote every morning thinking is holding me every
night
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Loving Lass
 
The warmth near of you never had feel till life present time
Share hand with escaping feared for every shadow of seen eye
World via every palace not to space for us live with together more
tell me why the time is gone hide from the feel deposit in speech eye
 
The innocent impression not to come true by the money defeat world destiny
Although be with heritage destiny till dropping last breath its live it really
Everything with life what for not seen experience smile kindly?
How grow or live further ask owner and creator do judge life live or end
peacefully
 
Thousand of thing filled up in your heart the luster eyes lash down half lovely
Once upon when sitting around table never forget memory
Without telling anything how much thing whispered alas strange destiny
Although you came first time try take to mean always baby
 
Every minute try to fight with missing memory its pleasure or sadness
Although the world owner evil defeat every true love without any hesitations
Blaming and whispered wind don't take memory if not come true among
obstacles
Try to fight with foes for hold necessary need every things.
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Lusture Eye Creative By Noble God
 
2012-04-14 8: 15 AM
 
Every deep color turn to pale color without seen luster		               eye
The inspiration of heart mix and blow through 		every               where
Cannot feel toughing along all though be watching till                                 see		
Whenever no forget the tail of sole with			                           alive
 
Loving breeze go and ask for every one and
telling
Heavy beam do watch where sitting on with smiling or
crying
Flew birds everywhere for finding been on crying or 		                singing
The world of creative and everything goanna be for your heart for
loving
 
Oh believe we can't make love without fell of bid noble 		                       god
Cannot see yourself from mirror only can see from your
friend
Who will be given to everything for you who are strange creative of
god
Looking for truth the lord prove him power never demolish
believed
 
Can not follow up for desire the time eat my mind and every
thing
Without clear the maker of ambition it's tell to him with
praying
      Every pleasure and prosperity comes true and salivate every
thing
Listen well burn heart cool from voice of loving
hearing 			
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Lusty As Adiamond
 
When the time thatMarywas given at birth to the Christ
The barn was delighted by star beam on that day
King Herod with important person came to see his birth
Therefore, the agony of peoples had consoled
 
nature was ready to celebrate that noble birth
The miraculous creator viewed the truth of the world
Dirge of people listened by him power
Growing is pondered among the whole community
 
The noble mind was encouraged for the homage to the existing better things
Introducing what was the sin among these life
Lecturing is conducted but it's not for neither wealth nor luxurious
Therefore, offering his noble life upon the crossas for instance
 
He was felt the love with his mother of Mary
He grew by her like lusty as a diamond in the world
Therefore, he spent more and more time for care to mother
Among the consoling troubling is in nations of the world
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Memory Of Unforgettable
 
The wind is blowing through window murmur something for without seen in my
eye
All though experience of feel nothing hurt for life is fading way of 		same
Couldn't exchange fate which flowing bid of creator its noble gift in my
 life
Offered everything never dies in my world but the feel of hurt wrote by him   love
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once upon time the memory of unforgettable show between
misty
The misty and breeze blows equally like the day of 			history
All though with one hope foot step bid by creator never born feel die every day
The fell of the history killed my along toughing body between white 	misty
 
 
 
 
 
 
Earning money die with sweating and without pleasure of world `who offered
kindly looking
The yearn of life spreading every people between all think more life comfortable
growing
Someone die without see true of them hope the man evolve time to time never
ending
Listen voice experience of ear all though some dreaming die and waking
 
 
 
Before end of the road met at me and you ounce upon time try finding where
dwell
There are is never feel hungry or thirsty will warmth me and you heart feel
Every time and every dawn will make like summer the life will fading well
Oh noble one killed my romantic beside you more and more hold your scripture
well
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Montag Morgan
 
Montag morgan sonne strahlen und blume offlen
Schon freundin komm mit mir with sie hat rattenschwanze
Sie lippe mogen rose farbe  und wundebar augen
Das madchen  smiley mogen fee
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Moonlight And Nature
 
Sun was drowned but the moon has burgeoned far away sky
Mildly rain toughed thee body as a pricking by a pin
It was the best time for talking for loved one's heart
Gradually increasing was sounded that was cicadas as kreeeche, kreeeche
 
Sky of the clouds created that was painted picture painter who lived at the sky
There were white color, mild black, as well as sky bluish
Rarely fleet of curlew flew among white clouds
Wrapping earth was dark but it was scared and escaped by moonlight
 
Searching was moon by men with the curiosity of there weather
Thee pleading from the moon for salvation from the worse situation
Replied moon sinners will be deleting as footprint at the seashore
Thee thought moonlight sky clouds, and stars are holy
 
Lurid sea waves color has not changed but it shows as a white mat on the
seashore
Suddenly, the moonlight covered by dark clouds
Although stars sparkled as a firefly in the room
The screw fine trees its shadow as a rock while the moon was moved to the
climax of sky
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Morning Light
 
Sky decorated with fleet of stars
Either Sea wave or blowing wind was clam
Arousing, that was thought of sex but lonely
The sun chariot was ready to come up the world
 
Birds are not singing at that time
Blowing wind was going to the far away
Next hour will be changing as showed those factors
The darkness will be turning to light in next hour
 
The early in the morning thoughts
At once come to mind next minute another one
Sometimes thinking about starting restaurant some time, will do the MBA
Some time friend of mine as well as foes
 
Birds have started singing with the cold breeze
On the whole, Sun chariot dropping in between tree leaf
As the thought of earlier that darkness went away
Starting is a fresh day among life circle
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Mother's Lullaby
 
Thebaby has to wink his eyes often time
Often time, babe is tried to spell mother, mother
His mini legs and hand both were moved up and down
Mother has started to sing lullaby
 
The babe's eyes were gradually turning to close up
Stopped movement of mini leg and hands as well
But babe little finger has sucked before his good sleep
Mother has continued lullaby from octave voice
 
Oh babe has not slept he has listened mothers loving voice
Sometimes he sounded Aa…Aa…………………
Babe has looked a dream while listening lullaby
It becomes world sweetest melody at the time
 
Oh, her babe has started to sleep
She took over babe to her breast and tighten
Again, babe kissed by hismother
But she has sung lullaby over the day
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Music Has Spread Every Space
 
Glittering was City Street by morning sun chariot
singing song by birds it sounds Kitchi Bitchi
Wind was murmured as little bee that was a sweet melody among the misty
Guitar with men sang tuneful song beside the street
 
 
One by one gathered people around the guitar men
Coins flew from the pocket to the air as beautifully butterfly
Dropping upon the floor and sounded as &quot;salalng&quot;
But he was not looked out from his toughed string
 
Fluttering was birds it made nice melody
The lake water was waved and hit there wall sounded as &quot;klatches,
klatches&quot;
The train horn was siren sounded as &quot;paaaaaaa paaa&quot;
One little baby cried at his mother hand and sounded as ohae…., ohae….
 
Mild rain was dropped at that time that rustled as &quot;sata pata&quot;
The curlew has sounded as krahea…..krahea….
The lad ran away with boot that sounded as dukas dukas
Mother was was sang lullaby that was most sweet music than as previous
mentioned
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Must Find Another World
 
Glittering young age is selecting that how to lived further at the world
It has given several opportunities
Its open heart for the love
It has sometimes made strange violence to the society
 
Youngers generation left themselves parents for the freedom
Although parent has not given any permission for self-decision
But younger's might be served to the motherland as a good men
Because they should protect his own culture and history
 
Atthe history, king Alexandra was taken the phrase from his father that was
&quot;My boy you must find a kingdom big enough for your ambition &quot;
Therefore today world younger'salso must be trainedas a good son
According to, keep away feared from your life
 
However with the increasing popularity as a result of decreasing job vacancies
Youngers have to study up to the high level for Fighting with the enemy that will
be made a triumph
However if your father as an Emperor who will be telling
My son will find out anotherworld for reaching your ambition
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My Village
 
Sun rays with many of blossom will blooming misty spreading everywhere like
fire      smoke
Last night raining water flowing every trench and off flow   paddy field like small
          lake
Courage of people making fertilizer land avoiding one dropp to the sea at
  the      time
The visage will turn by courage of people the future succeed them all dream
without loose 
 
The mud with demolish road place by place fill water its yellowish
                    color 
With time table up and dawn carrying people only one bus beneath rain day
            over
With sun down everybody stopping those moving chauffeur  increase them
payment limit              over
Although rain is dropping via every place wind is blowing equally every road and
as same country voyager
 
Lightning with on and off current bulb the children went to sleeping bed unknown
               parents
Wet fire woods difficulty fire for make food s for filling stomach the country
condition not feels minds
Couldn't drive ministry vehicle with comfortable only seen god eyes its will solve
our problems
The courage of people never delet living without feel invent development   orders
 
Between mountain and boulders flowing water singing murmur father, father
come and feel
Blowing wind among wind with sun chariot till see somebody send message that
is faithful
At the dry time loosing water the system of not entering which of place from pvc
pipe since time they ill
The trench water spreading all over road everywhere making trench by water it s
so beautiful
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My Village Idulgoda In Amunekubbura Watta
 
Starting in their greenish paddy field with the coconut yard
The ancient temple is adding more value to the village reputation
Flowing water is through the trenchto the agriculturalyard
Villagers were gathered to the water tank for the shower
 
Turning my village is for the aggritourist destination
Amazing rock top restaurant is being developed for ice cream with the freshfruit
juice
A beautiful girl was in the bus stop for travel either studying or meeting
She was busy with phone calls therefore, she does not care about anything with
us
 
after few hours from the morning sun, villagers mind has turned to the dizzy
the seller of fish, the seller of vegetable they are sellingproduct acrossthe village
Session of rain there is dropping heavy rained but dry session dried entire village
 
but there were fertilized plants such as Banana, peppers, pineapple as well as
anoa
 
tallest trees such as Maho, atonia, coconuts as well as jack trees had cut timber
sellers
although they planted a lot of value tree on there
according to they will ensure the biodiversity for next generation
its name Idulgoda which ismaking the eco-friendly desire to travelers they will be
listening which is the sound of flowing water from the chute
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Nature Made Stage
 
Greenish seed was shaken by blowing wind
Sky has been partitioned two line as either white or blue
Flowing water beside the paddy field
Hearing rarely that was sounded of birds were shouting
 
Sparrows were shaking among the bunches
But swallow was built cages under the rattlers
rain clouds were not on the sky
The fowl was sung a song on there range
 
The bird owned blueprint feathers
hence, neck, head, and beak consequently brown and red color
It put on the died branch tree which viewed near to paddy
The kingfisher flew from soar to there to see the fish
 
Suddenly, there was changed flashlight by the sun as stage color light
But Kingfisher was not flying from there range
It stayed longtimeon there range
Nature made stage for birds for acting itself characters
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New Business
 
Studying hard to achieve the goal
Writing is more assignments' over than five years
Sometimes without sleeping and sometimes without food
Nonetheless, determine that reached the goal
 
With the successful end its given permission for starting a business
Thus constructing a restaurant with the strategy launching a cottage
It providing food and beverages and accommodation to the customer
Recruiting five food makers as well as mobile salesman
 
Distributed that were breaks -fast, lunch box and dinner via mobile service
Using either rice or vegetable are from our village it made competitive advantage
Quench thirsty and hungry whoever university students, patient in hospital,
passengers of train but not used fleshed
Consequently, rock top restaurant had taken good reputation within short
duration at around Norwest areas.
 
Marketing has increased more numeric of consumers
Customer feedback that helped to innovation
Looking for CSR activities launched by the Wesak festival hymn
It will be reaching for the vision and mission as soon as possible.
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Next Century
 
Sever organizing and planning easy
The globe became the one roof
Every humankind had to reach the good future
More and more, day by day finding good thing to the society
 
Communicating people who came from the alternative culture.
Increasing publicity to do the work properly
Educating, whole the universal for reachingto the wisdom
Thinking thatinvestigators, how to find newer thing than before
 
The technological data will be inserting into human brain
The wisdom with memory that will be maintained by machine
The planet of moon will be becoming a destination for lovers who will be traveling
The duration, it called for the twenty-second century at universal.
 
Every establishment, organizations link had come to the house
The family bound will be increased
Although, the historical creation can't be defeated
Considering, factors that from history up to this time.
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Noble One Loves To Motherland
 
Triumph was taken to the paradise-like island from the enemy
Therefore, the island dominated underpinning one flag with the happily
Ten of giant soldiers were attacked to there enemy cleverly
The King Dutu Gemunu was the flourished the country since the second century
Patronage him selves nation for the fabulous community at that time
Prosperity had come to every family doorstep like a fortune
Persuading that Metta, Karuna, Muditha those from Buddhist theme
Pleading from god panel for coming again to the Lanka for nation pleasure
 
Stupa's built for the homage to the global pilgrims
Some stupas became world heritage recently with UNESCO approvals
Such as Ruwanweliseya, Mirrisaa both were connected with the heaven messages
 
Significantly, that king last aspiration dropped where the Mirisawetiya Stupas
 
Chronically Mahawamsa poems mentioned more and more epics that actioned
ofhis brevity
Component that deposited many ruins and valuable things they are available
recently
Cardinal points that showed on their doom it was beautifully
Country was delighting more and more thousand years happily
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Nothing Understand Before Die
 
Couldn't really say which one following but its ourselves                 heritage
Some time we are owner in demolish palace once upon                        time
How to say own mourn it's really sadness someone nothing under standing
before die
All though you are escape like ignorant person front of really love
 
See front of eyes destroying heritage the heart is cries without tears
Whence stop beaming rays by sun be drowned in darkness at palace s
You have not feel in desire but try to embrace at hells or heavens
Its not flavor in your owner world its bid from heritages
 
In the Middle of courage's for come to light from really darkness with fate in born
heart
Never dropp anything without turn moving grab every hope for tight
It's so bitter or flavor taste if it's really truth in the middle of sparkle lies never
die the capture thought
Someone diagnosis its be like revenge if its own owner life take it easy never
escape own heart
 
The avenue with tears or smile with hopefully don't look further anyone its can
be diagnosis feared
The blood hound heritage make you burial could be live with your own really
friend
The wealth its not found by god who was its not found by god who was find really
human being at world
They are calling for your pocket oh it bid of him how to demolish the bid of god
 
IDCP
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Nymphlooking For
 
Turning was a sophisticated culture
Meeting a lot of people such as friend and foes
Seeing was both white men and women they were rich
With the great experience there for, providing great hospitality
 
Killing humanity that was for earning money
Trying that was making people with unloved for the nation
Therefore, nymph of Sigiriya will be looking for rich men
Therefore, own heritage has damaged day by day
 
Murders of the royalties switched as agreat men
Thus, they were wearing with a tie, coat, and trousers
They became white men as foes of the culture
Deleting culture as cancer on the human body
 
According to, foes built thousand of palaces to the sylph
Therefore, Lilly was drinking wine, eating bread with rich men recently
Weeping low cast people because they can't reach high cast society
Therefore traveling was another destination
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Orphaned Child
 
The orphaned child sorrow will make fun they offered loving                     smile
Widows weeping and mourn feel how sad life at strange world 		between love
Lame horse with disabled solders foot step to finding flavor food for further life
They never feel until the end what was done by without heart with people
 
The sun disk not beaming equally all though every people wiped same for sad
The blowing wind whispering take deep grab listen which of very closed
All of wrap thing flew away across sea and Celestial River would say like my lord
The war same cruel soft lank pretty women at world or never            believed
 
The bees sucking pollen without damage every petal of mellow which of natural
The petal dropp upon flowing water with pleasure of world of beautiful
The bees crying and back again to nest for without see at loving flower of real
All though she will never sight twice orphaned child really haughty than other of
all
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Ounce Upon Day Travelling By Train
 
The train it started traveled in early in the morning
It had more sheets for passengers
Passengers pleasured when arrived at platform
People who sat on the train sheet to travel
 
Until dawn, the sun on east sky slept travelers on it's sheet
Every station it stopped but there were not crowded
But it had not care it engine
Next hour their sheet fills up by passengers
 
Travelling past in-between paddy, yard, and woods
Most of the food sellers were met at in the chamber
Thus, most people eat with good appetite
all passenger thought what was the next station
 
Next hour, it came to tropical city
passengerspick up from bus to own land
The passengers became a family member
However, train went to the next station
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Ounce Upon Time
 
The wind is blowing through window murmur something for without seen in my
eye
All though experience of feel nothing hurt for life is fading way of 		same
Couldn't exchange fate which flowing bid of creator its noble gift in my
 life
Offered everything never dies in my world but the feel of hurt wrote by him   love
 
 
Once upon time the memory of unforgettable show between
misty
The misty and breeze blows equally like the day of 			history
All though with one hope foot step bid by creator never born feel die every day
The fell of the history killed my along toughing body between white 	misty
 
Earning money die with sweating and without pleasure of world `who offered
kindly looking
The yearn of life spreading every people between all think more life comfortable
growing
Someone die without see true of them hope the man evolve time to time never
ending
Listen voice experience of ear all though some dreaming die and waking
 
Before end of the road met at me and you ounce upon time try finding where
dwell
There are is never feel hungry or thirsty will warmth me and you heart feel
Every time and every dawn will make like summer the life will fading well
Oh noble one killed my romantic beside you more and more hold your scripture
well
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Party Of Hopeless
 
Sun rises at the eastern sky behind the hood
Thee was foot step to the workplace to work hard
Although underpinning thoughtthat evening mess dinnerwith beverage and food
Therefore pensive how thy either eat or drinks alone with the staff friend
 
Thesitting layoutthatshowed in the computer display
It introduced where your own sheet in order to sit on the time of the party
The cocktail smell spread atmosphere every
Gathered inviters' chatting that was amazing event among breezy
 
Looking was by a window inside the party hall
Decorated all tables by many spoons, knives, plates, and goblets for all
They were sparkled from the beside flashlight overall
Finally, thee read display at the verandah with hope enter the dining hall
 
Alas, hopeless thou name did not display their
Cause of thy sheet number has not marked by a computer operator
Therefore, removing that was thee was dressed updressesthat were red sea and
D59 shoes which is foot cover
Return to the workplace with the yearning of morrow lot of tot of liquor
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Petal Of Rose
 
The believe of truth make heaven remove from suffered pain every time
Could get meaning reading more stories about reality it will be prove
Ask from blooming blossoms and open sun beam it will be offered sufficient
theme
Once upon time with starting excavated really basic had read from with story in
doctrine
 
The truth soft like petal of the rose when blow mild heavy wind missing it from
flower 
Not any body restricted for feel fragrance spreading although bees are it s owner
The world commence war cruel protect against declared reality wind murmur
World every loving people were cried for defeat real truth face wealth kingdom
owner
 
People became group pray for every planet every dark evening and morning
When will come to somebody behalf doing him selves' responsibilities without
loosing
If not all people with weapon fighting like blind people the time will coming
Every seas will turn to red color air will toxic wise man lying never changing
 
When will seen strange and wonderful world for offered by ancestors
Will be going away heaven  soul will dropping tears without knowing any places
Although the people yearn never loosing them selves heart and  memories
The kindly god though never equally for earth he will hospitalization for every
bodies
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Playing Cards In The Club
 
Gamblers sat on the chairs
Down with the Eve sun, there is lighting various bulbs in that premises
The people who were dizzy with the bier and vine
Somebody was sat round table for playing cards
 
Shuffling is card pack by one member in their
The shuffler who distributed cards to the others for continuing game
One player has announced the trump as the main player
Therefore, they were the homage to the jack, Queen, king, and ace by an owner
of a card hand
 
Counting how many trumps has dropped to their table
That made better advantage for the triumph
After finished one term, selected winners from over five collection
Therefore, virtually calling that was shuffled the pack by the last term caller of
the trump
 
The winning team has collected below six numbers with the 10 cards
With the four categories such as heart, clubs, diamonds as well as the spade
Somebody has betting more coins dollars as well as properties
It's made dangerous hours because they were hand with guns and weapons
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Playing Foot Ball
 
Goal post exists like two houses on the green battle
Green grass is supporting to dew for hanging at the morning timeGround has
marked by a white line
Game is world famous it executed world noble one
 
Each by each gathered to the pavilion with the varied color dress
Enough is not prepare sheets they have filled chairs within half of the hours
Eden garden like their premises audience behaved with the bless
Every atmosphere in the pavilion fill up audiences
 
The players are entering to the greenish ground
The audience start cheers after that forget sad
The women cried and tears with the love of the countrysideupon the hood
The ball starts to jump to players boots with the time of good
 
One player caught for a guilty cause of handball
Other one fell down the ground cause of hit by opposite pal
Only two players live inside post of the goal
Obviously, audiences shouted it listen like oh-oh, oh triumph my country it made
more trill
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Pop Singer Britney Spears
 
The singing song that baby one more time
She nervous until end of our several souls
She was a gifted child to the world
She sang beautiful song since baby age
 
Console every people heart is by her octave voice
She grew up the value of love men and women
There she made tasty of in the life circle
Praying for lord given at birth to the gifted child
 
Build up rational literature for carried to the future
Creation is next generation they will be made future
They grabbed heart what was better beaten might be suitable
Thus, either sun or moon agreed with her
 
Listening to her he identified who is suitable
As like lady, Britney Spears recently
Closed eyes at the night listening to her heart melody
Think twice how may be opened thou closed eyes.
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Pray For Prosperity
 
		
 
 
From blue sky offered from white snow every tree upon waiting for and invite for
it
The yellow wish valley turn to green color by spreading rains over world   ready
for his summit
The festival of glory and day of born reality equally turn world clause from under
take rule its so great
Children smile and open eyes looking for road come with them like one of
marvelous cart 
 
Cluster of flowers keep upon alter fire thousand of candles delight all over world
Wrapping thousand of gift hangs of romantic tree all will pleasure and growth
beloved
Sharing with love by the formality together singing famous poems with heart
blessed
Say one more time and prove for world his festival pleasure for people suffered
 
Enthusiasm people made beautiful hymn for singing bright day front of him
kindness
Every quilters got determine rescue from curse of evil thoughts turn to better
actions
The birds singing wind is blowing and snowy dropping tress moving by heard
listen hymens
The voice of bell ringing spreading every where the god message take all peoples
 
All dwelling places will celebrate glory night delight verity bulb every places over
Keep the mind follow up really scripture share with love all people soon wind
murmur
Starry heaven couldn't defeat artificial bulb the creative world every time whisper
 
All together pray for prosperity all over world declare good message get in mind
forever
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Prevent Destroying Heritages And Clause Stop
Developing Formality.
 
In year before freedom an island among admin alien people. Many of wrong thing
spreading all via over  of heritage destroyed by them although they own heritage
declare every places. Every time they hospitalize themselves heritages. after
given them administration and rules they thought finish from country  of
developing programmers’ declare er many of alien  rules and clauses select for
themselves better life.  The villagers turn to very busy  by day increasing guilty
person for criminal among person killing and quarrelling of many of thing.  Yearly
will developing critical accident and dangerous sexual transmittance quantity of
diseases. 
With the developing air ways ships ways and roads many unknown thing and
dangerous thing flowing to our  of other   nations fighting with economy it’s not
for our island developing process. Many of developed country has limited sources
for the creative new project and planning process. Although some project for
propose to sri lanska copy by another content or  difficult y end of project
without debt in world via. However among world economy we can cell or
mortgage our island without hesitation. In fact of global warming, increasing fast
food using, increasing youth crime,
Over the last decades increased diabetic, hypertension, blood pressure, and
critical accident. Most of dead amount pedestrian by accident.
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Proclaim War
 
Proclaim war ancient time for salivate people by noble one born from  heaven
Knowing every environment thing declare to earth all of formality people chance
of golden
Our sole were sick said people who had promise for ignorant people rescue from
every sin
He will treat to patient like doctor the theme and reality teach for people no
hesitation
 
Knowing people every failure console heart all for become pleasure and
comfortable
Prone front of altar pray for owner of world give to one space for really  true
Everything slowly decay although the really scripture never will be failure
Don't hate anybody don't boasting somebody don't think others life
 
The noble one insure your soul avoiding every critical injury show you path of
really
Who love to churches every alter and cross with bowl waiting for him come with
bravely
Salivate from sin life turn it for golden life who will teach to people gathering
people every 	day
He will call to ignorant people saying good message better day after tomorrow
and healthy
 
Receptor the eternal love for every one sick soul become to heal prone people
waking
Failure of theme refill by him pure power could be feeling spirit of doctrine
without crying
Avenge turn to love redness of eye white color all together share hand smiling
Who will be your owner care like father murmur by blowing wind sun is shining
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Prove Of Reality
 
True killed by cruel people living with them without feel of humanism
Blind of strange natural destroying all heritages the fresh Air turn black seem
The sun hides with feared of world oh drowned in darkness    blind all seem
White foam with cascade turns red color rupture and bleeding from humanism
 
The revenge with killers offered from mighty of own human cast
The earths feel how much worth true for dropping it never any feet
The love of true how much cruel between living world at
All though prove of reality judgments is stopping couldn't be trust  
Return for world stopping all no one feel reality of at begin history
The power of offered for make for quite with real such a lovely place   humanity
Killed cruel people make first begin strange really world it's so   kindly
Can be living with among blooming blossom with never begin struggle
Stay in forever give reason for try to salivate unreal people
Every second remind front of you life finding who with life
Whence will clear path for sense of your love
Although someone never find out what's for living in life
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Pure Truth
 
The warmth went away turn to weather cold spreading misty every
where
Changing everything couldn't believe it's not destiny feel for warmth
before
Try to look inside your heart but its grab from bid of noble 	                        one
all though some one will coming with us for see reality of the earth and outer
space
 
Easy to live knowing this principles it's not you fortune or sadness
Never wrapping or thirsty for power and declared among peoples 
Couldn't think over for its sparkle in every mind but not for societies
The notice for not too declared it's for invisible at night and noon's
 
Between beautifully rivers how much hidden dangerous but not to be afraid
Every large seas how much heinous although living many dolphins don't be afraid
How much stars dropping without feel for us but its sparkle don't be afraid
Every animal live with peace although whence turn to pale doesn't be afraid
 
Listen invisible with true heart could be see reality of all overseas and earth
Once upon day he will come back among misty and darkness take this truth
Every darkness will light might of him the air pure could breath
The power for not to kill not to capitalism which following with pure truth
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Raining And Behavior Of The Bios
 
Sun has been hidden in the sky too early
White clouds have been turned to the dark color
Someone who looked at the clock because the weather was black
The fleet of swift swallow was cheered and flew here and there
 
Lands, Roads, and trenches have covered by brown water
Frogs are continuously shouting because it has thought night became
Crows, Pigeon flew to themselves cages as a happen sudden accident
Cicadas are shouting among the sound of the sata, pata by the poured dew of
rainwater
 
The men who are searching that was break down Motor Bike with him selves
regret
The monthly light bill will be increasing because the sun has hidden
The officers, Soldiers, and sailors stand by for the flood duty
The television is telecasting news that only flooding in some areas
 
Farmers made paddy fields, which are showing as a lake because of fill up by
rainwater
Someone walked beneath the umbrella with chills
Someone looking for summer but also, someone is weeping without aroused
Although, people are not being stopped that is destroying God as nature.
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Reaching To Heaven
 
The time of starting 								praying
Reaching to heaven the thought are 						floating
Prove the credence front of noble person eye 				viewing
The scenery is redness in the 							evening
 
People were came to the street with hope of 					home
Beside the street bulb are spread rays every 					where
All physical things are listening to his command they are 			promise
Protecting creation world make the nice heart with 				life
 
The birds are flew across the clouds to see the				 nest
The locomotion is horning turn on the					light
The protectors are take them sword came to the celebrate 			night
The noble person gave the some message to people turn off the		light
 
Up to close the eyes wind is blowing and					 whispered
The Christ who is alive must believe the word of					 god
In the nice dream through came in to the						 bed
Reaching to heaven leaving a moment the nice					 world
 
Advance Diploma in Tourism Management, CTH, IDC Pushpadewa
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Real Store
 
Surround covered teeming one by one box the table fill up file and many of stock
books
Every time ringing phone by vendors somebody coming through front doors
Without knowing fading time between box with teeming file and folders
Although end of working hours not anything for add in to proprieties
 
Many of company made various type materials for grow god health for consumer
Although if not issuing before expired it's not good for health stock holder
One day issuing amount than Rs 1000 cores although not deposit in pocket one
bus fair
Working till dream come true between thousand of obstacle although not ever
 
Among many of discoveries day by day many of item product ingenious people
Fill up all racks small small boxes delight green, yellow and red color brand name
 
Many of people live with them reduce pain pressure or swelling part of body by
dose
All of element mix up and Capture large area it living below room temperature
 
The wise people will find more and more element for defeat all bacteria and virus
 
When at that time procurement will increase want to be add many racks and
many rooms
More link with world via firm for knowing latest item console people desires
Hide many bio microscopes among racks for Seattle ill peoples increase insulin
levels
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Really Love In The World
 
Society is continuing by the power ofher 	
The love is identifying, teaching by she to the world
It provedthat is passing food for the baby from the placenta
Therefore, the umbilical cord is supplying all nutrition protein for the fetus
 
All one has look that she is pretty with the hope of becoming a mother
The fetus grows with bloodstream of mother small intestine
According to, the mother has been pleasured with seeing that is growing fetus
As result of, she eats fortwo every lunch every diner as well as the from the
many restaurants
 
Men and women love is continuing by she's given at birth that isamazing
However, she thought that some time, the sun is heavy, a lot of rainy, and also,
trees were the loss
Therefore,she is pleading that someday will be given at birth for as ababy's
guider
Therefore, she will be ready for feel excellent torture in the near future
 
She is thinking that how I kiss my baby after given at birth
The unborn child is thinking how much I love you my mum
When will you see my mother kindly and loving face?
However, the mother is writing a lot of lullaby for her's, baby
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Rescue Soul From Darkness
 
The Flying birds and wild animal makes god noise with themselves pleasure
The trees in Ever green wood's blossom bloom for decorated history tale
The dame dropping water  among boulder spreading dew every where
The august summer is ending ready for next  season of via every people
 
Weep wiped widows and children of  losing father  by cruel war 
Console from blowing mellows wind don't close door will have message heaven is
near
If too vanishing all over world the sun will open name of hero at war
But the every war never  wining only university which of  could listen by murmur
 
 
We could looking by eyes and reaching without knowing which effect for life
All though listen from ear where is the truth every roads before look by eye
The tangible truth never dump every time fill up your ear without haste
All of heart of tie never demolish if we see in really true
 
Every one bless for you rescue soul from darkness before EVER sleeping
The power of everything see by our own memory never missing every thing
The good message by birds and wild animal will be coming true your are the
wining
Flare memory for hospitality for society among having had short living
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Restaurant
 
The restaurant established at the corner beach
The rainwater flowed beside the restaurant to the sea
According to, the water of flows has created a sweet melody to the ears
The baby frogs jumped up and down inside the water spot with pleasure
 
Smell of screw pine flowers has spread across the restaurant than other smell
The seashore decorated by little flower as indigo color
Little plain as a couple of falcon flews sky that was little far from the sea
Restaurant steady it cannot be removed by storm
 
The waiters and barmen were ready for the evening party
Red ball as sun drowned in the sea but also,
There electricians were switched on the bulb around there premises
Bulb rays have creep from hollow of the lampshade to the table
 
Varied customers gathered whilst on smelling food in the restaurant
The candles fired upon the table each by each
The moon has erected to the sky
A melody of sweet music has spared around there
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Ringing Mini Bells
 
Traveling many people, therefore,
People have approved Christmas vacation
Increasing bond of family they met on there venue
Therefore, ringing That was Christmas bell as a nice melody
 
The month of December it's a time for party as well as celebration
That places were decorated with Christmastrees
Children are playing the games with the pleasure
The almighty God will be watching around them
 
The church door opened for people who believed Jesus
Either peace or sovereign is coming to the Island
The events sorrowfully will be deleted as a footstep on the seashore
Therefore, the rough wave became Calm as a lake wrinkle
 
The tear was poured them are drying by the December breeze
Starting love for the foes because of &quot;two wrongs not make right
thing&quot;
Little birds are shaking there Christmas trees
According to, the mini bells create a melody that was a Jingle bells
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River Toreent Was Notseparately Flows As Rails
 
River was flowing among the mountain, plains, and woods
Reptiles were both black and white color but river water is yellowish
However, greenish net with wood was looking that was torrent movement as a
lily
Riverbank which was decorated by birch trees as well as large rock
 
River bend viewed as a cobra sterigma, it was Sometimes constructed a little
island
its Sometimes torrent has taken two roads
However, the torrent was not flowing separately as a rail
 
Riverbed, which is hiding many things as to the core
Becoming rich people according to clearing is gems on there
How many fish were lived on there
hence, torrent is not shown there riverbed on the time of raining
 
River basin is meeting the river mouth with the torrent
Rivers water became salty, therefore, mixing was with seawater
One canoe with watermen and one passenger near to the mouth
Pleading to voyage upon the sea as voyaged on the river
 
 
 
 
 
\
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Rough Wind
 
The rough wind blow from far away			horizontal
Darkness spreading everywhere without   kindly feel for 		all
Calm sea   wave coming to sea	 coast embrace with better     feel
How much longer ending for offering life haven't any better    feel
 
Without born new life sole will die at the cruel
   formality
Although how   to make fortune for life foot step till meet to
  fantasy
The yearn will die like hope is vanishing hidden true of violence live show
doctrine only
Increasing chills with hard humid love is go away wiped
        teary
 
The   moment of kill hope and die love free   from 		every     	yearn
Could feel reality around life without 					           hesitation
Thinking back life with very beginning and how much offered to people for better
liven
When will   born hopes only see reality with singing			hymn
Feel  with  blowing  wind  mix  with  blooming  blossoms                      fragrance
 
Listen the voice of singing bird aim ear for reality mix with air
blows
Cascade dropping water   spreading dew   every grass leaves sparkles
How much thing offer to people  live without  tie   of  yearn  live with world
hermitages
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Rush Night
 
The  sun go down from  far away  horizontal like red ball the birds flew to till
meet nest for see little   birds   owl come to the night arena for began to mourn
the shadow from large trees make  difference deference galleries  pray from
somewhere murmur sweet melody shadow also tremble seen among mild moon
one rock sight  corner of woods  without  sun dawn  which of sparkle like large
diamond the voice flowing from really of that place somebody listen and foot step
to along listen  had grab with knife and large chain allover body covered by black
color blanket without  anything seen who is foot stepping till meet some body
behind  owl mourn stopped moon  hide by dark clouds although that  cover man
walking  murmur just stop and next sound came river flowing behind the rock
next hour  Fading  dark clouds without moon delight white color all over sky the
man ran very fast without turn his face again began  murmur mix in to the wind
o
Who had suffered from to some body without any thing seen him selves eyes not
feel among woods otherwise somebody come to earth suddenly although who
had never feared somebody at the world showing running man among forest the
bat team flew among middle of   moon   although he is ran among mountain and
between trees and  murmur invite to him reach speed I m loving for you swear
from moon and star he listen voice clearly.  Wet all cloths pouring sweating all
over the body
Movement of moon and everywhere stopping like one moment at the time  front
of rock standing him kneeling with full of   take  deep breathe  close himself eyes
pray for him salivation  for suffered sin via world and by moon light blood stain
knife showing  like black color.   he get in to river wash himself all over body and
red color white knife.
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Scripture And Desolete People
 
The dawn with every blossom are blooming the birds will fly till meet them
food
If not dropping dews upon grass breeze can keep body like wet nature is been on
loved
Return to love which of protect yourselves every things make prosperity via
world
Sun rays dropping every dwelling place the world decoration for return to god
 
Every night dreams blurred at the morning among strange creative calm down
thought
Smiling colorful flowers inviting pick up for offering prove trust
The true is hide among link of nature believe which make for humanity better
sight
Showing enchantment protect by them power true will come for front
 
Dropping water with white foam every cascade watching upon rock
The true song mixes to the wind blowing everywhere listen for flock
Accept listen holly murmur hearing suffered people mourn which of like knock
Without mind of your mighty over night embrace evil come and seek
 
Spirit of true where has born all though never take every man and women's
The day end with sunset far away horizontal like red ball people shake hand with
evils
Something with memory many people embracing themselves beds
All though the god loving every one never blaming for all swears
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Sea And Hillside
 
Sea waves arrived at the beach and it spread like white foam
Clouds move here and there that are beating together with sea waves
The wind has carried a message from the close destination
The drastic wind kisses wall of the mountain that made sounds either lub or dub
 
Sun rays directly it catches by the hill wall
But simian leaped on the trees as well as a couple of birds fluttered upon the sea
Among this naturalism proved by Existed mini, an island at faraway sea
Thou is laying wooden bench at the moment with smoking
 
Sun came down from the sky 	
It spectrum likegold color pyramid upon the sea
The eve sun has not hot like noon it
Then thee closed eyes but the sky was decorated with varied colors
 
Thy fortune has carried by hillside
It was a glimpse that moon arrived from thy head side
Thousand of the star has width upon the seawater
Although moon has solitary on that day
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Separation
 
The body with chills and rigor although the night was warmth
Sweating was all over the body but the night was very cold
Everything has become against thee was as seeing all of that
Younger age was foot stepping to the elder without toughing year
 
either He or she suffered from a loss of appetite, pain in all over the body, and
insomnia
Much more time, trying that was leaving life with the severe pain
Therefore, living that was with the desolate, loneliness as well as anxiety
Sometimes starting is war with separatoruntil end of life
 
The separation is a severe pain in the world
Thee used Morphine, heroin, cannabis as well as alcohol
Although, the pain cannot be reduced not healed the wound
Praying for god or Lord Buddha, he will be treated for humans' severe pain
 
The story of Romeo vs. Juliet explained how the death of lover was
Thousand of poems, great novels, as well as a lot of a movie created for proving
a real pain
The separation is helping to reduce popularity in the country
According to, lost lovers is being continued to next soul
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She
 
She wasmourned
Thinking that was unsuccessful marriage
She suffered from anger
Again how will be given at birth to a new love
 
She's large brownish color eye luster
Thee was thought that why she was not pouring tears for separation
Thee was thought why she has not wept with the past history
But she anger has provoked nature of women
 
As a new man, thee tried to read her heart chapters
Although, the anger with pain didn't write anything for you
Thine womb as love has killed by hers anger alas thou heart was hurting
She was blaming thee, every little star as well as flowers
 
Drag hers soften finger from your grabbed hand
Refusing was walking together near to seashore with whispering loving dialogue
Oh god hers white foam as heart has been damaged
However, she will be walking to the light from the darkness
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She Be At The Every Spatial
 
Salient matters for me but they were not important to her
The matters were such as blooming blossom, singing bird, and shaking trees
Telling to her according to, nature is helping to my love
Even though I know, she is a goddess from the miraculous
 
When the time of walking on the street she came close to me
Feeling that was tangle hands each other
When the time of dance on the stage, she was a beat
Feeling that was fain history that will be shown next road
 
Working hardly as a result of, I tired but she has mitigated me from busy work
Therefore, the bird as she, it came to the tree branch for singing
The flower as she, which was spread fragrance place over
The river as she that was floating to meet the sea like me
 
You are my water bottle when I was in the desert
You are my compass when I was lose one's way
You are my countless word poem life over
You are my bunch of flower when I will be on last second
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She Is Beautifullyas A Siren
 
Shinning was sun but cannot be defeated her eyebeam
It thin although it large one it blinks with beaten
Pleading was come and hold me
How thou refuse, that message is sending
 
Grabbed her had thou got in the boat
The two decks with boat start floating upon the sea
It traveled until losing land
In accordance with wind has whispered as hers utter
 
The breast was the move by the wind
Thou covered her body by the coat
But her hair lock was tighten
But she captured a lot of scenery among thee singing a song
 
She asks from sun why sun you are going like the red ball
Thou and her along in the island
The last boat siren is calling
They walk speed together and get in the same boat
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She Is My Teacher
 
Among somebody also I liked to listen to her sweet voice
She's thoughts were very rational
She writes clear and meaningful ideas every second
According to, we became wise men in the world
 
She grows mindful people to the family as well as universal
She liked right ideas but from frail pupils
She likes to make effective community
Therefore, we call to her to solved trouble
 
Nobody liked hurt for her that never ever
Explaining every theme for understanding is for her bodies
People offered wealth to her pupil offered good health as well as longevity
Therefore,she made a pleasure world as well asbetter earth
 
Gave all every gold like phrases that are removed from the bibliography
Why she fell world is a village
Growing mind of the child for excellent renovation
Therefore, expressing is great gratitude to her by the nations of the world.
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She Was My Mate
 
Thee loved to a voice which is whispering at the night
Thee and she both were felt in love by the heart
There was one classroom which helps to study for all subject
Thousand of things have to study but under of loving thought
 
Gradually either she or I trusted each other impressions
Grab heris every night by thee, therefore, thee is seennice dreams
Good time, when will be coming iteither thee and she lives
Gave me one sign of how I open my heart in front of hers
 
Someday thee cannotbe seen every scene with the deem
Shadow of love which is covered your sightlike the beam
She heart went away along some by the alas fate cum
Several daysthee was thought she would have come back to life like a nicefilm
 
Wrote whole paper how much she is pretty
Thee was dreamer that feel hers soften, dun breast lively
Tackled her bunch of hairs and keeping that thee rough lips frontal it will be
lovely
Thus, she adores will be offering although thee was not talking yet why
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She Went Away
 
Looking that her luster eyes as well as her thin neck and soften the breast
Reaching that for smells, her body fragrance
Feeling that solitary me and she in their
Sitting where that same sofa
 
Oh, god I closed to her second by second
Thinking that catch up her soften fingers
Reaching to hers rose color cheek by thousand time
Although she looked up another way without worried me
 
At the next moment, she looked at me
Although she not smile or kindly eye
standing that from the sofa and went from my sight
Oh god collapse my heart and soul was going to the burial
 
Drowning that was sun where far away sky but it has frail color
Thinking that my life was mock, lark, and sad
The one ammo was entered my pistol revolve
At the next moment, it presses up to the corner of frontal for a shoot up through
the brain
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She's Birthday
 
The given at birth on that day by her loving mother
Either mum or dads are being pleasured on that day
She's loved one and friends had surrounded by her birthday cake
The loved one hugging and kissing her soft cheek
 
Blowing wind has murmured happy birthday
The spirit of music has spread every place
Serving sweet plates and soft drinks by stewards
strangers have eaten and drinking with chatting lot of thing
 
The warm evening it spends without cigarettes or wine
But friendship made some feeling that it
Happy, happy, she off that ignited candles
Started singing loved one surrounds of her
 
She has past one year but not remind every day
reminding what day of special,nobody did it but she did it
everybody had happy with special memories
However, she will be starting footstep to next good year
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Shopping With Ladies
 
When I waiting till meeting some 	one The sun is go down wind is blowing Two
ladies are comes to gate foe entre They were smiled among crowd people
Walking together for no aim knowing  Although some the tell bye although no
matter Walking and walking till end of all avenue  They like every goods chairs
bowls and necklace with every rings Beds knives for kitchen those are very shin
full and super clean Some time draw her lips front of mirror  She thought more
and more shop available here how much better  Show to her beautifully red
frocks oh she didn't like it for Walking every shops select more and more
ornamental item Some time come to me together a sometime be lonely At last
they get in to the car said bye
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Sigh Of Women
 
Some people are most like to listen to the sigh of women
Therefore, men are boasting and drinking much more
Although, women had become as a mother and singing lullaby for babies
According to blossom has bloomed every space
 
Someone listening that was a sigh of a woman by giving agony to her heart
Another one loving for several women without reading god order of the world
The creator made the earth for following this rules for all the people
Alas, coming near of date that end of amazing creation
 
The eternal truth it will be not fade
The people have destroyed either nature or women
Therefore, raining, warming, storming, those have not cared limit of god
The attraction of nature will be burning by the strong lightningby someday
 
 
Sigh will turn to mourn because the earth has not any water
The cascade will be stopping that was pouring water with white foam
Deer 's, birds, fish will die with the hot sun
Although, the women will be ensured the world for more decade
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Sigiriya Fortrest
 
Thousand of nude girl depictionon the rock wall
it pushes the people to write a thousand poems over there
It is an amazing fortress today and tomorrow
It was a fortunate geographical exists for the king Kasayapa
 
The frescoes showed that wives concubine they owned for the king Kasyapa
The portrait, which is never ever fadingwith natural events
The fountain, which constructed upon the rock it, made nice attraction
Therefore, rock Sigiriya became eight-world wonder at this century
 
The depiction of the late artist they explained
The women with soften and round shape breast and beautiful neck width lap as
well as color full skin
The king was fell in love with many ladies Therefore, Sigiriya built a nice palace
around the globe
Homage to thedivine for reborn like that creators for made amazing thousand
fortress
 
Could be climbed to the top of the rock with nice rock share case
There written were poems it close to the epic of past time
The lion leg is the execution of proud of the nation
Climbing is heritage lovers to see the world wonder
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Sin People Will Die
 
The breeze blowing between trees the birds singing sweet
         melody
Without feel of loosing rain via country the father given dowry protect people
every      day
The ruins of all heritages earn money for every moment they war ship with
     proudly
Bunch of lotus flowers fight for live further upon mud while lake
          empty
 
The theme of doctrine sin people will die and turn to dusting among
                 world
Cruel people demolish noble one presented heritage they true loved never 		wicked
The born of true once upon time against sin people threw stone build true for
     demolished 
Struck to innocent people and kid nap them belong treasure like largest beg all
over            world
 
Lethargy life destroyed every rich boasting with gathered ignorant people while
eating and drinking
Spreading darkness every dwelling places the factory closed every where people
are               crying
The birds and butterfly belong to the winter fly away not ability to comfortable
                 living
All though not ending presented duration for human circling around universal it's
so                  long
 
Whenever smile with every nation altogether while full of stomach without
      hesitation
Although no one like to see true of world wealth people try to more and more
money earn
The breeze blowing and murmur with sad dropping yellowish leaf one by one
floating along
The turn dumpy singing sweet melody look ill every one although sun is beaming
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Singing Hymn
 
CLOSE my eyes and see him coming and toughing my body
Walking at road follow me like my shadow every        way
I was singing song who was playing instrument with sweet music every day
I knowing him better than other people never wept by cry
 
Blowing wind murmur and toughing all over body gone away
Wings are moving by blowing wind beautiful creative thing who owner know him
did no why
Wings are moving by butter fly against wind blowy
All though his kindly thoughts making every funny
 
Once open time killing really truth upon   cross
Never died which of truth reborn at people hearts
Every dark places in the world and sandy shore giving might witnesses
Which of power come and embrace all of heritages?
 
One of tail with star sparkle at far away sky among dark clouds.
Telling good message all of living people rescue from mind of sadness	
Singing and pray for him and come soon live together without tears
Ringing bells and singing hymn whilst on fire candle upon altars
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Sleepless Night
 
Shadows which are nightmare that drowning in every space
Crows noise it had gone away before triple hours
Frogs sound continued around the era
The vehicle engine sounded but it also not often
 
The wind blew, its murmur had not heard at the daylight
The tighten tree each other, spreading sound like &quot;Kreek&quot;,
&quot;Kreek&quot;
The moon rays it carved some creation upon the glass window that collaborated
with tree leaf
The gecko shouted rarely in-between darkness.
 
Stars like spy it flew in-between darkness and the atmosphere
It fading black color at the moment around the spatial
The unknown spy cannot be seen it butsounded around ear
The engine noose with airplane, it flewacross the sky
 
Considering that sounding and views those alternatives
In the next minute, the environment has been changed
Applauding some of assembles in front of assemblers
The person who cannot be identified but enter the stage and took something.
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Slum And Friend Of Mine
 
Raining made noise around the village
Therefore, slum roof has covered by the tin sheet
Hay, hay fellow of the slum whocalled to me
But he hadn't eitherlunch or breakfast
 
However, slums roofs were enough for protecting mild rain
But his daily life circle was troubling
His house in front decorated by rail and also back decorated by dark trench
He hasn't a good bed or space for sleeping well, therefore, they sleep shift
method with family
 
Inside the friend of mine house, there were not toilet, verandah or rooms
Without proper ventilation, I suffocated
Collecting Drinking water was not easy job
education was troubling with a low economy
 
living villagers they suffered a lot of diseases
They have not cared for themselves lives as well as diseases
Raining was finished therefore I left him for the moment
Thinking that was bios in the world not proper government statically report
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Smile With Hide Tears
 
People are smile with hide                                                    tears
Because of kids happiness think    all                                        ways
No show them thirsty or hungry while hot                                      loves
Why men's with quarrels for part ion having all of them belong                 things
 
Create for wonder full world people are get                            together
Singing and farming for                                                fertilizer
Don't shoot for men's tie like best                                         lover
Could win world without hesitation near                                    far
 
Across lagoon and wood blowing wind                                murmur
Every man's having hope didn't destroys which of                     forever
Children are   singing for them mother and father                       ever
Oh where have been than world                                       wonder
 
All the trees at wood afford                          like your          brother
They actually protect everything                                       forever
Dew with cold winter turn to hot burn by cruel                            war
Never back for world love like cruel           cold                        war
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Someone Think Living Home Is Depression
 
Gloominess has come to life from the working place
God has not believed them they lived at the evil state
Giving that unnatural advice without worried about my life
Going, that see my parents and loved one, therefore, remove my depression life
 
Smoking that number of cigarettes at their closet
Struggling with someone don't break up a future event
Sleeping that where o the chair because I did not like their event
Someone blaming they need see a depression patient
 
Thinking how to escape from the nasty people there were increased depression
Trilling, trilling, I escaped from themI become happy their notdepression
Troubling, that someone asked why not live with depression
Tackling me that fellow who forwarded me to the crazy doctor who suffered from
depression
 
Alas the doctor hates the world
All drugs were bitter taste cannot either chew or swallow there for I pray that
where you god
After that, I asked the doctor that was seeing either mother or father cause they
are good
Alas I did not think that neitherdepression nor mad
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Sorrowful Day
 
Raining across the island was on December
Lightning made flashlight as a gold line
The wind blew through the coastal as a storm
Therefore, the bulb of Christmas was shaken
 
Darkness was spread all over the spatial
The sound of the wave increased
Wild animals, birds flew away from the sky
The boat of fishermen back to the coastal thus threatening of the sea
 
Who was thought that was beautiful sea wave became rough
Who was thought that seen ruin of coastal dwells
Who was thought that runaway with timid of sea wave
However, nature became a killer due to who's wrong
 
Crying comet at the sky after seen a disaster
Crying Santa clause looked after dead body in the wonder of Asia
Oh fantastic December it's vanished therefore became a sorrowful day
Therefore, Christ will have cared to the people on the December
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Sorry Poem
 
Sorry for I thought you were loved me
But you were had not it
Sorry for I talked to you
But you did not listen to me
 
Sorry for I had looked often time to see you
But you were not looked at me
Sorry for I tried to shake my hand to feel soft fingers
But you did not feel it
 
Sorry for my amorous felt due to sleepless night
But you were had not it
Sorry I thought you were my only one goddess
But you had not thought I am your prayer
 
Sorry for I wrote numeric poems, which includes yours, eyes of luster, breadth of
laps as well as sweet slow walk
But you were not read it
Sorry for I cannot flee from your memories about
But you were fleeing from it
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Status Kalvari Mountain
 
In the time of history
The god create this world heavy
Animals with trees at the woods and Man with women in the society
According pleasure, sin, sorrow, happiness, pain and the cruelty
 
Ounce upon day when the front of mountain kalvari
The Jesus who hand lock up by hand cup plug  in to kalvri
Water, water,  plead him some body dropped last word him mouth
Judas take his spare and pricked up him heart till half of bladde
 
Innocent people and powerful people living in the world
Someone mourning someone apologizing   in  this arena
Poverty and aristocracy thoroughly cover all over the universal
Dare from god you are guiltier you are praise the bid and fate
 
Reservation world geographically with variety of nation every where
Some nation fighting and killing he like to Judas other wise life has been
Crowning cruelty anger, ferocity, the pure heart die front of this scene 
Although he has loved beloved faithfully kindly even though
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Strange World And Ancesstors
 
2012-04-09 11: 50 PM
THE misty with rain morning whence sun no   beam any where pale every thing
The mourn of flying birds saying of coming weather of owns belong
The weapon came name of gun   which of off chance people living
Judger of all problem mans loving than human being its keep, embracing
 
Crying children dying father don't knowing or feel it going through every heart
Blooming blossoms or attraction environmental vanishing with potassium
interacts
The blowing wind smelling blood but peoples making more weapons for killing by
shot
One killing another one living its theme of yearn with people all of them breath
oxygen but
 
For life children and wives they tie weapon and foot stepping among woods and
mountain
All though some one brave for themselves mother land like ancient time hero in
All   together fighting defeated foes without desire for hearts of own
When will true of seen own kids wives or loving mothers and father ever loving
 
Many' many hundred years ago how much die by foes sword
They are blessing for them every moment no loneliness if will die for mother land
When will   your selves name with sun grab sword for revenge cruel world
Oh thousand of heroes offered might for him winning world
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Successful
 
Successful is making better future
It can be carved upon the rock
Tending people applauding
Somebody, dedicating at the divine
 
Successful it helps to achiever to target
Shaking, Smiling, loved one each other
Blooming, blossoms, they decorator bunch of flowers
Presenting front of assemblies in the arena
 
Successful it likes a hopeful
Growing society by the man and woman
Hope is amazing, crying, babies
Stepping foots to the next anniversary
 
Successful, it is a fascinating wordy
Heard everyone else they become pleasurable
Understanding, it only owned heavy workers
Blessing may will come every one else forth coming year.
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Surfing At Sri Lanka
 
Sunbeam has spread to there coastal
Mildly rough sea waves were rolling to the coastal
The people who were stopping for looking that arrives sea waves
They were holding the nice color board to them hip
 
 
Unbroken high sea wave arrived at the coastal
The man who jumped to the wave with him selves board
He was floating upon the sea wave
Suddenly, he was stand up on his board it's like a cuttlefish bone
 
Ridding that board by that man who looked as lying on the sea wave
But suddenly, fallen down to the sea that men slept on the board
Although he comes out of the water to the board
Again he was ebbing in accordance with the board as men who walk on the sea
 
The waves have a power that used to float by men
If they have a kite with the board it will be fast riding
The seashore was happy there were beautiful girl and boys
Surfing, surfing it is an adventure game world over
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Sweetener
 
Soften lips has not been viewed on my dream
I touched her lips to listen to a word that will be enough for life
I touched her eyelids to see her love beam from the eyes
I hold hers glitter frontal to enter to her memory as a permanent person
 
I thought that she has been created by the divine for me
Therefore, I felt sorrowful when I was not thinking of herself
Telling to the birds itis carrying my message before she woke up
Oh every coming flying bird I looked over there spatial
 
When I was walking on the beach whitefoam wrapped my foot as she on there
Arriving her sweet voice by the blowing wind through my ears
An inspiration of her fragrance that was earning from beautiful flowers
Toughing a petal of the flower, therefore, felt tender of her fingers
 
When the time lay on wet sandthat was tender mine face as mellow of breast
Loving smile, thing, and ajar eyes are reminding
Thousand of things are given at birth In mineto the core
Blooming thousand of a bunch of flowers them will be wrapped on a
wrappingpaper
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Swimming For Alert
 
Living with bulk ship their deck not bare on their port
Leisurely that is blowing wind it was a lovely breeze for alert
Loving port that is blocking large wave on their port
List of both American and Sri Lanka navy body training at their port
Breeze is rolling sea wave to their port wall
But the waves have not struggled with the navy bodies at all
Blue color sea water are embracing either white or black color bodylike pal
Birds are singing lovely beat with their wind its cool
 
Delighting that is sun it helps to sparkle theirblue water
Drinking the bottle of water because the sun absorbed body fluid from the
sweater
Drawing, that lovely portrait but the humming is from the wind, not their viewer
Dragging that wounded body thus tearing at their port wave like a lover
 
Bulk sea water level that not worried themselves body weight
Beam of the sun does not feel burnwhilst swimming in their port
Blowing wind is humming both country song we knew it
Believing they are swimming for making a beautifulworld, right
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Teacher In The School
 
Shouting all children with the pleasure
Telling all stories around the world each other at that time
Freedom came to the class on that day
Teacher went to other work from school accordingly
 
No one else could be talked, chatting, inside the classroom
Silence everybody writing note in the book head was downturn
Whispering something to friend but not often
Oh, she was conducted lesson at that time
 
Walking around the classroom stopping some time near to somebody
Observing writing phrases carefully, she is reading every book
Showing errors by marked by red pen
Teaching, teaching, student became no patient
 
She's words kindly, telling stories they made classical way
Drinking little water some time
Roughing some time after that, answering some students
She is offering glittering future for all
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Thames College Convocation
 
Sunbeam dropped to the fountain and sparkle there dewslike thediamonds
Cut off floras they are adding attraction to there beautiful view
The flags were moved by blowing wind theysupplied by the owner of the sky
Feeling that is the whole triumph isembraced me with pleasure graduation date
 
The eyes were not patience until seeing the friends of mine at there venue
The mother and father hopes were comingtrue by my hard work
The hall was decorated for The honorable guest panel
Delighting there multiple bulbs like fireworks for mine graduation date
 
The announcer has spooked loud and clear to their audience
He invited all of them for celebrating there ceremony
After that, he called for the graduates to take themselves charter
The gratitude honorable chief guest presented charters on there stage at the
date of graduation
 
The graduates tooka lot of snapshots since that moment
With them, either parent or loved one since that moment
Cheer, cheer all were happy hugging, each other
The joyful ceremony has finished although it is not forgetting ever in my mind
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The Amazon River
 
Sadness is coming to all people 						life
Pain or suffer it would have to patient until end of 				live
The summer is tearing that it cannot be take autumn feeling in the 		time
The spring is mourning it cannot be blooming flower upon 			tree
 
The foe is tearing with sad the missing the 					hope
The soldiers are weeping they cannot seen loved 				one
The children are crying with hope parent's					 love
The Christ is take whole people life sin with eternity 			pleasure
 
In between creative world one who grab the noble 				hand
People are shouting remover the hand but noble one love is never		 end
Relax from the sadness the road would be 					showed
He knows where can be born the burn like 					sad
 
The time of cruel in the history killing gold heart the god is gave life up to
forever
Alas the true is never die he came to world again wind is				       murmur
The innocent love is spreading all over the world via suffered people the river of
Amazon whisper
The noble life is offering to painful people that are the noble
            power 
 
IDC Pushpadewa, Advance Diploma in Tourism Management, CTH
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The Beach Of Nilawelli
 
The world has not anybody who didn't like to seashore in fact of,
It was busy as well as decorating seashore by white foam
The seashore soft as cotton wool, how much it has softened that can be felt while
walking on it
The beach of Nilawelli is stunning sandy beach in eastern area
 
White foam with sea wave come and go to the deep sea it has been watched by
palace as the hotel
The seashore hope was sea wave that was flowing to the beach every second 	
Screwpine bunches moved sometimes from blowing wind across the sea
With the morning sun chariot, the seashore near sea sparkled as a Blue Diamond
 
Although, the Beach oF Nilawelli became enigmatically rough in the eve
 
The died clam it created ornamental sea shells it reflected sun rays as mini stars
Sometimes the little crab came to the seashore but it suddenly creeps to the
hollow at that Moment
Swift swallow flews sea near to sky, however, it did not much like there soften
seashore actually
bringing are important messages from sea wave they Takeoff Nilawelli beach.
 
The white foam with sea wave delighting and it was defeated darkness at the
night
The wind has whispered that was either whom or whenever turning isbeautifully
sea wavesas rough
Spouse of anglers sitting on the seashore for looking for her owned men
Lonely men sitting on the rock and look at there darknessas the black ghost
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The 'Bethlehem' Has Been Closed
 
The 'Bethlehem' is close up for Christmas						 greeting
Defeat doctrine by cruel war million of people are					 mourning
The castle of god at 'Bethlehem' has being 						 looking
Although son of god came to the world listening for people				 praying
 
The true sun light has been cover by dark black					 smoke
Birds are not singing Christmas song the nature is					 gone
Those who believed people cannot see him native 					place
But star cluster are shining far away sky with 					smile
 
Testify blowing wind the name god as eternity in the					 world
Although with the glorious day, offered grace to people one					 loved
The who believed one stay with strong hope again owner ship of 'Bethlehem' to
the son of god?
In between tears as deposited, some of noble hope inside heart of			         believed
 
Telecasting god message is to the people convey love and peace every			 region
The great heaven would be open for people are singing					 hymn
The black smoke and black water are not come to more and more and			 again
The only son of god will be return soon to the world the Bethlehem can be			 open
 
Advance Diploma in Tourism Management, CTH,
IDC Pushpadewa
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The Biography
 
Life is a novel, which has been, wrote with a number of chapters
That novel has been described as beauty, separation, pain, pleasure, and sorrow
It has explained that spent time with the doctrine but it has not good enough
The man who chooses chapters but he did not state what was the preferred
After the given at birth to the babyby mother since before one year
He has been written a few chapters with only one word that was Mother, Mother,
Mother, ……..
At that time he was happily lived with love, kindness as well as pleasure
After that, he is not able to describe love more than that
 
After the schooling, he has voyaged for find out good love
Although, there author has not explained find out true love among the people
With the advancement of Age, describing that was several of lost love
Nevertheless, he has not finished that was searching spirit of love back to the life
 
 
The biography has not to end however, he tried to explained forthcoming soul
also
Explaining that was sorrows at that time of School age, University age, as well as
family life
The last chapter was written only one word that also Mother, Mother, Mother………
Thinking with the novel he loves was not finished until end of the life and decided
lucky man
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The Birds Are Not Singing
 
Smoking is spreading every atmosphere
Singing birds, noise of crows, that are not hearing
No flowers and bud they are in the garden as the past had
Men and women are moving here and there but they been naked
 
The earth has ruptured, trees have fallen down it was sequencer
Prominent Mountain, which tried to collapse
The rock has explored by heavy sun
Lake fish died with the acidity
 
Blue seawater turn to black color
Sea tide rose the coastal decay is increasing
Thus, Moon has moved to closer to the earth
Even the judges they decided that was the world put on the blacklist
 
Starting is blaming for the men by women that were how is the given at birth
Starting men is pleading for leaving the planet of earth
Starting is burning part of the world
Although, the veterans are looking for arrival of noble one
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The Blossom Blooming Upon Boulders
 
Every foot stepping for remind the path of finding highest truth
Memory keep in mind where are coming or begin sad or pleasure
Among heavy beaming remind will cool hyper temperature
The begin yearn kill him might spreading the rays of power
 
 The blossom blooming upon boulders moment sit it's not rough
Which is never close front of noble one the fragrance fell   by doctrine?
The ignorant people listen to him with together like statue 
The women's with kids listen to him with luster eyes
 
Preclude of sadness and how to make pressure via life 
The king builds for visiting with growing of thought many hundred years ago
Creative world circumstance is better than all dwelling places
How much pouring sweating dropp by like this ignorant people
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The Blossoms Are  Dance With Blowing Winds
 
The  rivers flowing between mountain  creating beautiful pictures
Birds  are singing and flew everywhere beneath roof among ever green  woods
wild beast are move for tackling victims middle in the mildest butterflies are
sucking pollens
the blossoms are  dance with blowing winds
 
far away coming sound many guns firing the  view of strange of human being
the woods with wild  Animal in mildest one man laying
beside red patches mother land flag but who is breathing
the  cruel sound  is not ending
 
blowing wind mix with potassium nitrate air green leaf  turn to black  color
birds are flew away  without seen anything wild beast are uproar
the lay down man wake up with dropping gun grab and murmur
who had not pain suffered from wounded  by enemy crueler 
 
the blowing wind whispering where are yours beloved or wives
the flowing water telling to him waiting with me could quench thirsty
the green grass invite to slumber well never brake
the god pray for him sole come with me
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The Blowing Wind Every Message Whisper To Your
ears
 
The moment of burn in everything among hard warmth cool sight from your 	eyes
 
The sun waiting for you the blowing wind every message whisper to your 	ears
The flying birds and ornamental see fish will look till spreading eye		rays
All though the with darkness every desire thing bloating front of 		eyes
 
The mean is difficulty understanding many of things but listening and  	watching
All though how much sight front eye the meaning of really truth lie 	among  
But the dumb hearts how much beautiful thing be hiding without under standing
Someone go to the burial without feel of the world 			creating
 
The moment of reaching take and grab for filling meaning future with soul
Couldn't change people destiny till see themselves future seal
Grow yours belief see in dark the friends with them soul never die in burial
But the foes never like live e together though avoid      listen to all
 
They shooting for chance one moment when die how to              kill.
The hope will burn if no t sees in darkness the dream with making burial
The blind eyes with dump heart couldn't see making rest peace for all
But avoid from cried the destiny not to written pen of beautiful
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The Breeze Come Across Sea
 
The breeze come across sea toughing all over body feel is so calm
Sight till see beloved it's not true close eyes fell sun beam
Every hope too died every day sun is spreading beam
Breeze will  come and extinguish burning body but it's not seem
 
The feared night invasion by starry sky empty dream destroyed by scripture
Boasting and empty chatting rescue from began loving pray every where
Growing more and more meditation relax your mind and clear the advance
The feared darkness will over dawn could wake with heart of pure
 
The birds will make good song they never telling lies
The hope of sun beam spreading through window never forgets mans lives
The breeze will come and embracing every suffered mans
The great king loving for us never forget all having blood red colors
Listening convey message whispered and groaning blowing wind
All though who one clever exchange fate in our  lives at  world
Offered to him  everything but don't  keep yearn of thing in world
Who give everything without blessing cruel people at world
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The Breeze Tough
 
The breeze toughing every human body and carrying the smell of people life
Pouring dropp of sweating blot upon body by blowing wind breeze gone till see
place nice
Some time one blossom missing itself tail by breeze and kissing floor with love
Seen that missing flower from flower bunch crying one butter fly with tearing
from eye
 
Mild sun beam spreading with dawn more and more flowers bloom for one
missing
More and more bees together butterfly fight for sucking honey from pollen
opening
Prove real doctrine s start from natural order since ancient time ago feels it
murmur by wind blowing
Open up great federate via world among creative planet by order noble person
loving
 
The seeing of link environment realize worth of creative thing by noble man
Although many of people destroyed beautiful nature without thought future
human
Inspiration blow fresh air mix with oxygen till situated green wood's take one
impression
Think twice for freely better life the word of saying him could looked better seen
 
What do you believe which of toughing truth if will make your delight future?
Everybody could take pure breath with pure doctrine all for make better love
But somebody toughing lie in the world somebody don't want together live
Although noble scripture never be drowned in the darkness delight like gem
expensive
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The Busy Life
 
At the child who had busy with him selves parents
As a school student who was busy with studies
When the time of employee who had busy with the terrorist
The age of elder who is busy with him selves creation
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The Cause Who Owned Cough
 
Look out the street there was a kid who had to cough
Cause feeble, thus not much talking
It pocket available five hundred rupees
Thinking to see good gentleman or good lady for talking
 
Cause thinks life is better than dying in somewhere
Next minute he becomes drowsy sat upon the beside the street
The tok- tok driver stopped near to him and called thee will come
Cause gets in the tok -tok but he had many difficulties
 
Cause did not wear good clothe or nice sunglass
Talking but it not lauds than engine sound that from tok- tok
Cause looks every billboard, notice, every shop board while the trip
Stop, stop it calls to tok-tok driver, where thatclose to the big house like a palace
 
Cause gets off the tok -tok and takes out the pocket to give money
Look at the meter it measures 200 rupees accordingly
Cause foot step to the front gate there were large notice
Which showed some prizes than he owned money, oh God; Cause sat the front of
gate
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The Chirst Will Open My Good Path
 
Do you look my sad of heart all though who could rescue mine sole?
Among people walk about finding for kindly heart to tell that tragedy tale
Which of cruel people women get together demolish mine innocent world?
Oh I am living like die man everything vanished with live tare
 
Never believe before that meets how much pathetic world living human being
They telling large lies for earning money all though peoples are blind dumb facing
Never rum about everyone its not same once upon day telling
But I have never idea goanna change my life of living
 
Whence dream is comes true take me away till die my sadness
It will be burn by your warmth give me chance living like human beings
Hold in delicate hand forever and foot stepping till end of the roads
Begin darkness will light early morning with new rays
 
No one need heard my sadness song they need live with for ever
The Christ is never look outside from me who is forever
Every heritage of environmental create by him for world of leisure
He all ways watching me whence he will open my path for better live
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The Christmas Eve
 
The comet is make-up for coming to sky
Pleasurable one decorates the Christmas cart
The carol team is practicing carol songs
It was Christmas Eve to the world
Wind is blowing through the phenomenon whispering marry Christmas
Sea wave is dancing with the swam sea fish at the sea, on Christmas Eve
Birds are singing song of Christmas Eve
Furthers and Mothers both are collecting gift to presented to the kid
The holy Christians they are decorating Christmas tree
The bell is ringing at the church
Spreading pain it settled by Christ
For deleting sin that was a visualize
Hoping to see creation and thinks over the Christmas Eve night
Christ will be grabbed all suffered one
Such as adrift women, sin men or women or pleasurable people
The truth would be showed by son of god on the day of Christmas
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The City Of Mumbai
 
The sun disk comes far away horizontal like red ball warmth every where people
are cheer                full 
               Birds are singing breeze blowing through across sea they gathered for
celebrating freedom of color Full
                Floating canoes making nice picture for everyone no hesitation it is
nice picture for                               all
 Red colors blossom bloom for offering war heroes for salivate suffering people at
morning	cool
 
The near of day spring time became the nation of freedom between weep and
sorrowful     life
Every one making them hope without frightens of inheritance nation and loving
children smile
Blowing wind whispering grab you're thought they were proud to for you with
bleeding from life
Calm sea add to mean for whisper prove for truth of never die among free life
with people
 
The gate of India at Bombay exist far away floating ships and voyaging
   crew
 They enter for with storm and l went to and missing grab land never
review
The mountain of Himalaya evidence every killing people like beast for your
 view
All though which is attraction all of delet from mind every hurt never back it
follow
 
Human being with desire for money and wealth grabbing innocent people land
and country
Making largest building and port crow with drinking liquor destroyed like nasty
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The Cold Night Turn To Warmth
 
If have every night hold and whispered something without           feel any thing
The cold night turn to warmth by whispered out voice of 	loving
Dream can true like sun dawn all countries every		morning
Torn darkness and view kindly eye rays one more hour for      dreaming
 
More and more blooming blossom everywhere spreading fragrance every places
The butterfly and bees are flew upon flower petal it look for them with hopes
The breeze blowing between weeds moving slowly like summer eves
Among dreaming how much wander attraction front my eye   views
 
If not having dream come true which of seen in my mind every 		moment
Couldn't make hurt born love with affection all though chills with sleep every
night
Blowing wind toughing my heart feel how much sad its really of sorrow beat
 Don't blaming oh don't hit them bees and butterfly are sucking pollen fresh with
out
 
Foot step till listen voice of reality sight future along but never feel orphan
Take kindly hand every broke heart will console without hesitation
Don't blame heart will go on and died front of you how much affection
Couldn't  foot step  weakness all  over body what  for born
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The Creative With Difference
 
Console all people by my power who is became   noble one 	at	world
The comet sparkle upon far away sky convey message for people at the world
Every one with together foot stepping till see wonderful baby in small house
offered by god
No feel cold or thirsty or          hungry till walking among large mountain and
mud
 
How far away foot step presently who could finding 	nobles 			one
The environment is turn to artificial wood no breeze come through 		see
The church of charming turn to busy market the hymn couldn't listen 	   believe
Oh god will be back to where could stay will don't listen pray with 	love
 
Without bed or sponge sleeping well new born kid be side 		mother
All though the blind s man of doctrine never masked small house 	for
All though the mother with babysitting calm who been satisfied by warmth of
mother
But the rich women's with hers loving pet journey	
from car
 
Since ancient time living prudent thought was					 burn
Noble truth for getting everyone they are finding more and more life with 	fun
All though steady gate of India proud historical exists facing blowing wind across
wonder full seen
It's always watching where from coming of suffering people 	salvation
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The Cricket Match
 
Sun rays dropped to the green grass and the sparkled by morning dew
One by one gathered to the pavilion
All of them happy with the morning
The breeze was blowing across them it made cool thought for them
 
Two captains with the umpires entered to the ground
They put the toss for selection that who played in the morning
The toss winner offered opposite leader to started playing
According to, the eleven of players entered to the ground for field
 
The fastballs with face started first over
The batsmen had not hit the large shot he gets to ensure the ball with forwarding
 
The keeper gave by hand signal to pitch the ball off the side
He keeps the ball without missed there backside
 
Sun rosemiddle of sky thus Sweating is high with the whole players
The eve with nature one team, get won
After that, they cheered with the lovers of cricket
A champagne foams spread entire spaces of they cheered
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The Cruel Man And Doctrine
 
The heart get rid of concern desire thought for see real					 doctrine
Listen for pure voice begin from far away unknown					      place
Some one foot step to till find out who pray for
                        people
They became fortunes via all of world living pure heart with
                     people
 
The birds are flew across celestial river wild beast were ran among wild
               forest
Bloomed blossoms waving via coming through air singing hymen
                    beat
The sun disk spreading rays every color smile flower all of them with
                     alert
The hide mean in environment create by him which of much
                    great
 
The cruel mans grab of desire vanish truth at wonderful
                    world
Blind memory with couldn't see truth of saying or righting
                   word
They back again to hell oh never them see real mean and heart of
                    god
All though never differences by him whenever salivate might be able
          believed
 
All though the kindly eye aim to them salivate for suffered
         people
Will give power for listen pure voice who never feels pain by given ignorant
              people
Everyone together will make suitable world for coming back with
                   peace
His true love never delet from every people heart who will rescue from every
suffered possible
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The loving dream of loving word will be come true by might of noble
                  one
Keep with faith fire candle front of altars who is watching every
                   time
The plead listen whispering many of thing mix with blowing wind coming over
              there
All thing persuade who is able to open prosperity all of suffering
                 people
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The Dance
 
Ounce upon day with dizzy moving body all together seen one romantic world
The girl and boy with embrace moving upon the floor foot step and melody
running speed
Clapping fun guys around the floor on and off variety bulb everywhere create fun
world e
Hand by hand tie with together everybody make one step and singing song   feed
 
Close friend with all together open themselves heart rhythm for moving hand and
body
Gradually increase moving action all together   although not satisfy any 	body
Someone close those eyes moving and like fly airplane made picture beautifully
The smokes spreading everywhere like morning misty the sparkle many 0f bulb
variety
 
They loving to darkness praying to will be long more and more hour and
             hour
Warmth with dizzy all over body and mind grabbing over night turn to body
health               better
All together   moving candle really melody waving hand following
  murmur
Dreaming life could flying everywhere moving allover body it s so nice feel
everyone together?
 
Gradually increasing beat by drummer sweating all people all though not feel
thirsty
Gathering all together meeting and chatting all thing doing with flowing music
lovely
The lovers making couple and take slow step with embrace music	blowy
The dark night delight full every heart and mind front dance is nice and so easy
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The Darkness Escape From Every Place
 
Take  every pain from people and who feel its than  who feel its than him
believers
CURE Forever ill person BY power OF him power who is kindly for every man and
women's
The body is like palace it's not ever. lord can destroyed palace and make soon
others
Every peoples thirsty is quench y without offering gift or foods who feel hungry
than others
 
Giving to life for sole never done anything from flesh make believe every one
The divine place cannot make from money its might be sole all though anyone
don't tough him love
Celebrating wedding with  get together the water creative by him power believe
The darkness escape from every places every hole flashing with him word of pure
 
Leaving sin places who will be make much good places for living with praying
Many of alters and many of churches and can see sole in to mirror breeze
blowing
The lord would say see pure doctrine via every avenue who was giving beaming
Take offering party for people no mean see everything sole for praying
 
Never shake heart salivate from rough idea and make desire for everything one
Come to lord have been all idea for alive between world hunting who is be
teacher all and one
Never forget my death after lord will be back to world its very pure sole
The console from taking doctrine the salivate from pray for him he will take
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The Day Of Rain
 
Among misty wind is blowing everywhere cascaded dropp on to the stone
spreading white           foam 
Long time living with thirsty showing some stone which of smile with flowing
water moving   blossom
At the time the misty gone away   among rain darkness sun rays spreading dew
sparkle whether calm
Wash over environment all kids riding themselves mind boat in the flowing water
trench         rainbow              Was random
 
Harvesting every land for fertilizer world all of nation the god offered for
     people
Purify every sin by flowing water extinguish wood fire one moment cool every
   where
The rivers and Meeks off low toughing bridge foot flowing speed till meet some
      one
Elephant and wild animal celebrating the festival of winter rain all of them with
pleasure
 
One side be dark one side be delight autumn summer winter and spring all
showing
Rich men cap with rain coat covered by dropping rain somebody wet by rain
dropping
Wealthy women and men embrace beneath umbrella looking rough 		waving
Loneliness people sleep with warmth thought the god warmth as same will	giving
 
Sun is go dawn hide from world didn't feel night or noon everything seen to same
          vision
The green wood's turn to dark green weeds will growth gradually by offered
               rain
Fruitful cherry land delight like red bulb it decorated celebrating one of festival
murmur hymn
Many blossom will blooming at the end of darkness too hide sun chariot in the
dark cloud it s so nice vision
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The Destinations In Hiil Side
 
Surround is decorated with green plantation
Waterfalls are dropping every corner of the lands
The misty is spreading over the atmosphere
The train it is going like large centipede
 
The lake it is blowing the breeze over the city
The queue of mountain it created knuckles rage
The Adam's peak it protected the Lord Buddha's footprint
The Nuwara Eliya it named little England according to cool climate
 
Never ever thinking world, it will be ended, but it called worlds end
The excellent hike, it named Horten plain, it had decorated with beautiful flowers
Dropping white foam like water from Bambarakanda fall
Distributing all kind of vegetables over the island
 
It liked a separated destination from seaside
People love to travel by train
Amazing leisure, it is dedicating by beautiful environment
The hill country, which is situated in Sri Lanka.
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The Destiny
 
Try to finding where are you been can you give me where the road of foot
stepping
How much waiting for see your smile or listen voice do
believing
The feel of first sees like my experience inside the body and every	thing
Growing beneath luster of eyes couldn't get feel in my mind its every night
dreaming
 
Innovation rule with formality guilty for something but the how to change destiny
When will understanding or knowing where are you before change of world mercy
Let me feel via every minute if equally for you see in world
beautifully
Reaching for you avoiding cold with loglines when ensure love is		truly
           
Top of consideration every thinking with your oh how can say mind is dizzy
How much knowing you feel of really experience no listen telling by formality
Much more loglines feel its world scripture to be pleasure or end with tragedy
When you access to me the will come nearly but couldn't change destiny
 
The dumb hound mine speech front of your eyes feel you breathe with blower
wind
The owner of triumph could defeat everything which of never hardy and fly
through wind
The every bird and clouds show you in celestial through way for with bid of god
The reality of world will make your pure heart offering its grab in my world
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The Doll
 
All kids play with little girl but she made one country for console kids mind
Gold color hair with blue color eyes could attraction all people in the world
Looked far away flare her luster eyes every time thinking what her beloved
Dress beautifully frock singing sweet melody by sweet voice without cried
 
Smile every moment without feel of any desire decorated every mall houses
Embracing all kids asking many question although she never open her mouth
with talks
Add strange attraction all in the rooms smile with flare luster eye s
The parent till back to house console kids without any of hesitations
 
While blaming she never hurt to them smiling like last time actually she is very
kindly
Friend ship with only rich family kids she need to all thing with pillow and meters
comfortably
Slumber with beside little girl oh she asked it why sleep with open your eyes
lovely
All though she sleep with smile never going far away from little baby
 
How much little girl with her never sufficient every day need more and more
Refuse all over thing no bodies refuse her steady every time looked with love
Feel every time mother and father love without any of loosing everybody with
smile
Although she is never turn to women or lady among more love.
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The Dowry For Children
 
	
 
 
The tree are moving by blowing wind sun beam and sparkle all drops upon grass
The large woods and strange mountain exits between misty it is like more
wonders
Dame water flowing between   boulders and murmur sweet songs
The flowing water with hope meet rivers or living with fish and swans
 
Ornamental Flying birds sitting between trees feel soft beneath trees and singing
Dears running and tigers following the for hunted which of world nature
understanding
Butter flies and bees sucking honey and quarrel, for partition flower of loving
How to defeat strange natural heritage people can live with smiling
 
Living with better life offering  by natural heritage help for all people
See it's from pure heart and understanding really true where have been hide
Without destroying see it kindly eyes feel its well will be creative new life
Growth faith of offered thing from more and more hundred years ago for people
	
The dowry for children protect by heart its theory of
                                   doctrine
Well feel for sole after die add mean for living society and make for them
                               future
The fantasy of mind couldn't destroyed ignorant people its going to high
                                 place
 
Every time hearing murmur of blowing wind and groan by flowing water among
mountain like song of life
 
 
 
 
 
protect by heart its theory of
 doctrine
Well feel for sole after die add mean for living society and make for them
                               future
The fantasy of mind couldn't destroyed ignorant people its going to high
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                                 place
 
Every time hearing murmur of blowing wind and groan by flowing water among
mountain like song of life
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The Eagle
 
It flew the highest sky like large kite
It is wearing with brown and white feathers
It eyes flashes over water, directly to the sun
It needs 40 feet's to fly from their high spatial
 
Dwell made that was on the high mountain
Delighting beak which is polishing every day from branches and rocks
Due to hunts prey's, it used hard talon
Dedication for people, how life was carried from its lifespan
 
Molting feathers but they re growing one by one
Plucking out talons with hope of new
Starting flying with the new feathers, beak, and talons
It hopes lives more than years from other birds
 
Advancement with theage the beak is turning to down
The food that cannot be hunted
Feather flared but that not flared as shown previously
However, it tries to be lived longer and do other than birds.
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The Empty Meek And  Close Lotus
 
The heavy beam dry all over earth pale color tree leaf and dropping flowers 
The people gathered with queue for collecting water but rays nothing changers
All though the courage with little girl foot step to school more studies
Cruel people were destroyed every woods and future heritages
 
Create for new world take one plant and plantation every dwelling place
Could see smile at future all of men's and women with together babe
Every dwell will   blooming blossoms spreading fragrance
The sun with rainbow sparkle far away sky dew spreading every where
 
The empty meek and close lotus waiting and praying for sky mild rain
The hook looking down empty meek   and tearing for more fish born
The wild animal gather surround   meek and disusing how to quench thirsty begin
Oh blowing heavy wind noise locking every one ears believe in seen
 
The angry with earth coming rain went away again delight ever sun
It is finding where do live in cruel people for burn
The yearn with love of living in world say to god  coming soon
All  though where can live the increase population live in all places who had seen
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The Empty Meek Close Lotus
 
The heavy beam dry all over earth pale color tree leaf and dropping flowers 
The people gathered with queue for collecting water but rays nothing changers
All though the courage with little girl foot step to school more studies
Cruel people were destroyed every woods and future heritages
 
Create for new world take one plant and plantation every dwelling place
Could see smile at future all of men's and women with together babe
Every dwell will   blooming blossoms spreading fragrance
The sun with rainbow sparkle far away sky dew spreading every where
 
The empty meek and close lotus waiting and praying for sky mild rain
The hook looking down empty meek   and tearing for more fish born
The wild animal gather surround   meek and disusing how to quench thirsty begin
Oh blowing heavy wind noise locking every one ears believe in seen
 
The angry with earth coming rain went away again delight ever sun
It is finding where do live in cruel people for                                 burn
The yearn with love of living in world say to god  coming soon
All  though where can live the increase population live in all places who had seen
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The End War And Soldiers Life
 
Green color valley turned to red color
Horses were neighedthat was echoing among the valley
Brave people died from the enemy shots at the battle
If the soldiers have not dead by the shot theyhaven't any better life on the
outside
 
Thought of scared they have not felt whilst on fighting
They have not any hopes other than freedom of the country
They fought all over the day and night
The blowing wind whispered heroes never died from the world
 
The sword did not tremble in front of the enemy
Killing that was an obscene enemy
The brave men sword glimmer for the cutting throat
But he did not sin man in the battle
 
He hasn'tany funeral pyre at there wild other than wildflowers
But the blowing wind across the countrywas singing sorrow song as a widow
The mother as motherland warmth his dead body
The man who soul will be traveling to heaven by invitation of many goddesses
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The Happiness
 
The happiness, which is making either smile or tears
Rarely someone has tears with the happiness
Somebody embrace each other with the happiness
However, somebody has died with blood pressure
 
The Lord Buddha has explained what the happiness was
It described free from sin after that to be done the right thing
They believed happiness is making some sorrow to the people
However, some gang believed that happiness is the triumph of game
 
Varied nations happiness has celebratedhappinesswith the festival
Such as New Year happiness wedding happiness as well as birthday party
happiness
But someone faith that happiness can be felt in the solitary era
Although, it cannot be shared with each other
 
Every happiness has to be celebrated with the family
Butit explained by the doctrine that happiness is dared for gloom
The friend of yours, lottery winning, sweet memoriesmade happiness
But also, nobody satisfies with the happiness on themselves life
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The Jail And Violence
 
My own key has not in hand but Iron Gate has closed
The sun became large but ready for drowning in the sea with orange color
According to, birds flew to the downstream
The thinking was that sat on the thresh hold but the key was not In hand
 
Slept on the cement floor but also not hope of the morning sun
Did not have an idea what was the wrong
Although somebody has refused this lives
Yet they feel nobody with them lives and never ever
 
Every secondadore were stepping far away from the closed one
Because of the many trouble had struggled in the past
Thought were aroused but sometimes why we created as a man without as
previously mentioned crows
Finally, everybody urinated to gate hole but the gate is not open that brutish
them
 
Gradually made a friendship with the shadow of lonely
Growing up revenge that with the menwith the uniform
But the pain was same it cannot be out like urine in the bladder
Therefore, mine gratitude offer for the Christ that for not nailing at somewhere
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The Judge In The Universal
 
Who need the blood from the world people
He is chief of hell not console suffered one
Nowadays The world is beautiful and romantics
Not spaces dangerous animal or people the god kindly than past
 
The god ambition is make nice world but with doctrine
Although somebody hitting and killing holy thing forgetting the humanity
That blind people shouting god escape away
The sun turn to black sea turn to rough wind turn to stormy
 
The judge in the universal
Suggesting world have worst people than god people
Heaven become empty due to over lord hell
Spring summer autumn equally turn warmth
 
Although at last step the brutal man turn to tree and mountain
As same as somebody cutting tree in order to make god world
The childish destroyed him by him mother and father
Oh he own to whom god look up the world with puzzle
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The Love
 
Suddenly embrace you that time which was not expected from this word
Many of people they are believing it was continuing this world from the before a
soul
All humans are being enjoyed with this word but it was banned
When the time of lost this word as a result of, they are getting suicide
 
Thinking, when the time of loss of this word became anger with the world
Thee can be walked along the road man as mad
Although, nobody likes to give up from the life
It was never easy, therefore, difficulty in feeling properly
 
History and literature have become flavor with this word
The child has neutralized by mother from this word
According to, the constructed Taj Mahal to prove for this word
According to, humans are being believed it is pure, true as well as holy word
 
When the time of available those are sun, moon, and earth, this world does not
vanish
Nobody hasn't any idea of how this word has entered the heart
Itcan befelt any bio in the world without hesitation
The poem of love cannot end it will be continuing do you believe it
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The Love And War
 
The life circle fading with out seen any of choices surround unknown	threat
Freedom with flying birds giving kindly smile for people of	          innocent
Couldn't breathe offered fresh air by noble person its free for only wealth heart
The warmth of loving couldn't reach couldn't see loving smile oh feel desolate
heart
 
Struggle one by one unable to offered thing for world via everything turn black
color
How growth people with love foes come and killing if not die wit out food wind is
murmur
The peoples are don't trying finding reality among people they always try fight to
with them ever
Although hoped warmth escape from them oh they abashed thought of war
 
The wild beast will feel taste of human body the blowing wind mix with smell of
blood
The widows with children mourn every day night with hope she selves loving
husband
The broth or more government ministers delegated surround table with even
dress highs of world
Beginning what can do this people while drinking with flavor meals showing them
frontal head
 
Turn to hopes loving smell everywhere spreading smell of various type of
explosive
Dropping bunch of roses absorbent flowing red color blood couldn't again see
The offered fresh air turn black color all though they will smile with coming foe
Who was smiling with them and bless to them for makes heaven weeping wiped
from eye
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The Majority
 
EVRY Country has living many of  the history time many people came from
various countries for many type of business s and dealing goods. for earn money
between   people not back again to themselves s mother  living came  country
with hope of advantages from themselves dealing y they were auto turning to
country owners  habit and clause without any push by majority. gradually they
were become rich by profit from business spending money for  made than high
far majority  religious  building  and own dwelling oping them mother tongue and
religion and studying  ever day by day increased minority population the
government enter them pier chart as named minority.
In fact of among advantages of good and bad business they earn mass money
for doing daily ing many of rich places around urban y idea of increasing them
profit by dealing  majority suffered by economy problem and land struggle
dropped every sweat for developing project for own mother ugh the minority
while increase themselves wealth they were forget saluting things and outer side
clauses in majority society.  Equally they were forget which was own mother land
who was our mother, father and brothers and sister as like girl friend or wife or
turn like wild beast swelling them cortex and pones live in society like ignorant ut
idea of handling or managing accounts spending money for bad things rapping
of main problem via world America also today       suffered this n’t hide from this
miserable action with this minority people.
Every country majority  should be facing war every time at that time many of
war heroes and country left from mother  two decades we were suffered d
dangerous e many of mother turn to widow among this situation the minority
will  become majority.
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The Man Slumber Upon Vally
 
The  rivers flowing between mountain  creating beautiful pictures
Birds  are singing and flew everywhere beneath roof among ever green  woods
wild beast are move for tackling victims middle in the mildest butterflies are
sucking pollens
the blossoms are  dance with blowing winds
 
far away coming sound many guns firing the  view of strange of human being
the woods with wild  Animal in mildest one man laying
beside red patches mother land flag but who is breathing
the  cruel sound  is not ending
 
blowing wind mix with potassium nitrate air green leaf  turn to black  color
birds are flew away  with  out seen any thing wild beast are uproar
the lay down man wake up with dropping gun grab and murmur
who had not pain suffered from wounded  by enemy crueler 
 
the blowing wind whispering where are yours beloved or wives
the flowing water telling to him waiting with me could quench thirsty
the green grass invite to slumber well never brake
the god pray for him sole come with me
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The Marine Officer
 
A ship came to the jetty with the morning sun chariot
Passengers get off the pier through the ladder
Strangers hugging and kissing by terminated passengers
The officer look-over the sea and pier with him selves smart uniform
 
After one hour the officer get off from the ship
The ship was floated upon seaover the night,
The ship cannot be a voyage around the sea without there officer
According to, it has not moved any distance from the pier.
 
With the morning sun, the passengers came to the pier to voyage
However, the ship has not moved with  is looking for its officer
In the next moment arrive there officer with the proud cap with uniform
The engine was start and sail ship from the port
 
The officer takes responsibility for every passenger life
The sea waves become calm the sea road becomes clear
The officer looked compass and radar often time
The ship is voyaging and there chimney has out smoke to the air
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The Mistress
 
Singing is poems by birds as result of, Sun dawn and glimpses pretty woman is
walking
Blowing wind made good smell its sign of she's arrived
The listing sound that was stepped foot by a pretty woman
The night dream became true that she had across around me
 
It cannot be explained the word of mouth she was pretty
She's eyes brighten like sun ray at morning time
Red rose petal defeated hers mellows lips
Her breast remindsFrangipani flowers
 
Her cheeks become rose color when the time of hugging and kissing
Defeated whole the world sweet melodyby the sweet voice that from hers
I love her catwalk because she lap is telling a lot of things
The black hair tried to flutter by the morning breeze
 
She made glee when the time thou was lonely
She had not touched that thy soften ideas it was a dream in life
But she had not known thathow muchcared by thee
Also, theethinks mistress after mistress accordingly
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The Moon Went Away
 
The desire of coming over man who be doing everything no mean or
kindly
One who be able to done determination for god thing for people
every
The people respect to dangerous mans they would be respect to them      equally
Knowing every hearts make love and faith they would be create world beautifully
                                  
 
Never rough sea or storm every where breeze with calm wind is
blowing
Smile with pure heart for much better future for further together and
hoping 
Don't hurt with self love don't turn or escape from someone
offering
They will be meet at hell or heaven judge is be over there and
watching 
 
The moon is will go far away and sun s helium atom rays beaming further for
planet of earth
The widths of earth   flare will more centuries we can't make obstacle for bid of
god          faith
Every night shivered with dreaming when will embrace truly    of loving truth
The thought having sole is near for step by step every moment keep
            faith
 
The among more differences believe feel have close to you every along moment
With worthy society when will peak of pure love or faith without hurt
Among environmental attraction where do come from cruel man with rough heart
Keep one desire for one god gift for which of make better thing for listen over
fort
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The Mountain Of Kalvari
 
ounce upon time has happen this scene in front of kalvari its telling that
mountain
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The Noble One Showered By Moon Rays
 
God has been traveled to another city of the world for finding sinners
Therefore, the weather is turning for rough and blowing wind that is murmuring
where are you
The storm is blowing across the city but not drooping stars or moon on the sky
I also looked over the yard but did not see either wind or soul of mine
 
The heart of the god is paining that is because people are struggling
Sun, moon, and ocean they are moving but it is not a proper way
The moon has become a colony of the white people
Therefore, sea level is being increased, nature become uncontrolled
 
Before the middle of the night the shadow of the god who lay down upon the
rock
It showered by moon rays up to heal the wound and blood clot in the heart
Couldn't singing is a song for the noble one to solve his heart trouble and
invasion that enemy of your life as well as killers of your soul
But also, the noble one sitting on there rock for thinking
 
Tears have dried because a noble one is giving a true order for the universal
The friend of lonely people they life was salvation by him eternal power
The gown and the sword has wrapped thou all over the body
Bidding killing that is hurting somebody in the world because they were sinners
on this world
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The Noble Person Not Come Yet
 
Among dark street foot step till see light to all though it couldn't clever for see
our sole
Rough wind blow through across sea candle flame off how fire like ever light over
life
Fly among Celestial River between white foam like clouds bid from god see your
kindly eye
The darkness in street went away from memory of you flame is turn on from
wind blow
 
Mildness light could see suffering people be side of street beneath small hole like
dwelling places
They are dry from beaming and wet from rain the noblest person not came to
here for lectures
Go on knees children and widows with baby begging for hungry all though
equally sun disk for universal
Oh like them one in thousand heart mourn offered one smile for them like my
hearts 
 
Every time by time they whispered to blow wind come soon for before dying see
true of world
The along queue of vehicle and corner of street who will be watching they
believed
Walking till foot store or turn to sweating till sees really human being can't be
described 
All though without seeing for how feel to them once upon day feel it like sad
 
Everyone together finding really truth could be make really dwelling places for
living people
Fragmented every where for coming god for rescue people from suffering pain
everything creative 
Looking to the face from mirror and telling see through your luster eyes never
like seen in life
I swear by my sign couldn't see in my eyes suffering people everything is be all
right no hesitate  
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The Party
 
Sun drowned at far away sea as a red color ball
The tower of the bulb is delighting with the night darkness
The street fulfill with the busy people
Therefore, more vehicles drove to see their family with theheadlight
 
One by one were gathered to their restaurant in front of the beach
One couple they were lonely at the corner of the beach she was sob and utter
The sweet melody with songs was spread on their premises
Among these thing decorated the number of the table by restaurant steward
 
Varied bottle with liquor with soft drinks adding nice attraction to the party
Goblets, knives, spoon and shinning dishes sparkled as a star
With the increased darkness liquor lovers, they gathered restaurant tables
The guest who attends the party with the smart dress
 
The organizer address the party men feel this dramatic party for enjoying
They open bottle of liquor, which spread drastic smell on their atmosphere
All of them call cheers then glass knock each by each that made tin, tin, tin, and
tin
Although the couple at beach corner they had not come to the restaurant yet
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The Past Out Parade Of Officers
 
The mast has decorated by varied color flags
The flags had existed mean which is not knowing their audiences
The huts filled by members of the family, officers, and sailors
 
The officers dressed in white uniforms it shows as a white wall around the ground
that exists to the visitors
 
Next moment, the band started playing that ice melody which grows proud of the
motherland
Neither officers nor sailors, not movements, which was before the parade
commander bid
Nobody capable to talk each other at the moment only can listen that blowing
wind
Next moment bidding that parade commander, therefore, pass out officers
entered to the ground
 
High-rank officers, they have sat the special sheets where on the stage
Heal of the boots which sound spread everywhere
Holistic approach to the silent responsibility and duty it was the vision at that
time
How they keep empty scabbard, therefore, chief guest was accolade sharp sword
on their line
 
Oath them protecting that wasmotherland from the cruel enemy
Obey to country rules as well asbuildpower of the navy
Officers started themselves parade it went front of the commander of the navy
Over, over, they become officers of lusty
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The Pigeon Island
 
Either the man or woman sitting on the beach
They were a failure to heart from the connection of love
Although, the island birds are calling to them among the sound of the sea wave
But they didn't hear that over than either aspiration or inspiration from the heart
 
In the next moment, one white pigeon flew across the sea for there seashore
It look-over seashore but islands it not float to the beach
However next minute brown pigeon also flew across the sea to the sand
brown and white pigeon Sat on the tree
 
Nobody thinks that pigeon island is crowded
It has not shown any roof or dwells places with wall
Hence couldn't see smoke from the chimney on the house
But a lot of cages are built for happy bio
 
The couple get into the boat from the beach
The wave drag the boat in the next moment, a couple of pigeons flew back to the
island
She had warmth hand with him at that time
Therefore, the pigeon with island invited for built a new cage
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The Poya Day
 
Sacred thought evoked at eve
The tree of flowers has bloomed more than other days
sun drowned after that, mildly yellowish light spread every space
Reddish color clouds have created a nice portrait at the sky
 
The persons who abide by percept andsat around the chamber as swans
The joss stick and clay light were flamed around the chamber
Varied color flowers were bedding upon the altar
Leaf of boo tree has rustled by blowing wind
 
The beeping of a bell that was called to each other to set the homage
A clergy was started admonition for there pilgrims
Pilgrims listened to the monk
Therefore, temple premises become at rest at that moment
 
In the next hour, pilgrims left to themselves dwell
Thus Increasing was the halcyon situation on there temple
Fire flamedof the clay light was off from blew wind
The moon was not off itself moonlight on that night
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The Principle Of Truth
 
Foot step with together till end of the world and whispering for your ears
Feel of your delicate hand fell of your rose petal like lips
Read for your luster eyes enter in your kindly heart with loving thoughts
Common baby give me your post waiting for every things
 
Whence show you like angel heart call every time to time
How to close eyes couldn't feel it's like dream in life
When will offered grab thought in my heart asking from every one
Could live together oh I was never seen another one
 
Couldn't foot stepping with you all though how to refuse word of your
Every day it s can follow without hesitation don't grow hope if not ever
Took bunch of flower will off clothe will wet by tear
The all of world drowning in darkness and eyes will close forever
 
The principle of truth never easy to understand before die
Couldn't find out really love the fate is owner in all people life
Before sun set everything drowning front of my blind eye 
But the split word in your lips site along avenue
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The Prudent Girl
 
The prudent girl sees when I was looking far away 				 horizontal
She comes and tough my all fingers like fairy					            girl
Creative world heritages how poor make my all thought			                  and feel
Make arrange both for actuarial assumption living together 				all
 
Oh we were stipulated never leave till end of 					life
I was feel hers warmth never forget in my mind till				die
The lips rupture till back again loving warmth to					me
All though the calm see accompanied her to another island looked my		site
 
No good or fine statue for pray or saying about					you
I be prayed from my soul protect by rain before wet cloth weather is not care
you
When ever see my page hurry up write one phrase 		from		you
Be waiting till redness both eye because of					you
 
 
I feel you are been near of every time like soft flower petal toughing 	     face
Toughing my every eyes no tears I be waiting hopeful 			       site
Find out our mind which of no difference equal all 			possible
Prudent girl looked mirror without hurt soul is already for 		         life
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The Sadness Of The World
 
The sadness of world people is follow up					 money
Did not believe word of god behavior as like					 enemy
The sadness of the world people is pollute the earth and 			sky
Did not engage with natural the truth of spirit soon go 			away
 
The sadness of world the mans are did not listen pray of 				women
Sin of the world the maturity people is not teach to children singing 		hymn
The spirit of truth the urban wealth people is not give chance for poor 		human
The physical things are going out of order people is earning money and 		sin
 
The sadness of world the people not war ships for east sky 				sun
They did not pray for the god of flame at the 					burn
Do thinking who can be provoke the world suffer 					sin
Believe the son of god before world is 						drown
 
The sadness of world killing people by 						weapon
No some space is return to the god people live with blindness			 vision
Pure heart is never die although universal has been 					pollution
However the spirit of truth couldn't destroyed by  					sin
 
IDC Pushpadewa, Advance Diploma in Tourism Management, CTH
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The Slums Near To River
 
Sun was drowning but the river was flown under the bridge
The water has turned to deep yellowish color
Although, the river was slowly flown until meeting the ocean
But the water level has increased by rain
 
Beside the river constructed situated slums as the little cottage
The slum walls covered by wooden board and roof covered by the tin sheet
The bricks have wetted by rainwater as well as river water
But water has flowing day and night
raining which provided a lot of water, therefore, rivers have been captured more
land
Therefore, the tree of banana, paddy field fall under river water
Large rock rubber tree at the top of the mountain viewed as a striking foliage
White wrinkle as fishtail slowly flows
 
The canoes fishing boat hardly tie around the stump at the port
Bu one canoes get caught to the torrent and automatically drip to the water
The whole feature of the river has been changed
But slum peoples dwellswhenever get caught to the torrent
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The Soldier And Lost Love
 
Significantly, it was the time of terrorism at this island
He closed reading books and studying at the School
Playing musical instrument that also stopped by threatening of the war
A student was turned t to the young man who was admitted to the Military
 
Training of the recruits which was hard
Shooting to the target, parade on the ground, running and swimming those were
difficult
He became a soldier as a country lover after the end of six month
The soldier oath front of the high-rank officer for protecting island further
Dreaming that was him selves girlfriend at the School time
Reaching soldier leaves turn, therefore, traveling as a brave man
He was happy while traveling because he felt hers love
Bringing a lot of gifts, they were presented for her soldier was thought
 
The soldier ran many kilometers to seeing his loving girl
He grabbed the gold ring in the hand
Oh she came with another boy and take over his hand
She smiles with the soldier who breathes was suffocated
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The Sorrowful Praying
 
The pray is beginning before ending life salivate from rough thing with human
being
Hopes can make every one for better life still alive via world all though no
humanity beginning
Some time hopeful man together killing people and destroying loving thing
They open eyes for pure truth with out for hope which come for watching
 
The someone serve for mans without care for him selves life blamed every
emperor
His ambition for kill truth spreading everywhere oh believing his ideal never after
Feel it till of vanishing or dyeing for offering life every flowers no
brier
When will love mix pure truth could alive for with knowing for really hope for
ever
 
The cruel man's never satisfied for sucking bleeding never them thirsty quench
beloved
Couldn't see attraction of creative or offering world heritages they were blind
If tough far away planet of Jupiter couldn't ability for purified them cruel mind
So never   serve for man to man without bid of invisible power of regarding
matter in world
 
The sorrowful praying with procession among the pure man accompanied with
brier crown
Watching him wiped and sadness every face oh they offer own soul for back
          again
Bring s heart and every drooping things all of mix pure truth of love of human
         being
The weapon came named gun take decision that kill beneath in the name of 		gun
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The Talking Tree
 
in the time of history people are care to tree
The roots spread everywhere at the compound area by tree
believe it has unique power in between forest and village tree 
the roots over came from wall actually can be wait and see one moment it has
holly look for eye
 
one two leaf missing from tree branch and flew up  and drop the earth 
one is brown color one is mild green color although all are same shape
if we have many land it is plant some where people will start  war ship for this
nice tree
the water and flower with stick of sandal wood it make console people
 
it listen whole villagers sorrow mourn with future hope every day and night
somebody hanged many of coins this tree branch with thousand of hope
somebody decorate by various type flags there have beautiful look than other
tree
people kneeling and whispering thousand of thing the tree leaf move from it beat
 
every people watering from many of pots of water  after walk around two three
round
the monk lecturing thousand of holly talk beneath this strange tree around
thousand of holly phrase state  the noble people with pleasure mood
thought will be calm if sitting one moment it can be talk with people beloved
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The Theatre
 
Global incident either pleasure or sorrowcan be seen inside the one hall
Many red curtains have decorated that hall
There was hanged variety color bulb such as green, red, yellow and flashlight
The hall floor has not flat but floor constructed with an ascent
 
The building view as a dual floor but it has a balcony only which,
Has been fulfilled with chairs and there windows covered by also red curtains
However, without artificial bulb, it was drowned darkness suddenly
Lovers of the art they are being paid a lot of money to enter there darkness
 
At the time of draw the curtain that place was busy with actors, actress, and
producers
Creating artificial societies as a true one which becomes an arena of the
characters
According to, audience sometimes laughing, sometimes crying,sigh and also
clapping
Flying from the virtual world as freea birdfor the few moments at there darkness
 
With the advancement of technology, there has been fixed with large air
condition machine
According to, Audience feedback will be positive
but this theatre was not supported for doing human surgery
But it was treated to mind stressful of the busy world
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The Train
 
Upon iron bar it going to full of speed till meet next station
Somebody get off the chamber somebody gets in to the chamber soon
The windows between blowing wind spreading hairs every face although they
unknown
Many trees and houses seem among windows although it's never give to chance
for get in
 
The black smoke and siren loud noise spreading every village's and provinces
Feel feared among dark cannel children noise pleasurably till fading darkness
All road closed by the gate the drivers looked without blaming till pass its
The passenger's ideas going to full of speed own houses never console them
thoughts
 
Between journey often time checking suspicions passenger for caught charge
Varity of people starting them connection among journey before reach own place
One side wet with rain one side dry without rain although it's never care
How much its loud noise never disturb passengers slumber and dream of life
 
The pretty women thinking more and more looked away by window environment
of beautifully
Minute by minute reaching hope will true although though if not ending journey
How much pleasurably meet will see embracing them with full of joy
Although it's not given permission to enter third class person to the second
classes between journeys
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The True Is Pleasure
 
Finding truth among people with comparison of 		doctrine
Someone praying to god will come and rescue 		life
The creative world move difference couldn't under stood every one
All though people convey message to every one  		life
 
The true is  pleasure its noble but couldn't clear to 	easy
Difficulty in get meaning for doctrine but everyone having pray
Many many hundred years ago ancestor were warship stars sun or sky
All though today mans went to the moon for    finding more places lovely
 
Every people living with earth with hope of other planet till will come true
Finding more and more comforted and prays for god			 give
All though the mean of doctrine couldn't see with                                 desire
They know sole coming like shadow but no                                          care
 
Looking in mirror and can see every				fashion
But they could show sole among ancient time bible him given
Sucking its like bee hold the theme its can convey your soon
The proud and protect at planet of earth god will be come soon
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The Violent Of Great Before
 
The earth is wonderfully among   more and more planets show 	dame
Swan and fish get   together dance between lotuses birds flew are every where
Bloomed blossom move by blowing wind sun beam is coming       through leaf of
tree
         
Fruitful ever green woods protect everything for living 		people 
                                                           
The violent of great before  from	enlighten man harsh life for all  
Every mind spotlight with doctrine could protect   from rough harm full
Skeptical mans are destroyed every traditional heritage and world beautiful
Killing mans and wild animals ignorant of doctrine like evil
 
Enlighten man hope and determination for build 			prosperity
Protecting every hymen being growing god thought enclose path of hell nasty
The loving truth hiding all through enlighten man finding everything worthy
Yearn was burn see him kindly and loving eye through    environment
beautifully 
 
The     scripture Knowing people rescue from every sin around world
Listen every time the dame and floating swan singing song for couldn't heart
uphold
The highest of truth like white swan floating across river how to approach it going
many yard
All though   the blooming blossom never change move with h blowing wind
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The War Destroyed His Love
 
Someday ounce upon time someone has entered to the troops
At that time, he had many family members and a lot of friend of him
The battle was started while enemy threaten
The soldiers were fought with the enemy every day and night
 
The life of him became elder but not had a life strategy
The distances with loved one extensive Day by day
The situation of war but also, it became calm
However, they never felt the war has finished
 
Gradually he escaped by the physical lust
Nonetheless, People has been forgotten his brevity accordingly
Life was limited to the uniform and billet
He thought to invite to foes for fight and dead
 
He left from military to visit the homeland
He had footstep to reach him selves' house and see the loved one
But there were neither family nor house
He thinks, again and again, is this wrong place
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The World Is Creative For All
 
The life is flowing between many of bother couldn't get meaning
All are get together feel I m in Longley among thousand people of living
crying heart without console puzzle for further life people among
The life is dream never can get mean deposit only dark blot thinking
 
How much spending  time for fill up really mean for growth better life
All though day by day went to the elder smile is dream for me
How to access fortune is far away its good hope among every one
Come and embrace really pure mind it's so much  better than step  out full of
dark  avenue
 
The white  man make many of weapons  for capture every world power
The middle of this how to faith full people alive love with together
They make the life of other poor or foolish than beneath democracy of our
The world is creative for all equally but the someone crying and shivered  roof
under
 
The summer winter and autumn they couldn't feel never desire changing
Whenever  will  heritages burn by cruel man and women and gabling
The fox like black human been watching  till fill  his stomach without smiling
The fighters are death for mother land  the dirty mind with people destroyed
themselves belong
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The World Tourism Day
 
Celebration all over world day and night every face have seen beautifully smile
The ruins of heritages strange creative of situated any place visit more and more
people
Power of world link increase by the day of golden everybody could get pleasure
The site of sigiri   and wild of African with river of Nile will show strange
attraction more and more
 
Ride every mountain via world voyaging every seas see for all offered thing
Chance for all one increase wealth for holiday add to something for life fading
For see every beautiful flower for see all kingdom for seem strange history the
day will coming
Feel for difference of summer autumn or winter travelled for world with thought
of believing
Forgetting life problem add to somebody for friend list keep the foot every earth
got mean of reality
Will be watching all wild animal till come with your friend visit for them make all
for bravely
One side dropping snowy one side dry all over earth its will seen in eyes lively
Share hand together will be celebrate golden day everywhere for developed
hardly
 
The deepest thought will born add to beautiful for life circle starting day of all
over world
Cheers with champagne every one made for bunch of flower the day of tourism
the name of           god
Giving to all for power for tour every planet every earth before life was end
People will construct many new things for further tour all over 	world
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The Yearn Of My Mind
 
The yearn off in my mind no feel loneliness further life flowing         calm
Highest truth not far away its cover by yearn but it on and off with them
Arouse feel of doctrine limit of love foot step to really way of seem
Count dawn age from scripture or fill over   life delighting theme from
 
Walking upon road consent own eyes all though turn to finding among holly
letters
Listening sweet thing what had feel thinks at early morning and night of darkness
Conversation with together friends makes one topics for build holly lives
Someone hamper began progress will offered to him forgive with kindly eyes
 
Mans working for protect themselves family   and loving children
The truth of society them wives looking for see with yearn
Never satisfy family planning hope more and more they can't feel lonely liven
Arouse feel of scripture forgetting people they never pure hymn
 
Couldn't hide sole from life it's come like shadow but can't see
The fate is refuse propose idea increase warmth and dry tears upon eye
The near of day weeping with blood who wiped with yearn offered long line
All though never forgetting the name with Christ trust and grower believe
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Travelling Among City
 
Saturday evening thee was traveled to the home
Before entering was the city there situated open market
Starting the market there was a vegetable shop
there were available tomato potatoes, cucumber, brinjal, eggplant, as well as
onion
 
Next, thee has seen little toy shop
there were the available doll, tricycle, little car, balloon, and baby clothes
Next shop was a retail shop which available rice, dhal, dry fish, soap, and the
packet of noodles
Next door was a saloon which mirror reflects the lamp tower light
 
Next minute traveling bus was stopped at the bus halt
In the bus station, waiting was some of the passengers who get into the bus
After that, mobile sellers get in to the bus and they shouted &quot;wade,
wade&quot;&quot;
Next moment bus was started to travel to thee destination
 
At the next moment, the bus was traveledin-betweencity
Mildly rain was poured with the eve darkness
Some shops were empty there were no customers except fish shop
Fish shop available varied fish such as tuna, Euthynnus pelamis as well as
brisling
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Travellingby Night Mail
 
railway station was crowded of that day evening.
Sun drowned in the therefore, darkness was embraced in that area.
passengers were gathered at there station ticket queue
but ticket counter was not open up to 6 pm
 
 
without large sound, the locomotion was parked at the station
which was night mail which will be terminated around 1930 pm
filling there sheet even though which was not moved until 1900 hrs
throwing a lot of things such as letter bags, boxes, with poultry packs into the
iron chambers
 
Traveling was started the train but which own flashed beam traveled faster than
train
The horn was sounded spread whole spatial on that area, therefore, someone
dreams break down
the animal and birds it slumbers near to woodit was fearedhorn as well as flash
however, train driver has been found a lot of railway stationfrom there flash
beam
 
a lot of passengers, they were not interested dramatic night while traveling
Sleeping while traveling they were dreaming at several destinations
How many invitation cards, greeting cards, Christmas card, gift were carrying by
night mail on this season.
Though which was motionviewed as flash beam spread among the darkness
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Tressure And Dry Earth
 
The dry earth every time generated dark smoke everywhere like morning
misty
Delight full sky with sun voyaging full of day without space for dark cloud time of
every
Ounce upon time made many of lake seen like one of garden grass with
tasty
The people of sin excavated for destroying the proud of history among
  dry
 
The natural dowry destroying ignorant people it be hate for living        people
They never get to chance for living like human the hell will open it will be true
The people turn to back world via clause till die all of innocent               people
They refuse theme with people and natural will hate and                       revenge
 
The history and heritages thieving sin people without knowing proud of mother
         s land
Where can shown some day to own children this is mine deposited for my love
        proved
The future heritage dry earth and empty forest live and sorrow with
          gathered
Oh the dowry from father   vanish children cried with sorrow weeping 			wiped
 
The smooth whether turn to dry and harmfully for people living
              better
With large thirsty wild animal carcass showing every village
                    near
Demolish link with natural the people feared and shivered and
       murmur
Although they not allowed pure reality by word of believably will listen wind
            whisper
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Trillion Hopes
 
Good hopes are coming to the mind every second
When the time of seen her it made fain that without sad
However, hope made some struggled, According to, thinking of the girl that
hopes are blurred
Cause of she might be answered a lot of questioned
 
Finalizing, those hopes are carrying with the one target
Earning money, building a palace, wearing a nice dress all of the thing for that
But some hope made nightmare to the life event
Every hope cannot be declared with the community abash it
The hope s that change with the age
Such, students think got best results while studying in the college
After leaving the college they thinking that hold a degree
Therefore, every human being live with the million trillion or billion hope
 
Humans have the varied type of hopes
Such as, to become either more powerful people or wealthiness
But every woman hopes to becomemothers
Although every man not thinking become fathers
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Triumph Of The Universal
 
The strange creative planet of earth living nation triumph all over universal
without             hesitation
They will grow beneath green wood's they had large mind and wise eyes
everything could            seen
Solving all problem make strange and new world the future will make more and
more      	fun
The abandon with yearn ounce upon time made struggle its fact for development
every living people soon
 
Dropping cascade flowing water between river beside blooming blossom bird
             singing
Spreading misty with sun chariot sparkle dew upon grass of leaf some time
             snowing
Courage with people going with speed takes for triumph without care difficulty in
           moving
Cheerful ordinance giving them clap for sports man believe every world nation
           cheering
 
Fertilizer arable land seem everywhere via earth become prosperity all
                   village
The human rights will increasing between all together will be making fine world
before die
Approach to the reality of destination swear from earth moon and sun making
world of fine
Cold be reach to the celestial will be open windows for inside if protect
themselves heritage
 
Everybody could be inspiration fresh the tree help to air for purified
Listen murmur with breeze between tree leaf could be defined some phrase of
god
Arise large mind more and more the mourn will escaping ever word nation who
believed
The noble somebody whence return who will pleasure for planet of earth will be
gives other for lived
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Trotting For Seeing Her
 
Thinking that was trotting for seeing her luster eyes
Oh where was my shirt shoes and cap
She also trotting I saw hers on there cross a road
Oh she has not expected see me on that day
 
No obstacle no space when the time of borne true love
The love which is either true or heartiest
Seen her eyes it was happy but leaving her from that was sorrowful
Thinking that was love which is romantic
 
With the advancement of age
Will she come o meet me
However, love is not died as starting suddenly
Though how to born love without your help
 
Thinking that we met for crying or pleasure
The world is fashionable therefore we become an elder
But love never ever changes in my heart
Oh, girl, I don't know how you think that was not published, love
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True Love
 
The blossom will bloom with dawn birds are singing sweet				song
The misty betweens open rainbow for pleasurable for       			     affection 
Every message will send to with loving thought which will fly through defeat
obstacle
The explore heart will together with loving one day of				         noble
 
Offering bunch of rose flower which fragrance spreading every		    people
Embracing own lover for ending begin thing with top of 			pleasure
Everyone feel of him love can find truth of affection the day of		    noble
The suns smiling every one luster them hope never die upon 		    earth
 
The true lovers weeping tears and get together more and    		        more
Offering bunch of rose upon altar for name of noble			      people
Escaping every sad by him name praying with pure heart who will be	     console
Feel it in your mind it never be rough return to 				innocence
 
Be strong see your heart many thing whispering to mind feel it                 better
Feel of love turn to warmth everyone make hope with nice future of wonder
Bird will singing and ornamental fish will dance among rays the day of winner
They will embracing with pure heart own god will bless will heard    murmur 		
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True Will Back
 
Before sun beaming wake up with thousand hope walking along
          road
Variety colors mud blossom beside road waiting for dawn sun by
      god bid
After mid night dropping rain decorated every leaf sparkle like hanging light at
night of mid
Mild breeze toughing blossom petal although not boring for its
       moved 
 
The birds sweet voice pick up with near of time dawn begin with day starting
Moment by moment t street turn to crowd the breezed turn to black smoking
The bird escaping to forest blooming blossom fragrance not had get feeling
Although people hearts born hopes never will be                                  dyeing
 
The promises of noble one never be break seem destroyed unkindly some body
Although the almighty power never be loose from reality it's be live every day
The strange changers at world via without love or promise between nature of
proudly
Who will believe it without hesitation if not hunter by people crudely
 
They will listen mourn of people and children every night not knowing praying
Every kindly eye will pour blood with angry aim for against them till ending
Once upon time somebody threw stone for reality while sorrow feeling
Whence the people developed with everything not to ability one abrasion for true
boning
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Two Picture In Window
 
Sound is noise that is the large engine it cannot be looked where is it
Whitewing with bird it flew upon the white flower fill up pond how nice it
It had to find a victim by using sharp eye while flying
Oh just picture had missed from eyesight
 
It did not damage some flower by it sharp hook while catching victim
The white flower is also calling for it, taking food
Victim is not feel something happening it swum around the pond
Deep as well as upon the water because sun beam is rayed
 
Next window, there was large blue printed wings own bird, it sat upon the bare
tree.
It is thinking how beautiful me, don't look the where was the engine is going
Thinks, it is not like green leaf with trees because of it cannot be seen while
sitting
It inviting somebody, capture me I m a beautiful bird around the globe.
 
Wet wings is adhesive to it body thinking, how dry before sun goes down
Drizzle is drooping over the day where can be covered, it has not owned hut
The wings are opened surrounded not together each other
The sunrays help to dried all over wings before next drizzle
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Understanding World
 
People cried everywhere without understanding what is world
Struggling for land love or richest humanity don't care themselves or god
The tears from poverty eyes not much expensive all though reality and mourn
shacked
Truth crucifix by ignorant people although never escape truth who is followed
 
Among darkness between rough winds like sun rays beaming and dropping earth
the truth will delight
Dropping dew upon leaf sparkle by rays once upon day same dropp of tears will
sparkle by power of mind great
Whence everybody Struggle for defeating unfair in the world earth will make
calm to every heart
Although greedy people following money like tigers when following     deer's
hunters at   the forest
 
The paddy field harvesting among rain corn will ripen showing courage
Somebody hold themselves future idea console suffered some one
Wind is blowing across paddy flowing far away giving to about prosperity
message
The thought of envious defeat brave and courage thought tears will dry began
smile
 
 
 
 
Water flowing till meet corn and corn leaf smile with sun rays every morning
Greedy people will die back to enemy follow up them for take them money and
fighting
The cried somebody pry for god someone pray for sun and moon someone war
ships for raining
All of them sweating praying and fighting with power for handle them stomach
feeling
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Untruth Dream On Ere Night
 
A friend of mine has come and sat on the chair
I tried to chatter with the friend of mine but it was a little dream
The dream was suddenly blurred at that time
I again closed my eyes to see a friend of mine on my dream
 
An everlasting friend of mine thee has embraced death
But also thee is never ever forgetting on my heart
The friendly smile, rejoice meeting has been deleted by sting
Although thinking that thee will be sitting on another happy world than past
 
As a poet consoling that your mind thee was not in the world
Given at power to the pen tips writing that was a death poem of a friend of mine
It will be meaning full if thee alive in the world
Oh who will be reading this poem and recognizing our friendship
 
As a Buddhist, I would provide some merit and as a Christian, I would pray for
you
Vow by me
Thee life has spent wisely as a man in the world
According to, the death of a friend of mine has poured tears from the thousands
of eyes
Therefore, theewill become like a friend of mine on next soul
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Vigilant People
 
Vigilant of every people by him discretion every second and minute spreading
good message
Take them under care of him rescue from anguish spreading his love every
where
The flowers will bloom for him named the mountain grow up for people
The river and cascade moving between woods murmur hymn about pure
scripture
 
The birds and wild animal lying beneath the tree hood the wind is blowing across
tree leaves
At the morning sun chariot spreading sun rays at the evening its showing likes
one of red balls
Courage people made iron devil moving upon iron bar between woods with black
smokes
Attraction of own world who offered to the world make to him every comfortable
life with
wonders
 
Sea wave come and knocked against coral reef born more and more foam every
where
Fishermen going to the sea for fishing hope for will protect themselves children
and wife
He will going with them upon every waves ensure themselves life for full time
Sea hawk flying for far away horizontal among dark and white cloud it's so nice
 
Creative world for people he will come from heaven for rescue everybody from
suffered sin
Among strange creative in the earth believe and breeding and sing for him sweet
hymn
Front of seven bowl oath for believe him triumph will come to your body soon
The summer and winter autumn and spinster emperor who is creative everything
to world could seen
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Village Road
 
Breeze blowing across corn yard and torn   morning misty spreading sun
                               rays
The birds are flying between mountains to till see   horizontal for finding better
                              oats
The creative world decorated for morning smile with moving   school girl by old
road among village lands
Constantly developing word avoid site between village dropping old road in the
                             plans
 
War ship for temple and carrying elephant woods body with riding bicycle for only
one old           road
For going to work at real time for back to will come to before sun set help to
village old               road
In the dark hour some light tour delight some light tower invisible although
experience villages not old
The ancient time our ancestors use this cart road that belong to us chance for
them                            beloved
 
Bend coconut trees to the road with sun chariot creative variety of
         shadow
While coming sun up to the sky the farmers moving themselves paddy for plant
hope world new
 
Many of tractors coming via road for harvesting paddy making many of hollow
Essential need road use everybody although no one rebuild see like as cart road
with dark shadow
 
With black color glass speed make cross the line from village road on the
highway
The ministry is boasting all over country coming develop than past history
Among shining imported vehicle the road showing just past cart from me slowly
Although the mass project with dream with alien oh they dance in the world like
crazy
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Voyaged Around The Sea Port
 
The wind was blowing through mountain across the ears
It made so, so sound and it has blocked which is hearing all of the ears
Sea tide made the sound after hitting isthe pier wall
The peers of fish gathered beneath the water
 
The passengers sat on the bench
They were the rant and looking for a boat for the trip
With the sun, risen starting is sparkling seawater
The boat wassail to the pier it made happiness to the passengers
 
The engine of the boat started it created white foam upon the sea
Suddenly one of seawater has spread inside the boat and it was wetted cloth of
ladies also
The sea thou had not cared for the ladies they softened as a petal of the flower
But they like to thy cause thou is mass as well as brighten as a sapphire
 
The sea, which owned several islands with their coastal
Moreover, it owned several ships, large submarine, and water jet
Although the sea is, deem to the ship as a wives
It can be cognized as a seaport but they voyaged by a boat
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Waiting For Moment
 
Waiting for moment listen have whispered for your ear			Beautiful girl
Need take your delicate hand how much worth feel among thing of 		all
Once moment looking eye of luster and turn its defeat beaming sun rays
spreading hill
Like a fairy where do come from thought seen and live in dream wonderful
 
The hair of concave embracing her s frontal like dressing ring like upon hair
The blowing wind came and moving spreading hair everywhere share with her
All though lips is closed no voice came from its like seen heart his better
Walking busy who take his delicate hand ask from god how believe it s not me
for
 
Voyaging with together via every world will not enough this soul and life
Couldn't cover fate its will be solve by owners of our life
Couldn't kill born thought through heart come too all army and police
It's never die at burial will be again born with new life and sole
 
Let's thinking with together making true life from everything around  
The life is like dream it's never heart for you and me true is believed
We never die from life its will be meet every new born after beloved
Knowing everything come from darkness never seen before via world
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War Poem
 
The line of fence it shows out order
Starting shouting for violating there
One person who tells the line here
But opposite person who was not agree
 
Someone threw a stone to opposite side
Once they threw more stone for the opposite side
Aggressive person who carried lot of weapons and guns as soon as possible
He fires the gun oh god someone had injured but not die
 
One side organized troops for fighting its decorated fine armory with more gun
and weapon
Bidding rules against for opposite side according to, fence line did that partition
One government pick up a missile to kill opposite men
The social media declared and reported there around death, casualties, and
destroy land man own.
 
The country reputation has damaged thus increasing is more death and
casualties
Government leaders have planned to gather for discussion previous Factors
The meetings it has not end up with successful results
As result of,most hero's named carve upon the rocks but also with some persons
with disorders.
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Warmth Of Finger
 
The warmth of finger its bright full and fortune once day between life
Fulfill pleasure and wonder everywhere foot step without any pain or tide
Made thousand hope in heart make one thought owner of world heritage
The beautiful dream ever tie with mellows finger grow thought every minute
 
Walking or fly till world road ending hide for more warmth by the formality
Hate for fading time spreading darkness and losing money
One thought with aiming eye pray for sun light for escape felt thought lonely
All though the fate not to be bid warmth together today or every day
 
The mild darkness and low volume music spreading one chamber
Foot step to see somebody for stop thought of sadness by left warmth her
Every table upon bottle of wine they chat one by one murmur
If not any body for delet feel loneliness order one for
 
With dizzy fading time creating her luster eye with kindly smile front of eyes
How to tell for somebody not anybody with front of chairs
The devil women went to café took flesh for quench her desires
Although never decrease bone thought it will be s ever dreams
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We Were Gradually Fallinginlove
 
Sunrays dropped to the glasses but it cannot be defeated her eyebeam
The eyes which are talking without a voice but it's not strange at the moment
Thou soul was flying for close to her it grabbed the whole atmosphere
Although she softens and immature pectoral had not push thee away
 
She's eyes was sharpened it had not open really
The murmur mixedto the air it and spread every space
After that she soften cheek those became rosecolor
Thee were grabbed drastic warmth it was a charm
 
With the advancement of age, she'smind was sharpen
She away from thou but not with a better choice
Thee hit theglasses rupture every window
According to,she turns, therefore, she brightens eyes looked again through thou
 
That girl mind was gradually aroused from the deep slumber
But she listened to thou that dirge of heart
she felt solemn of missed love
Oh she's again looked thou burn body and eyes
 
She wasgiven at birth for slain love again
Therefore, Thee was closedto her for tackled red color lips
Also, she thought was the same way that liked to listen to the sound of the heart
of thy
Therefore, she writes a thousand phrase for thou
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Whales Should Not Come To The Beach
 
baby whales grow by feeding milk fromowned mom
but breast milk was not sucking on baby lips, but itpumped to the baby mouth
female whaleswas owned largest mammary gland in the world
It swum with super size head
 
It grows by three stages that baby, adolescent, and adult
At the time, mature with sex, shifting hot sea spaces to find a mate
Sometimes, it came to the atmosphere to see the sun
it breath createsv shape water line on the spatial
 
Whaleswas a large one consequently, it injured somewhere in the sea
Sea wasnot like past time, itused by people for traveling somewhere
Whales came to shallow water to see the vet surgeon
But it could not be returned to deep sea again
 
Considering, people should stopping whales come to the beach on further
Nevertheless, loving to sea elephant, do voyaging with lovers, whales owned
areas
Photographing, it will be smiling, dancing, jumping, like airboat at the sea
Praying to god execution some policy for sealand that owned to it as well
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Where Can Find Earth Like Other Planet
 
Extinguish burn world spreading water every where 
Gratify every heart will delight all life
Cultivate all land and fertilizer fruitful cherry garden make wonder full strange
     
Vague path of scripture will clear risky life turn to better life
 
Dry valley turn green valley horses are neighing birds singing
Arouse thought about nation the prosperity social is will making
The rivers flowing between mountain wind is blowing blossom are blooming
Every  one consent with strange natural heritage seen of believing
 
Courage will make all human being smiling every people with together 
The better of world as well as god health assure
Ever green wood's making fresh air for breathing and whispering father
Get rid of rough thought the world beautiful very soft which is so sober
 
Oh where could  find out such a nice planet than better earth 
Like white clouds exist snow mountain one part cold and one part warmth
Voyaging every sea looking dolphin ask where having them palace in depth
The celestial river among flare wings and  fly high believe truth of high
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Whispering Her Name
 
Wind is blowing through curtain whispering her
        name
The falcon came with message of what did to fine 				future
Exits misty between mountain song is continue			with grab            love
Take my pray to the heart but the crazy of 					life
 
Sun disk came out beaming everywhere blossom
blooming
Birds are singing song and dance flare wings between tree of 		      moving
The memory of eve r lasting came to heart till grab soul of 		meaning
The spirit of meaning ever life came to my heart all fashion 		becoming
 
The moon is going to be far away solar in outer space now couldn't light world
from   star
 That's true of meaning sun is lonely at outer space beaming at dawn till evening
ever
Missing old world strange but the me hold for in my hear next to return for world
die never
Take me soul give the power for seen you telling trust which of came with me life
together
 
Oh I feel what has feel	take when embracing love and
mercy	
Every burn heart and mind next born can feel take me sign faith 		       fully
I went to end of principle of love take what had feel beet of 		lovely
Listen your breathing and neighing oh return to innocence for you take my
equally		
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Will Have Message Heaven Is Near
 
The Flying birds and wild animal makes god noise with themselves pleasure
The trees in Ever green wood's blossom bloom for decorated history      tale
The dame dropping water  among boulder spreading dew every           where
The august summer is ending ready for next  season of via every        people
 
Weep wiped widows and children of  losing father  by cruel
      war 
Console from blowing mellows wind don't close door will have message heaven is
near
If too vanishing all over world the sun will open name of hero at war
But the every war never  wining only university which of  could listen by murmur
 
 
We could looking by eyes and reaching without knowing which effect for life
All though listen from ear where is the truth every roads before look by eye
The tangible truth never dump every time fill up your ear without haste
All of heart of tie never demolish if we see in really true
 
Every one bless for you rescue soul from darkness before EVER sleeping
The power of everything see by our own memory never missing every thing
The good message by birds and wild animal will be coming true your are the
wining
Flare memory for hospitality for society among having had short living
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Winter And Art
 
In the summertime that trees decorated with green leaf it so nice
But with the winter it becomes bare
The river becomes white in color and white snow floated here and there
The bench, which is close to the river it has covered by solid of snow, it was
creative
 
The painter who created a portrait while sitting on the close to a river
The picture showed one couple they embraced forever
She's head had been laid upon his chest corner
Snowing that around them it beat for them more holder
 
&quot;Birds sit brooding in the snow, &quot; the phrase wrote by The great poet
Shakespeare
The birds it cannot be either flutter or singing with the icicles and frozen snow on
the atmosphere
Dropping that snow, it is deeming thousand of the word upon poet page
while writing poem of winter nature that is invasionbody chills somewhere
 
The winter wind is blowing as a murmur of owl sound
The spring is better with the sun although winter is an opportunity for the
beloved
Although not made a thousand of rivers with a lot of pint water to floated
Because of the poets of great never ever thought that naturewill be changed
without an order of god
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Winter And Life
 
Green color tree leaf that dropped to the earth thus trees become bare
The sunbeam not much more warmth it becomes pale
All of men women and children were wearing wool coats they shows asa pillar
image
Moreover, all of they were aspirating white color air like smoke
 
Every dwell places roof covered by white color solid of snows
All of cars vans and cart tires have been becoming like white snowballs
The water of rivers was floating it scene there were more canoes
Oh there fish was struggled and pleading that sending sun rays
 
Every hearths flame supported to people become hot
Either women or gents were drunks' lot of liquors and coffee of hot
Among these change richest one traveled to other destination by flight
Oh nature how much colder all lands became wet
 
Neither you nor I have not any arouse feel with the weather with colder
The dwell heater not supplied good heat that thansunbeam from the sky Easter
The family inside the house which is closed by a large door
They think will be supported to them by spring for living better
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Woman Liberation
 
Spirit of love is offered to the humanity
Grower society, country, and the world
Someday she accepts an offer ownership of motherhood
It has made eternity of love
Working class together, they were sweatshop equally
Upon the earth, on the sky, In between outer space, at the sea wherever
Struggling for increasing worth of job
Raises banners to publish themselves fairness
At the past time great poet who wrote many verses about woman
But it not knowing many humankind poems is not reading many people
The message of freedom, which is similar to all
Therefore, violating women all over the world
She states don't follow me, don't harass me we care for all
Build up her children and she need walk along to everywhere
We are not slave in domestic
Her violation becamea liberation war on near to future
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Wonder Full World
 
wonder full world has good live for    people
betweenth sun and earth while            live
nature is protect  from your          determine
it will be protect   your with         pleassure
 
aiming weopon and  why                quarrelling
every thing is having in the world     beliving
at east every day every morning sun    beaming
blowing wind whispering grow your      thinking
 
laying upon sea coast looking sea      wave
breathing from your heart  air of      pure
every mist in dark wood like look      nice
praying for god for offer nature to people
 
dont destroy all herritages   belong to  him
  never couldnt pay which of  life  till from
 clown is belong to  all       of them
 dont make fight giving chance to all by  him
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Writer Killer
 
The person who wrote agony of people
He wrote a thousand factors that are sorrow of people
Tears wiped from lot of eyes, pain of hearts Seattle down by his ward
Although someone is hating for his paragraphed
 
The tale of the king, girls love, behavior wrote by him selves pen
The amazing true pretty story created by his word
Little child world, babies cries,describe from his phrases
However, his pen ink never wrote unfair story to the publicity
 
Singers sang his word front of the assembles
Legend, doctrine, poem, those were creates by his power
Given wisdom for all nation without any of partition
Telling truth and crisis of political by article for all the nations
 
Oh good the truth returns as a bullet
Man who likes a devil leader he bided to him do not write
The articles are violating hitting for unfair events
Writing word those deposited in people mind but he entered to the divine by
shot.
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Writing Cave Of Mine
 
Seeking a natural cave which situated at the land of mine
Few customers can use the cave
Flowing wellspring water this was flew based on the cave
Viewing greenish seeds on the fields in front of the cave
 
Thinking write a poem when the time of sat down the cave
But it has not prepared yet oh I sweated with mamotee
However, I founded marl there and I used there for planting banana
After that, I prepared staircase to their base there was a poll
 
Beside the cave has been growing couple of jaggery palm
Constructing a rock top restaurant which situates top of the cave
However, in the night moonlight was coming to the cave they defeat sun rays
Feeling amuse thus moon was closer than your place
 
However, the cave is a holy place therefore,
Lying noble one at the Christ age as well as recently
It used some time meditations people who tie with the doctrine
decorating a cave it can be used for write a great poem
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